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BY E-MAIL AND HAND DELIVERY 

February 4, 2020 

Angela Cavillo, Clerk of the Board of Supervisors 
San Francisco City Hall, Room 244 
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
(Original, 2 hard copies and $640 appeal fee) 

Lisa Gibson, Environmental Review Officer 
San Francisco Planning Department 
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 
San Francisco, CA 94103-2479 
Lisa.g ibson@sfgov .erg 
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RE: 1776 Green Street (2018-011430CUA; 2018-011430VAR; 2018-011430ENV) 

Honorable Members of the Board of Supervisors: 

I am writing on behalf of The Hollow Revolution ("THoR"), an association of 
neighbors living near 1776 Green Street, San Francisco, California, concerning certain 
applications filed with the Planning Department to convert the existing automotive garage 
at 1776 Green Street (built in 1914) to a new residential development consisting of six 
market rate, luxury three-bedroom units,1 with a two-story addition ("Project"). (2018-
011430CUA; 2018-011430VAR; 2018-011430ENV). 

Pursuant to San Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.16, on behalf of THoR, 
this letter appeals the San Francisco Planning Department's issuance of a categorical 
exemption from the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") for the above 
referenced matter. (Exhibit A). Specifically, this appeal arises from the San Francisco 
Department of Public Health, Environmental Health Division, action of January 31, 2020, 
granting an approval of a Site Characterization Workplan submitted on behalf of 
developer Local Capital Group by AIIWest Environmental. (Exhibit B, "Workplan"). 
Pursuant to Workplan approval, AIIWest commenced construction activities on February 
3, 2020, in violation of the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA"). (Exhibit C 
(photographs of work)). 

The Project seeks to place luxury residential units on a site that has been used as 
an automobile repair garage for over 1 00 years- from 1914 to 2018. For much of that 
time, there were few if any environmental laws. Not surprisingly, the Project site is 

11ncluding one unit deemed an accessory dwelling unit ("ADU"). 
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heavily contaminated with cancer-causing chemicals that appear to have leaked out of 
underground storage tanks over many decades. The contamination levels are startling. 
For example, as discussed in the attached comments of hydrogeologist Matthew 
Hagemann, C.Hg., (Exhibit D) the current level of Benzene in groundwater at the Project 
site of 380 parts per billion (ppb) exceeds the residential environmental significance level 
(ESL) of 0.42 ppb by 904 times. Benzene is a known human carcinogen. Mr. 
Hagemann concludes that these levels pose potential risks related to soil vapor intrusion 
and construction worker exposure. As a result of the high levels of benzene and other 
toxic chemicals, the Project site is on the State's Cortese list of contaminated sites. In 
early December 2019, the City Department of Public Health proposed to remove the 
Project site from the Cortese list, (Exhibit E) but that request was rejected (Exhibit F) in 
mid-January 2020 after an appeal by THoR. (Exhibit G). 

1776 Green Street is located in close proximity to sensitive receptors, namely, 
Sherman Elementary School at 1651 Union Street (one block to the east) and Allyne Park 
at 2609 Gough Street (half a block to the east). The Golden Gate Valley Library is also 
half a block to the west at 1801 Green Street. (Exhibit H). 

CEQA is clear that Projects proposed to be constructed on sites on the Cortese list 
may not be exempted from CEQA review. (CEQA, Pub. Res. Code §21 084(c)). CEQA 
review is required to ensure that the interested public and elected decision-makers may 
review the clean-up plan to ensure it is adequate to protect neighbors, workers and future 
residents of the Project.2 By allowing the clean-up to proceed without any CEQA review 
whatsoever, the City is doing an end-run around the clear requirements of CEQA. 

Even more egregious is the fact that the City has made an end-run around the 
Planning Commission. On November 7, 2019, the Planning Commission held a hearing 
on THoR's CEQA appeal of the Project. (Exhibit 1). The Planning Director, John Rahaim, 
had no substantive response to THoR's argument that CEQA review is required for the 
Project. As a result, the Commission continued the appeal to February 27, 2020. Rather 
than wait for the Planning Commission hearing, the City simply approved a clean-up plan, 
without any public notice or CEQA review, denying the Planning Commission any 
opportunity to rule or weigh-in on the matter. 

As a result, THoR is left with no option other than to appeal directly to the Board of 
Supervisors pursuant to Administrative Code 31.16. 

I. BACKGROUND 

On October 30, 2019 the City issued its first CEQA exemption for the Project, 
claiming that the Project was exempt entirely from CEQA review pursuant to the Class 1 
exemption for "Existing Facilities;" and the Class 3 exemption for "New construction or 
conversion of small structures." Our November 6, 2019 letter explained that those 
exemptions do not even apply on their own terms. (Exhibit I). Apparently, the City staff 

2 Citizens for Responsible Equitable Envt'l Dev. v. City of Chula Vista ("CREED'J (20 11) 197 
Cai.App.4th 327, 331-333. 
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agreed with our analysis. Planning Staff has abandoned the Class 1 and 3 exemptions 
entirely, but instead now propose to exempt the Project from CEQA review pursuant to 
the Class 32 exemption for lnfill Developments, and the "common sense" exemption for 
Projects "where it can be seen with certainty that there is no possibility that the activity in 
question may have a significant effect on the environment." (14 CCR 15061 (b)((3)). 

As discussed below, the Project may not be exempted from CEQA review at all 
because it is on the State's Cortese list of contaminated sites, and because the Project 
will adversely affect a listed historic resource. Therefore, the City may not issue any 
permits for the Project until the City prepares a CEQA document analyzing the Project's 
impacts and proposing all feasible mitigation measures to reduce those impacts. 

II. CEQA 

A. The Project May Not Be Exempted from CEQA Because it is on the 
Cortese List of Contaminated Sites. 

The Project site is listed on the State of California's Cortese list as an active, open 
site under GeoTracker due to its extensive soil contamination which has not been 
remediated. 
https://geotracker.waterboards.ca.gov/profile report?global id=T1 0000008988 
The GeoTracker listing notes extensive soil contamination: MW1 had 17,000 ppb TPH
gas, 3, 700 ppb TPH diesel, and 570 ppb Benzene. Soil boring B3 next to MW1 had TPHg 
at 32,000 ppb, TPHd at 2,500 ppb and Benzene at 4,500 ppb. 

The 2nd CEQA exemption admits that, "The project site is listed as an active 
leaking underground storage tank cleanup site on the Hazardous Waste and Substances 
Sites List (also known as the "Cortese List")." (2nd CEQA Exemption, p. 5 (Exhibit A)). 
The document also admits that the Project will require approximately 1 ,400 cubic yards of 
soil disturbance. Nevertheless, the City concludes that the San Francisco Department of 
Public Health ("DPH" or "SFDPH") "will determine if a site mitigation plan is required and, 
if so, would ensure that remediation is completed in a way that assures protection of 
public health and safety." (ld. p. 6). The City therefore concludes that the Project is 
exempt entirely from CEQA review. As discussed below, the staff analysis ignores state 
law. 

Despite clean-up efforts dating to 2016, the report clearly shows that soil 
contamination has not improved at all (although groundwater contamination levels have 
improved). (Case Closure Summary, Section Ill, p.2 (Exhibit J)). These contamination 
levels remain far above Environmental Screening Levels ("ESLs"). (ld. Section VII). 
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Release and Site Cha1racterization !Information (Continued} 
Maximum Oocumanted C·ontaminant Concentrations·· Before and A-fter Cleanup 

Comtamlrtant Soil (ppm) Wirtir (ppbJ Conlamlnanl Soli h ·Pm~ W11ter ppb} 

B4)fore After Before Aflii'r Before, After Before 
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C·omments {Depth of Remediation, etc.): 

As discussed by certified hydrogeologist Matthew Hagemann, The "after" benzene 
levels that remain in soil and groundwater, as tabulated above, significantly exceed the 
following San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board Environmental 
Screening Levels (ESLs) below: 

Residential Soil Vapor Intrusion Concerns 
Residential Exposure 

Commercial/Industrial Soil Vapor Intrusion 
Concerns 
Commercial/Industrial Exposure 
Construction Worker Exposure 

Benzene ESLs 
Soil Groundwater 

(ppm) (ppb) 

0.42 
0.33 

1.8 
1.4 
33 

Documented Concentrations 
In Excess of ESLs 

Soil Groundwater 
(ppm) (ppb) 

904x 
284x 

211x 
67x 
2.8x 

To put this in perspective, the current levels of toxic contamination in soil and 
groundwater exceed state standards by hundreds of times. The current level of Benzene 
in groundwater of 380 ppb exceeds the residential ESL of 0.42 ppb by 904 times. 
Furthermore, it exceeds even the commercial of 1.8 ppb ESL by 211 times. The benzene 
level in soil of 94 ppm at the Site exceeds the residential ESL of 0.33 ppm by over 284 
times. Benzene is a known human carcinogen. Mr. Hagemann concludes that these 
levels pose potential risks related to soil vapor intrusion and construction worker 
exposure. Soil-vapor intrusion is a process in which the chemical vapors may enter the 
new construction above, potentially exposing future residents. 

1. CEQA Statute. 

The Project may not be exempted from CEQA review because it is on the State of 
California's Cortese List of highly contaminated sites. CEQA is quite clear, a categorical 
exemption: 

After 

200 

43 
~D 

ND 

NA 
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"shall not be used for a project located on a site which is included on any list 
compiled pursuant to Section 65962.5 of the Government Code [Cortese 
List]." 

14 CCR §15300.2(e) (emphasis added). The CEQA statute states: 

"No project located on a site which is included on any list compiled pursuant 
to Section 65962.5 of the Government Code [Cortese List] shall be exempted 
from this division pursuant to subdivision (a)[ categorical exemptions]." 

PRC § 21084(c)) . "The provisions in Government Code Section 65962.5 are commonly 
referred to as the 'Cortese List."' A Cortese listing can be effected for "underground 
storage tanks for which an unauthorized release report is filed pursuant to Section 25295 
of the Health and Safety Code." Govt. Code§ 65962.5(c)(1 ). The GeoTracker list is one 
of the lists in the Cortese List. 

The City's 2nd CEQA Exemption, issued at the end of November 2019, ignores 
entirely the controlling statutory language. Nowhere in the staff report are the above 
statutory provisions even mentioned. 

The Staff Report appears to argue that the SFDPH, will adequately address the 
soil contamination via the Maher Ordinance. However, CEQA does not allow the City to 
avoid compliance with state law. To the extent that the City's municipal code allows 
projects to avoid CEQA review if they comply with the Maher Ordinance, the City's code 
is in conflict with state law embodied in CEQA. Of course, State law preempts the City's 
municipal code to the extent that there is a conflict. Sherwin-Williams Co. v. City of Los 
Angeles, 4 Cal. 4th 893, 844 P.2d 534 (1993). 

2. Case Law. 

The City similarly ignores the copious published case law holding that a project 
proposed to be built on a site on the Cortese List may not be exempted from CEQA 
review. As the Court of Appeal has stated, "We agree that the Legislature intended 
that projects on these [Cortese List] sites should not be categorically exempt from 
CEQA because they may be more likely to involve significant effects on the 
environment." Parker Shattuck Neighbors v. Berkeley City Council, 222 Cal. App. 4th 
768,781 (2013); McQueen v. Mid-Peninsula Board, 202 Cai.App.3d 1136,1149, ("the 
known existence of ..... hazardous wastes on property to be acquired is an unusual 
circumstance threatening the environment" and the project may not be exempted from 
CEQA review); Association for a Cleaner Environment v. Yosemite Comm. College, 110 
Cai.App.4th 629 (2004) (presence of hazardous materials makes CEQA exemption 
improper). 

The case of Citizens for Responsible Equitable Envt'l Dev. v. City of Chula Vista 
("CREED") (2011) 197 Cai.App.4th 327, 331-333 is directly on point. In CREED, Target 
proposed to build a new store on the site of a former gas station. Since the site was 
contaminated with petroleum products, the Court held that an Environmental Impact 
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Report ("EIR") was required under CEQA. In CREED, the City argued (as here) that its 
public health department would develop a remedial action plan after project approval that 
would adequately safeguard human health. The Court of Appeal rejected this argument, 
holding that an EIR was required, and that the mitigation plan must be set forth in the EIR 
and subjected to public review and comment. The Court held, "it can be fairly argued that 
the Project may have a significant environmental impact by disturbing contaminated 
soils." 197 Cal. App. 4th at 332. The City could not defer development of the remediation 
plan until after Project approval. /d. In other words, the Court of Appeal rejected the 
precise practice that the City of San Francisco is advocating for this Project. 

In ACE v. Yosemite, 116 Cai.App.4th 629, the court held that an EIR was required 
to disclose, analyze, and cleanup existing lead contamination on a site from an old 
shooting range. The court stated that CEQA review was required because "lead 
contamination could spread at the removal site as well as the site receiving the 
salvageable portions .... cars driving on lead-contaminated soil could lift lead-contaminated 
dust into the air. Students and staff walking through the area could pick up lead 
contamination on their shoes and clothing, potentially spreading it throughout the campus 
or taking it to their homes." ld. at 640 (emphasis added). The ACE court expressly 
concluded that "the physical removal of the MJC Range has the potential for spreading 
lead contamination, which is a direct physical change in the environment." ld. 
The other contamination cases, and CEQA's legislative history, hold similarly. See 
McQueen, 202 Cai.App.3d at 1149 (site contaminated with PCBs could not be exempted 
from CEQA review and CEQA analysis was required to propose cleanup plan for public 
review and scrutiny); Quail Botanical Gardens Foundation, Inc. v. City of Encinitas (1994) 
29 Cai.App.4th 1597, 1599 (petitioners raised, but court did not reach issue of "toxic 
contamination on the subdivision property"). 

3. Legislative History. 

CEQA Section 21 084(c), requires that, "No project located on a site which is 
included on [the Cortese list] shall be exempted from this division [CEQA]." This section 
was added to CEQA in 1991 by AB 869. Excerpts of the legislative history of AB869 is 
attached hereto as Exhibit K. The purpose of the amendments was to "ensure that 
hazardous waste sites will be considered in the CEQA process" (AA953), because 
"[e]xposing people to hazardous materials is generally considered a significant effect 
under CEQA." (AA1062). 

The Legislative History makes clear that the intent of AB 869 was to ensure that if 
a project is proposed to be built on a contaminated site, then the site shall be cleaned-up 
and a mitigation plan developed as part of the CEQA process, prior to construction. The 
official Assembly Natural Resources Committee Report states: 

"CEQA compliance requires an evaluation and remediation of hazardous waste 
contamination at a project site. The intent of the bill is to focus the lead agency on 
this issue by requiring that it determine if a site is contained on available lists of 
hazardous waste sites." (AA973; see also AA988, AA1047). The Bill Analysis 
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Work Sheet states, "This bill ensures that hazardous waste sites will be considered 
in the CEQA process." (AA973 (emphasis added)). 

The Enrolled Bill Report states, "Exposing people to hazardous materials is 
generally considered a significant effect under CEQA." (AA1062). The author of AB 869, 
Assembly Member Sam Farr, wrote to Governor Pete Wilson in support of the bill, stating: 

"This bill responds to problems outlined in the winter edition of the "Environmental 
Monitor" relating to hazardous waste issues being handled on two uncoordinated 
tracks (permit and environmental) and the "substantial legal risks" associated with 
the use of categorical exemptions under CEQA for projects proposed on 
contaminated properties. 

This bill will save public agencies, property owners, and developers significant 
amounts of time and expense because they will be able to know and address 
hazardous waste problems before construction ... 

As stated above, I believe that it is more prudent to address these issues during 
the CEQA process and before making a decision on a project, not during or after 
construction." (AA 1071 ). 

The legislation was passed in the wake of series of botched toxic site clean-ups 
that exposed workers and residents to toxic chemicals. The official Legislative History file 
contains newspaper articles on projects constructed on contaminated sites, where 
workers were unwittingly exposed to toxic chemicals, evidencing an intent to protect 
construction workers as well as residents. (AA943-947). 

Similarly, the City of San Francisco is embroiled in a series of botched clean-ups, 
that have resulted in lawsuits and allegations from local residents, and even police 
officers who have allegedly been exposed to highly toxic chemicals as a result of botched 
clean-ups that were inadequately supervised by the SFDPH, such as the ongoing 
contamination issues at the Hunters Point Shipyard and Treasure Island. (Exhibit L). 
Scandals now embroil the Department of Public Works and Planning Department in 
alleged criminal activity involving payments and favors in exchange for expedited permits. 
(Exhibit M). 

In vetoing the bill, Governor Pete Wilson argued, as does the City in this case, that: 

"This legislation is unnecessary. Under current local and state health laws, lead 
agencies routinely undertake site cleanup activities prior to project construction. 
The cleanup, using certified contractors is usually commenced following 
discussions with local health authorities. Once the hazardous waste problem has 
been rectified, the requirement for an environmental impact report or a negative 
declaration rather than a categorical exemption is unjustified and will result in 
project delays and costs." (AA 1 057)." 
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The legislature rejected Gov. Wilson 's argument, and adopted AB 869 over his 
veto, requiring site contamination and cleanup to be analyzed as part of the CEQA 
review. The Legislative History makes clear that in enacting AB 869, the legislature 
intended that if a project is proposed to be built on a site contaminated with hazardous 
chemicals, then CEQA review is required to analyze the risks to workers and other 
people, and that a cleanup plan must be included as part of the CEQA review before 
project construction. The legislature expressly rejected the view that hazardous 
contamination was adequately addressed by other laws and agencies, and expressly 
required review and mitigation as part of the CEQA process. 

The CEQA statute makes clear that a project on a Cortese List site may not be 
exempted from CEQA review. The City's checkered history of botched clean-ups and 
potential cover-ups makes clear that a public, transparent CEQA process is required to 
ensure that site clean-up is conducted properly. The clean-up plan must be set forth in a 
CEQA document for public review. The City may not defer development of a clean-up 
plan until after Project approval. (CREED, 197 Cai.App.4th 327, 331-333).3 

B. The Project May Not Be Exempted from CEQA Because it will Adversely 
Affect an Historic Resource. 

The Project will largely destroy the existing building that has existed on the site 
since 1914, and which is officially listed as an historic resource. The City contends that 
the Project will not adversely affect the historic building, but this is nonsensical. The 
entire building will be almost entirely destroyed, except for the fa9ade. The City's own 
historical analysis concludes that the roof-trusses are among the most significant historic 
elements of the building. Yet, all of those historic roof-trusses will be destroyed and 
removed entirely. Clearly, this will have an adverse impact on the elements of the 
building that contribute to its historic character. 

CEQA section 21 084(e), provides, "A project that may cause a substantial adverse 
change in the significance of a historical resource, as specified in Section 21084.1, shall 
not be exempted from this division ... " CEQA defines a "substantial adverse change" as 
the physical demolition, destruction, relocation or alteration of the historical resource 
or its immediate surroundings such that the significance of the historical resource would 
be materially impaired. CEQA goes on to define "materially impaired" as work that 

3 It is well-settled that future formulation of mitigation measures is prohibited under CEQA, 
because it effectively precludes public input into the development of these measures. CREED, 
197 Cai.App.4th at 332; Sundstrom v. Mendocino, 202 Cai.App.3d at 306; Gentry v. Murietta , 36 
Cai.App.4th at 1396 (condition requiring applicant to comply with mitigation measures that might 
be recommended in future report on Stephens kangaroo rat was improper). As the Court recently 
held: "[R]eliance on tentative plans for future mitigation after completion of the CEQA process 
significantly undermines CEQA's goals of full disclosure and informed decision making; and[,] 
consequently, these mitigation plans have been overturned on judicial review as constituting 
improper deferral of environmental assessment." Comtys. for a Better Env't v. City of Richmond 
(201 0) 184 Cai.App.4th 70, 92 (deferred formulation of greenhouse gas mitigation measures 
improper, particularly where delayed due to agency's reluctance to make finding early in EIR 
process that emissions generated by project would create significant effect on the environment). 
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materially alters, in an adverse manner, those physical characteristics that convey the 
resource's historical significance and justify its inclusion in the California Register of 
Historic Places, a local register of historical resources, or an historical resource survey. 
CEQA Guidelines 15064.5(b). 

There can be no serious question that the Project involves "physical demolition," 
"destruction," or "alteration" of the historic resource. Therefore, the Project may not be 
exempted from CEQA review. 

C. The New CEQA Exemptions Cited in the City's 2nd CEQA Exemption Do 
Not Apply on Their Face. 

Even if the new CEQA exemptions cited in the 2nd CEQA Exemption were not 
absolutely precluded due to the Cortese List and Historic Resource exceptions (which 
they are), the exemptions do not even apply by their own terms. 

The Class 32 lnfill Exemption applies only if "The project is consistent with the 
applicable general plan designation and all applicable general plan policies as well as 
with applicable zoning designation and regulations." (14 CCR §15332). The Project 
requires variances for non-compliance with rear-yard open-space and parking 
requirements. The Project also requires a conditional use authorization to exceed the 
dwelling density for the parcel to greater than the required one dwelling unit per 1 ,500 
square feet in an RH-2 zone. The fact that the Project requires these variances and 
conditional use authorization shows that the Project is not consistent with applicable 
general plan and zoning designations. Therefore, the Class 32 exemption does not apply 
pursuant to its own terms. 

The "common sense" exemption does not apply if there is a "fair argument" that the 
Project may have any significant environmental impacts. Davidon Homes v. San Jose, 54 
Cai.App.41h 106, 188 (1997); Dunn-Edwards v. BAAQMD, 9 Cai.App.41h 644 (1992). The 
fact that the Project is located on the Cortese List and that it will largely destroy an historic 
building, create a "fair argument" that the Project may have adverse environmental 
impacts. Parker Shattuck Neighbors v. Berkeley City Council, 222 Cal. App. 4th 768, 781 
(2013). Therefore, the common sense exemption does not apply. 

D. The City is "Piecemealing" the Clean-Up from the Rest of the Project, in 
Violation of CEQA. 

The City may argue that the site clean-up is separate from the rest of the Project. 
But CEQA is clear that agencies may not divide projects up into smaller pieces 
("piecemealing" or "segmentation") and approve those pieces separately to avoid CEQA 
review. Rather, agencies must complete CEQA review before issuing any permits in 
furtherance of a project, even initial permits for site clean-up, demolition, or grading.4 

Here, the City issued a permit to allow excavation and removal of highly contaminated soil 

4 CEQA Guidelines § 15378(a). 
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while the remainder of the Project is being reviewed by the public and the Planning 
Commission. 

Unlawful "piecemealing" could not be clearer or more deliberate in this case. The 
original application describes a large and involved project with major construction and 
numerous changes to the existing property. The Categorical Exemption admits that over 
1,400 cubic yards of soil will have to be removed to expand the Project's basement 
parking area, and also admits that the site is on the Cortese list and will require clean-up. 
The City first ignored the CEQA provision prohibiting a CEQA exemption for a project 
located on the Cortese list. The City then attempted to remove the site from the Cortese 
list, but this was rejected due to the high levels of contamination. Now the City attempts 
to simply allow the clean-up to proceed without any public review or CEQA compliance, 
regardless of the law, and before the Planning Commission even has a chance to 
complete its pending, continued hearing for the Project. 

Courts have long ruled that this type of "piecemealing" is unlawful. For example, in 
1986, a court invalidated a city's CEQA document prepared for a proposed mixed-use 
development in Orinda, California. 5 The project had numerous components, one of which 
was the demolition of an historic theatre and bank building to make way for new 
development. The City unlawfully segmented the project by issuing a permit to demolish 
the historic buildings days before Orinda's Board of Supervisors met to approve the entire 
project and certify the CEQA document. According to the court, "no agency may approve 
a project subject to CEQA until the entire CEQA process is completed and the overall 
project is approved."6 This is because "it is unlawful for an agency to subdivide a single 
project into smaller individual subprojects in order to avoid the responsibility of 
considering the environmental impact of the project as a whole.''7 In other words, when a 
project requires multiple agency approvals, as is the case here, all such approvals must 
be considered as one project and within a single environmental document before any 
aspect of the project may go forward.8 

CEQA requires analysis of "the project as a whole,"9 so that "environmental 
considerations do not become submerged by chopping a large project into many little 
ones- each with a minimum potential impact on the environment- which cumulatively 
may have disastrous consequences."10 "The CEQA process is intended to be a careful 
examination, fully open to the public, of the environmental consequences of a given 
project, covering the entire project, from start to finish . .. the purpose of CEQA is not 

5 Orinda Assoc. v. Contra Costa County (1986) 182 Cai.App.3d 1145. 
6 ld., at p. 1171. 
7 ld. 
8 City of Antioch v. City Council of the City of Pittsburg (1986) 187 Cai.App.3d 1325, 1337-38 
(when construction of a project cannot not easily be undone, and when the project would almost 
certainly have significant environmental impacts, construction should not be permitted to 
commence until such impacts are evaluated in the manner prescribed by CEQA). 
9 Arviv Ent., Inc. v. South Valley Area Planning Com. (2002) 101 Cai.App.4th 1333, 1341, 1346. 
10 Bozung v. LAFCO, 13 Cal.3d 263, 283-84 (1975); 
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to generate paper, but to compel government at all levels to make decisions with 
environmental consequences in mind."11 

The record is clear that the site clean-up is just one component of a much larger 
Project to construct a residential development on a highly contaminated commercial site. 
Nevertheless, the City has taken it upon itself to alter the overall Project description in 
order to segment approvals to avoid CEQA review. The City engaged in unlawful 
segmentation or "piecemealing" when SF DPH issued a permit allowing site remediation 
to commence before the City's own Planning Commission or the public had a chance to 
weigh in on the proposed Project. Therefore, the City must rescind SF DPH's permits and 
stop all work in furtherance of the Project pending full CEQA review of the "whole of the 
project." 

IV. Conclusion 

The Project may not be exempted from CEQA review because the site is so 
heavily contaminated with toxic chemicals that it is on the State's Cortese list of 
contaminated sites, and also because the Project would largely destroy an historic 
building. CEQA review is therefore required prior to any permits in furtherance of the 
Project. The City must prepare a CEQA document that analyzes these impacts and 
proposes alternatives and feasible measures to mitigate the impacts. The public and the 
City's own Planning Commission must be afforded the opportunity to review the clean-up 
plan and the CEQA document to ensure that mitigation measures have been 
implemented to adequately safeguard the health and safety of nearby residents, workers 
and future residents of the Project. Thank you for your consideration of our comments 
and concerns. 

Cc: Sup. Stefani 
Sup. Peskin 
Planning Commission 

Richard Toshiyuki Drury 
LOZEAU DRURY LLP 

11 Natural Resources Defense Council v. City of Los Angeles, 103 Cai.App.4th 268 (2002) 
(emphasis added); Laurel Heights lmpr. Assn. v. Regents of Univ. of Calif. (1988) 47 Cal.3d 376 
(project description failed to include second phase of project). 
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SAN FRAN CISCO 
PLANNING DEPARTMENT 

CEQA Categorical Exemption Determinati~~~ of s~~~ . 
PROPERTY INFORMATION/PROJECT DESCRIPTION 6 lt p 2· \1 I ' • 7878 FE - . 

Project Address Block/Lot(s) ( e.u.-1 v-e-1-- ·. 'Q;YV 
1776 GREEN ST 0544006 

Case No. Permit No. 

2018-011430ENV 201808016167 

. Addition/ D Demolition (requires HRE for 0New 
Alteration Category B Building) Construction 

Project description for Planning Department approval. 

The project site is located on the north side of Green Street between Octavia and Gough streets in the Marina 
neighborhood. The project site is occupied by a 27-foot-tall , two-story over basement, industrial building that is 
approximately 13,710 gross square feet in size with 12 below-grade parking spaces. The existing automobile 
repair garage building was constructed in circa 1914 and is currently vacant (formerly occupied by "Green Street 
Auto Body"). The project sponsor proposes a two-story vertical addition and a change of use to convert the 
existing automotive garage to a new residential development with five residential units. The project would add 
approximately 13,408 gross square feet to the existing building. The project includes 1,369 square feet of 
common open space in the form of a roof deck, and 2,265 square feet of private open space via balcon ies and 
terraces. The project includes alterations to the front far;:ade, including the restoration of two pilasters that were 
removed from the central arch to allow for a wider garage opening during a 1933 alteration. With the proposed 
improvements, the building would be 40 feet tall (53 feet tall with elevator penthouse) and 27,118 gross square 
feet in size with 10 below-grade parking spaces and five class 1 bicycle parking spaces. In addition, the project 
includes the 
FULL PROJECT DESCRIPTION ATTACHED 

STEP 1: EXEMPTION CLASS 

The project has been determined to be categorically exempt under the California Environmental Quality 
Act(CEQA). 

D Class 1 - Existing Facilities. Interior and exterior alterations; additions under 10,000 sq. ft . 

D Class 3 - New Construction. Up to three new single-family residences or six dwelling units in one 
building; commercial/office structures; utility extensions; change of use under 10,000 sq. ft . if principally 
permitted or with a CU . 

• Class 32 - In-Fill Development. New Construction of seven or more units or additions greater than 
10,000 sq. ft. and meets the conditions described below: 
(a) The project is consistent with the applicable general plan designation and all applicable general plan 
policies as well as with applicable zoning designation and regulations. 
(b) The proposed development occurs within city limits on a project site of no more than 5 acres 
substantially surrounded by urban uses. 
(c) The project site has no value as habitat for endangered rare or threatened species. 
(d) Approval of the project would not result in any significant effects relating to traffic, noise, air quality, or 
water quality. 
(e) The site can be adequately served by all required utilities and public services. 
FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING USE ONLY 

• Class --
CEQA Guidelines Section 15061(b)(3)- Common Sense Exemption 
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STEP2:CEQAIMPACTS 
TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER 

Air Quality: Would the project add new sensitive receptors (specifically, schools, day care facilities, 

0 hospitals, residential dwellings, and senior-care facilities within an Air Pollution Exposure Zone? Does the 
project have the potential to emit substantial pollutant concentrations (e.g. , backup diesel generators, 
heavy industry, diesel trucks, etc.)? (refer to EP _ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers> Air Pollution 
Exposure Zone) 

Hazardous Materials: If the project site is located on the Maher map or is suspected of containing 
hazardous materials (based on a previous use such as gas station, auto repair, dry cleaners, or heavy 
manufacturing, or a site with underground storage tanks): Would the project involve 50 cubic yards or 

• more of soil disturbance - or a change of use from industrial to residential? 

if the applicant presents documentation of enrollment in the San Francisco Department of Public Health 
(DPH) Maher program, a DPH waiver from the Maher program, or other documentation from 
Environmental Planning staff that hazardous material effects would be Jess than significant (refer to 
EP_ArcMap >Maher layer) . 

Transportation: Does the project involve a child care facility or school with 30 or more students, or a 

0 location 1,500 sq. ft . or greater? Does the project have the potential to adversely affect transit, pedestrian 
and/or bicycle safety (hazards) or the adequacy of nearby transit, pedestrian and/or bicycle facilities? 

• Archeological Resources: Would the project result in soil disturbance/modification greater than two 
(2) feet below grade in an archeological sensitive area or eight (8) feet in a non -archeological sensitive 
area? If yes, archeo review is requried (refer to EP _ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers > 
Archeological Sensitive Area) 

0 
Subdivision/Lot Line Adjustment: Does the project site involve a subdivision or lot line adjustment 
on a lot with a slope average of 20% or more? (refer to EP _ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers > 

Topography). If yes, Environmental Planning must issue the exemption. 

Slope= or> 25%: Does the project involve any of the following: (1) square footage expansion greater 

0 than 500 sq. ft . outside of the existing building footprint, (2) excavation of 50 cubic yards or more of 
soil, (3) new construction? (refer to EP_ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers> Topography) If box is 
checked, a geotechnical report is required and Environmental Planning must issue the exemption. 

Seismic: Landslide Zone: Does the project involve any of the following : (1) square footage expansion 

0 greater than 500 sq. ft . outside of the existing building footprint, (2) excavation of 50 cubic yards or more 
of soil, (3) new construction? (refer to EP _ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers > Seismic Hazard Zones) 
If box is checked, a geotechnical report is required and Environmental Planning must issue the exemption. 

Seismic: Liquefaction Zone: Does the project involve any of the following : (1) square footage 

0 expansion greater than 500 sq. ft. outside of the existing building footprint, (2) excavation of 50 cubic 
yards or more of soil, (3) new construction? (refer to EP_ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers> 
Seismic Hazard Zones) If box Is checked, a geotechnical report will likely be required and Environmental 
Planning must issue the exemption. 

Comments and Planner Signature (optional): Don Lewis 

PLEASE SEE ATTACHED 
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STEP 3: PROPERTY STATUS- HISTORIC RESOURCE 
TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER 

PROPERTY IS ONE OF THE FOLLOWING: (refer to Property Information Map) 

• Category A: Known Historical Resource. GO TO STEP 5. 

D Category B: Potential Historical Resource (over 45 years of age). GO TO STEP 4. 

D Category C: Not a Historical Resource or Not Age Eligible (under 45 years of age). GO TO STEP 6. 

STEP 4: PROPOSED WORK CHECKLIST 
TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER 

Check all that apply to the project. 

D 1. Change of use and new construction. Tenant improvements not included. 

D 2. Regular maintenance or repair to correct or repair deterioration, decay, or damage to building. 

D 3. Window replacement that meets the Department's Window Replacement Standards . Does not include 
storefront window alterations. 

D 4. Garage work. A new opening that meets the Guidelines for Adding Garages and Curb Cuts , and/or 
replacement of a garage door in an existing opening that meets the Residential Design Guidelines. 

D 5. Deck, terrace construction, or fences not visible from any immediately adjacent public right-of-way. 

D 6. Mechanical equipment installation that is not visible from any immediately adjacent public 
right-of-way. 

D 7. Dormer installation that meets the requirements for exemption from public notification under Zoning 
Administrator Bulletin No. 3: Dormer Windows . 

8. Addition(s) that are not visible from any immediately adjacent public right -of-way for 150 feet in each 

D direction; does not extend vertically beyond the floor level of the top story of the structure or is only a 
single story in height; does not have a footprint that is more than 50% larger than that of the original 
building; and does not cause the removal of architectural significant roofing features. 

Note: Project Planner must check box below before proceeding. 

D Project is not listed. GO TO STEP 5. 

D Project does not conform to the scopes of work. GO TO STEP 5. 

D Project involves four or more work descriptions. GO TO STEP 5. 

D Project involves less than four work descriptions. GO TO STEP 6. 

STEP 5: CEQA IMPACTS- ADVANCED HISTORICAL REVIEW 
TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER 

Check all that apply to the project. 

D 1. Project involves a known historical resource (CEQA Category A) as determined by Step 3 and 
conforms entirely to proposed work checklist in Step 4 . 

• 2. Interior alterations to publicly accessible spaces. 

• 3. Window replacement of original/historic windows that are not "in-kind" but are consistent with 
existing historic character . 

• 4. Facade/storefront alterations that do not remove, alter, or obscure character-defining features. 

D 5. Raising the building in a manner that does not remove, alter, or obscure character-defining 
features. 

• 6. Restoration based upon documented evidence of a building's historic condition, such as historic 
photographs, plans, physical evidence, or similar buildings. 

SAN FRANCISCO 
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• 7. Addition(s) , including mechanical equipment that are minimally visible from a public right-of-way 
and meet the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation . 

8. Other work consistent with the Secretary of the Interior Standards for the Treatment of Historic 
Properties (specify or add comments) : 

0 

9. Other work that would not materially impair a historic district (specify or add comments): 

0 

(Requires approval by Senior Preservation Planner/Preservation Coordinator) 

10. Reclassification of property status. (Requires approval by Senior Preservation 
Planner/Preservation 

0 0 Reclassify to Category A 0 Reclassify to Category C 

a. Per HRER or PTR dated (attach HRER or PTR) 

b. Other (specify): 

Note: If ANY box in STEP 5 above is checked, a Preservation Planner MUST sign below. 

• Project can proceed with categorical exemption review. The project has been reviewed by the 
Preservation Planner and can proceed with categorical exemption review. GO TO STEP 6. 

Comments (optional): 

See 11/25/19 HRER for a full evaluation of potential impacts to historic resources. 

Preservation Planner Signature: Jorgen Cleemann 

STEP 6: CATEGORICAL EXEMPTION DETERMINATION 
TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER 

• No further environmental review is required. The project is categorically exempt under CEQA. 
There are no unusual circumstances that would result in a reasonable possibility of a significant 
effect. 

Project Approval Action: Signature: 

Planning Commission Hearing Don Lewis 

If Discretionary Review before the Planning Commission is requested, 11/27/2019 
the Discretionary Review hearing is the Approval Action for the project. 

Once signed or stamped and dated, this document constitutes a categorical exemption pursuant to CEQA Guidelines and Chapter 
31of the Administrative Code. 
In accordance with Chapter 31 of the San Francisco Administrative Code, an appeal of an exemption determination can only be 
filed within 30 days of the project receiving the approval action. 
Please note that other approval actions may be required for the project. Please contact the assigned planner for these approvals. 
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Full Project Description 
The project site is located on the north side of Green Street between Octavia and Gough streets in the Marina 
neighborhood. The project site is occupied by a 27-foot-tall , two-story over basement, industrial building that is 
approximately 13,710 gross square feet in size with 12 below-grade parking spaces. The existing automobile 
repair garage building was constructed in circa 191 4 and is currently vacant (formerly occupied by "Green 
Street Auto Body"). 

The project sponsor proposes a two-story vertical addition and a change of use to convert the existing 
automotive garage to a new residential development with five residential units. The project would add 
approximately 13,408 gross square feet to the existing building. The project includes 1 ,369 square feet of 
common open space in the form of a roof deck, and 2,265 square feet of private open space via balconies and 
terraces. The project includes alterations to the front fa9ade , including the restoration of two pilasters that were 
removed from the central arch to allow for a wider garage opening during a 1933 alteration. With the proposed 
improvements, the building would be 40 feet tall (53 feet tall with elevator penthouse) and 27,118 gross square 
feet in size with 10 below-grade parking spaces and five class 1 bicycle parking spaces. In addition, the project 
includes the expansion of the existing basement by 1 ,615 square feet (from 5,516 square feet to 7,131 square 
feet). Project construction would require up to approximately 15 feet of excavation below ground surface, 
resulting in approximately 1,400 cubic yards of soil disturbance. Conventional hand-excavated end-bearing 
piers would be used for the proposed underpinning system. Heavy equipment would not be used within 10 
horizontal feet from adjacent shallow foundations and basement walls; jumping jack or hand-operated vibratory 
plate compactors would be used for compacting fill within this zone. The project site is listed as an active 
leaking underground storage tank cleanup site on the Hazardous Waste and Substances Sites List (also known 
as the "Cortese List"). 
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CEQA Impacts 
Archeological Resources: The department's archeologist conducted preliminary archeological review on 
October 30, 2019 and determined that no CEQA-significant archeological resources are expected within 
project-affected soils. 

Hazardous Materials: The project site is listed as an active leaking underground storage tank cleanup site on 
the Hazardous Waste and Substances Sites List (also known as the "Cortese List"). The proposed project is 
therefore subject to the Maher Ordinance (Article 22A of the San Francisco Health Code), which is 
administered by the San Francisco Department of Public Health (DPH). The Maher Program addresses 
development on sites with potentially hazardous soil or groundwater in order to protect public health and safety. 
The project sponsor enrolled in the Maher Program on July 31, 2018. DPH is overseeing the remediation of any 
soil or groundwater contamination at the project site in accordance with all applicable regulation . DPH will 
determine if a site mitigation plan is required and, if so, would ensure that remediation is completed in a way 
that assures protection of public health and safety. Approval by DPH would be required prior to issuance of a 
certificate of occupancy by the building department. 

Traffic: The department's transportation staff reviewed the proposed project and determined that additional 
transportation review is not required. 

Noise: The project would use typical construction equipment that would be regulated by Article 29 of the Police 
Code (section 2907, Construction Equipment). No impact pile driving or nighttime construction is required. 
Construction vibration would not be anticipated to affect adjacent buildings. The proposed project would not 
generate sufficient vehicle trips to noticeably increase ambient noise levels, and the project's fixed noise 
sources, such as heating, ventilation , and air conditioning systems, would be subject to noise limits in Article 29 
of the Police Code (section 2909, Noise Limits). 

Air Quality: The proposed project's construction would be subject to the Dust Control Ordinance (Article 228 of 
the Health Code). The proposed land uses are below the Bay Area Air Quality Management District's 
construction and operational screening levels for requiring further quantitative criteria air pollutant analysis. The 
project site is not located within an air pollutant exposure zone. 

Water Quality: The project's construction activities are required to comply with the Construction Site Runoff 
Ordinance (Public Works Code, article 2.4, section 146). The project would be required to implement best 
management practices to prevent construction site runoff. Stormwater and wastewater discharged from the 
project site during operations would flow to the City's combined sewer system and be treated to the standards 
in the City's National Pollution Discharge Elimination System permit. 

Natural Habitat: The project site is entirely covered by the existing two-story industrial building and is located 
within a developed urban area. The project site has no significant riparian corridors, estuaries, marshes, 
wetlands, or any other potential wildlife habitat that might contain endangered, rare or threatened species. 
Thus, the project site has no value as habitat for rare, threatened, or endangered species. 

Public Notice: A "Notification of Project Receiving Environmental Review" was mailed on November 12, 2019 to 
adjacent occupants and owners of buildings within 300 feet of the project site and the Marina neighborhood 
group list. Six members of the public responded to this notice and expressed concerns related to shadow, 
noise, known contamination at the project site, and the department's prior use of a categorical exemption. 
Concerns and issues raised by the public in response to this notice were taken into consideration and 
incorporated in the environmental review as appropriate for CEQA analysis. 
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STEP 7: MODIFICATION OF A CEQA EXEMPT PROJECT 

TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER 

In accordance with Chapter 31 of the San Francisco Administrative Code, when a California Environmental 
Quality Act (CEQA) exempt project changes after the Approval Action and requires a subsequent approval, the 
Environmental Review Officer (or his or her designee) must determine whether the proposed change 
constitutes a substantial modification of that project. This checklist shall be used to determine whether the 
proposed changes to the approved project would constitute a "substantial modification" and , therefore, be 
subject to additional environmental review pursuant to CEQA. 

PROPERTY INFORMATION/PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

Project Address (If different than front page) Block/Lot(s) (If different than 

front page) 

1776 GREEN ST 0544/006 

Case No. Previous Building Permit No. New Building Permit No. 

2018-011430PRJ 201808016167 

Plans Dated Previous Approval Action New Approval Action 

Planning Commission Hearing 

Modified Project Description: 

DETERMINATION IF PROJECT CONSTITUTES SUBSTANTIAL MODIFICATION 

Compared to the approved project, would the modified project: 

0 Result in expansion of the building envelope, as defined in the Planning Code; 

0 Result in the change of use that would require public notice under Planning Code 

Sections311 or312; 

0 Result in demolition as defined under Planning Code Section 317 or 19005(f)? 

0 
Is any information being presented that was not known and could not have been known 

at the time of the original determination, that shows the originally approved project may 

no longer qualify for the exemption? 

If at least one of the above boxes is checked, further environmental review is required. 

DETERMINATION OF NO SUBSTANTIAL MODIFICATION 

O I The proposed modification would not result in any of the above changes. 

If this box is checked, the proposed modifications are categorically exempt under CEQA, in accordance with prior project 
approval and no additional environmental review is required . This determination shall be posted on the Planning Department 
website and office and mailed to the applicant, City approving entities, and anyone requesting written notice. In accordance 
with Chapter 31, Sec 31.08j of the San Francisco Administrative Code, an appeal of this determination can be filed within 10 
days of posting of this determination. 

Planner Name: 
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SAN FRANCISCO 
PLANNING DEPARTMENT 

Historic Resource Evaluation Response 

Date 
Case No.: 
Project Address: 
Zoning: 

Block/Lot: 
Date of Review: 
Staff Contact: 

November 25,2019 

2018-011430ENV 

1776 Green Street 
RH-2 (Residential - House, Two Family) 
40-X Height and Bulk District 
0544/006 

November 25, 2019 (Part IT) 
J0rgen G. Cleemann (Preservation Planner) 
(415) 575-8763 

jorgen.cleemann@sfgov.org 

PART II: PROJECT EVALUATION 

Proposed Project 0 Demolition r8] Alteration 

Per Drawings Dated: 10/3/2019 

Part 1 Summary 

1650 Mission St. 
Suite 400 
San Francisco, 
CA 94103-2479 

Reception: 
415.558.6378 

Fax: 
415.558.6409 

Planning 
Information: 
415.558.6377 

In a 12/5/2018 Historic Resource Evaluation Response (HRER), Part 1, associated with the current project, 
the Planning Department determined that the subject property at 1776 Green Street is eligible for 
individual listing in the California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR) under Criterion 1 for its 
association with the peak period of early automobile retail and repair in San Francisco, and under 
Criterion 3 as an excellent example of a light-industrial automotive garage representing the "station" 
typology identified by architectural historian Mark Kessler in The Early Public Garages of San Francisco: an 
Architectural and Cultural Study, 1906-1929. The building's period of significance is 1914-1933. Its only 
significant fa~ade alteration occurred in 1933 when two pilasters were removed from the central arch to 
create a wider vehicular opening. 

The subject building's character-defining features include the following: 

Massing and scale of building; 
Wood h·uss system; 
Reinforced concrete conshuction; 
Smooth Stucco exterior wall cladding; 
Large vehicular entrances; 
Wood sash windows; 
Gabled parapet; and 
Classical Revival style decorative details, including: 

o Pilasters and molded arch; 
o Round and pointed arch window openings; and 
o Modillioned cornice. 

www.sfp lann ing.org 



Historic Resource Evaluation Response 
November 25, 2019 

Project Description 

CASE NO. 2018-011430ENV 
1776 Green Street 

The proposal is to rehabilitate the subject building as a residential building containing five units. The 
proposal would retain the existing walls, remove the existing internal floor structure and roof, and 
construct a new internal structure. The new construction would include a rooftop addition that would 
rise approximately 14 feet over the level of the existing roof peak and be set back 20 feet from the front 
fa~ade. The addition would also include a shared roof deck and 13-foot set back elevator penthouse. 

Project Evaluation 
If the property has been determined to be a historical resource in Part I, please check whether the proposed project 
would materially impair the resource and identifi; any modifications to the proposed project that may reduce or 
avoid impacts. 

Subject Property/Historic Resource: 
12] The project will not cause a significant adverse impact to the historic resource as proposed. 

0 The project will cause a significant adverse impact to the historic resource as proposed. 

California Register-eligible Historic District or Context: 
0 The project will not cause a significant adverse impact to a California Register-eligible historic 

district or context as proposed. 

0 The project will cause a significant adverse impact to a California Register-eligible historic district 
or context as proposed. 

Project Impacts 
Based on project plans dated 10/3/2019, Preservation Staff has determined that the proposed project does 
not meet the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation (the "Standards") . Under the 
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), a project that conforms to all of the Secretary of the 
Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation (the Standards) benefits from the presumption that it will not result 
in an impact to historic architectural resources (CEQA Guidelines 15064.5(b)(3)). If a project fails to meet 
the Standards, then it must be analyzed further to determine if the project will "materially impair'' the 
significance of a historic resource. Material impairment occurs when a project "[d]emolishes or 
materially alters in an adverse manner those physical characteristics of an historical resource that convey 
its historical significance and that justify its inclusion in, or eligibility for, inclusion in the California 
Register of Historical Resources" (CEQA Guidelines 15064.5(b)(2)(A)). 

In this case, staff finds that the proposed project does n.ot conform to the Secretary of the Interior's 
Standards for Rehabilitation. On further analysis, however, staff finds that the project would not result in 
a significant adverse impact to historic resources. 

The project meets or does not meet each of the Standards as follows: 

Standard 1. 

SAN FRANCISC O 

A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use that requires minimal change 
to its distinctive materials, features, spaces and spatial relationships. 

The project proposes to rehabilitate the existing automotive garage as a residential 
building. For the most part, this change of use will not require significant changes to the 
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Historic Resource Evaluation Response 
November 25, 2019 

CASE NO. 2018-011430ENV 
1776 Green Street 

Standard 2. 

Standard 3. 

SAN FRANCISCO 

subject building's character-defining features, which are primarily on the front fa~ade, 
and will in some ways enhance the building's ability to convey its significance through 
the restoration of a number of original fa~ade features, including the original vehicular 
opening and configuration of openings, which are documented on historical elevation 
drawings (Figure 2). However, the proposed change to residential use will require the 
complete removal of the interior wood truss system, which has been identified as a 
character-defining feature. The project also proposes a new internal floor structure and a 
setback rooftop addition. While the existing floor structure is not a character-defining 
feature, the new work will reconfigure the interior massing but will not substantially 
change the subject building's distinctive spaces or spatial relationships Similarly, while 
the two story rooftop addition will be visible from certain vantage points and thus will 
have some effect on the building's spatial relationships, the 20-foot setback will ensure 
that the new construction is deferential to the old and the subject building retains its 
historic reading as a two-story industrial building sited between a larger apartment 
building to the east and a smaller residence to the west (see Standard 9, below). 
Therefore, while the project mainly does meet Standard 1, the removal of the wood truss 
system does not. Bec<).Use this feature could not be incorporated into the design of the 
rehabilitated building, the project does not fully meet Standard 1. 

The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of historic 
materials or alteration of features that characterize a property shall be avoided. 

Most of the subject building's character-defining features will be retained. This applies to 
the building's massing and scale, concrete construction, smooth stucco cladding, large 
vehicular entrances, gabled parapet with molded cornice and eave returns, and Classical 
revival decorative details. Windows will be replaced in kind. Several other primary 
fa~ade features, including the original vehicular entry and configuration of openings, will 
be restored based on archival documentation (see historical elevation, Figure 2). 

Behind the primary fa~ade, the proposal will remove the building's floor plates, roof, and 
interior wood truss system. Because the exterior walls will be retained, the roof will be 
reinstalled with a vertical addition, and the interior floor plates are not character
defining, most of this work conforms to Standard 2. However, the wood truss system has 
been identified as character-defining and its removal does not conform to Standard 2. 
Therefore, while the project mainly does meet Standard 2, the removal of the character
defining wood truss system does not, and thus the project does not fully meet Standard 
2. 

Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Changes that 
create a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or architectural 
elements from other buildings, shall not be undertaken. 

No conjectural features will be added to the subject building. The restorative work on 
the primary fa~ade-the reconstruction of the pilasters, the installation of recessed 
panels, the new glazing-will be based on historical architectural plans that show the 
building's appearance prior to the widening of the vehicular entry in 1933. 
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Historic Resource Evaluation Response 
November 25, 2019 

CASE NO. 2018-011430ENV 
1776 Green Street 

Standard 4. 

Standard 5. 

Standard 6. 

Standard 9. 

SAN FRANCISCO 

Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired historic significance in their 
own right shall be retained and preserved. 

The subject building's only major alteration was the 1933 removal of the pilasters and 
widening of the vehicular entry. This alteration has not acquired significance in its own 
right; thus, the proposed reversal of this alteration and restoration of the original 
pilasters will not diminish the subject building's historic significance. 

Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that 
characterize a historic property shall be preserved. 

The project will remove the subject building's interior wood truss system, which has been 
identified as a character-defining feature that is typical for automotive garages of the 
early 20th century. All other character-defining features will remain. Therefore the 
proposal does not fully meet Standard 5. 

Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of 
deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature will match the old in 
design, color, texture and, where possible, materials. Replacement of missing features will be 
substantiated by documentary and physical evidence. 

The existing wood cornice will be retained. The stucco cladding will be replaced in kind. 
The wood windows on the second story will be replaced with new windows that will 
match the existing windows in design and materials, but with an additional row of lights 
at the bottom to accommodate a larger opening. Therefore the proposal meets Standard 
6. 

New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy historic 
materials that characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old and 
shall be compatible with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic 
integrity of the property and its environment. 

The proposed two-story rooftop addition will be set back twenty feet behind the primary 
fa~ade of the existing building. This generous setback combined with the presence of the 
large neighboring building at 1700 Green Street will substantially reduce visibility when 
viewed from the east. Although the addition will be visible from directly across the 
street and from the west, the setback will reduce such visibility and will clearly indicate 
the subordination of the new construction to the old. To the extent that the new 
construction will be visible, it has been designed to be compatible with the historic 
fa~ade. This compatibility is achieved through the division of the addition's fa~ade into 
tluee distinct bays that will align with the division of bays in the historic building, the 
continuous vertical pilasters, wooden spandrel panels between floors, multi-light 
windows, and a simple profiled cornice that will complement the building's Renaissance 
Revival style. 

In sum, the new addition will be differentiated from the old, compatible with the historic 
building's design and scale, and thus meets Standard 9. 

PLANNING DEP.ARTMENT 4 
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November 25, 2019 

CASE NO. 2018-011430ENV 
1776 Green Street 

Standard 10 New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such a manner that 
if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic propertlJ and its 
environment would be unimpaired. 

If the new constructed were removed in the future, the building would lack its internal 
floor plates, roof, and character-defining wood truss system. Because floor plates and 
roof are integral to the property's status as a building and because the truss system has 
been identified as a character-defining feature, the absence of these features would 
diminish the subject building's integrity and compromise its form such that Standru:d 10 
could not be said to have been met. 

Because the project fails to meet all of the Standards, Preservation staff has undertaken additional 
analysis to determine if the project will "materially impair" the subject building' s ability to convey its 
significance. In conducting this analysis, staff notes every instance of the project failing to meet a 
Standard stems mainly from the fact the project would remove the character-defining wood truss system, 
and to a lesser degree from the fact that it would replace the roof with a vertical addition and reconfigure 
the floor plates. Staff also notes that CEQA states that material impairment occurs when a project 
"[ d]erri.olishes or materially alters in an adverse manner those physical characteristics of an historical 
resource that convey its historical significance and that justify its inclusion in, or eligibility for, inclusion 
in the California Register of Historical Resources" (CEQA Guidelines 15064.5(b)(2)(A)). Therefore, the 
question becomes: Would the subject building retain its ability to convey its significance if these features 
were removed? 

The significance of the subject building that justifies its eligibility for the California Register is that it is 
associated with the peak period of early automobile retail and repair in San Francisco, and that it is an 
excellent example of a light-industrial automotive garage representing the "station" typology. In both 
cases, this significance is conveyed almost entirely through the street-facing primary fa~ade. To a lesser 
extent, the building's low, two-story massing plays a role in conveying its expression as an industrial 
building. The interior is open and utilitarian: aside from the wood truss system, the interior does not 
possess distinctive architectural features. 

Although the removal of the wood truss system would result in the removal of one character-defining 
feature, it does not diminish it to the degree of material impairment. First, staff notes that the subject 
building's trusses are simple in design and lack some of the artistic qualities of more complex truss 
designs. Second, historically the wood truss only would have been seen by people who had dealings 
with the garage or happened to pass by and peer in while the garage doors were open as they are behind 
the front mezzanine level. Thus, the removal of this feature, in conjunction with the retention and 
restoration of primary fa~ade features, would not have a significant impact on the way that the building 
historically existed in the public realm. 

Similarly, the replacement of the roof and floor plates will not materially impair the building's ability to 
convey its significance. In making this determination, staff notes that the building will retain nearly all of 
its exterior walls. The proposed addition is relatively modest in scale and set back twenty feet behind the 
primary fac;ade, the scale and massing of the existing building will not be affected. It will read as a two
story light-industrial building on which a subordinate addition has been constructed. 

In sum, the proposed project will not materially impair the subject building's ability to convey its historic 
significance, and thus will not result in an impact to the individually eligible historic resource at 1776 
Green Street. 

SAN FRANCISCO 
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Finally, staff notes that the proposed project will not have an impact on off-site historic resources. 
Although the property's rear lot line abuts the rear of the identified historic resource at 2754 Octavia 
Street, the proposed work would only read as generic urban background construction if viewed in 

. conjtll1ction with the visible street fa~ade of that building, which has itself been altered to include a visible 
addition. No other identified historic resources are located adjacent to the subject property and it is not 
located in a historic district. On the opposite side of Green Street from the subject property, there are a 
number of Italianate residences that have been identified as individually eligible historic resources. The 
proposed vertical addition on the subject property will not impact the urban setting of these resources. 
The Planning Department has determined that no impacts to offsite historic resources will occur as the 
result of construction-related vibrations caused by the proposed project. 

PART II: PRINCIPAL PRESERVATION PLANNER REVIEW 

Signature: 4~ ~ ~J'A..t,d ~-
AllJo~ vaild~slice, Principal Preseroation Planner 

cc: Christopher May, Project Planner 

SAN FRANCISCO 
PLANNING DEPARTMENT 

Date: \1/.).s /~t1 
I I 
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Figure 1. 1776 Green Street. Screen Shot of 2016 Coogle Streetview. 
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Figure 2. Original elevation drawing of the subject building. Source: SF OBI. 

SAN FRANCISCO 
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City and County of San Francisco 
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH 
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH 

January 31, 2020 

1776 Green Street LLC 
c/o Local Capital Group 
The Presidio 572 Ruger St., Ste. A 
San Francisco, CA 94129 
Attn John Bickford 

London N. Breed, Mayor 

Grant Colfax, MD, Director of Health 

Stephanie K. J. Cushing, MSPH, CHMM, REHS 
Environmental Health Director 

Subject: Site Characterization Workplan Approval 
1776 Green Street, San Francisco, California 
SF LOP Site Number: 12076 

Dear Mr. Bickford: 

The San Francisco Department of Public Health, Local Oversight Program (DPH-LOP) has 
received a Remedial Action and Subsurface Investigation Workplan (workplan) submitted on your 
behalfby AllWest Environmental. DPH-LOP has reviewed and approved the workplan with the 
following comments. 

1. The workplan states SFDPH shall be notified 5 days prior to the start of field work. 
Please notify the following staff 5 days prior to any field work, Mamdouh A wwad, 
Eurich Santiago, Beronica Slattengren and Josuwa Bernardo. 

2. In the event the DPT boring to the west of the former USTs is completed as a temporary 
well, the well shall be secured to prevent unauthorized individuals from accessing the 
well. 

3. All drums stored on site pending soil and groundwater profiling shall be stored in a 
secured manner and shall not impeded or block the sidewalk or cause a nuisance. 

4. Direct your _consultant to upload the workplan to Geotracker. 

Ifyou have any questions or comments please contact me at (415) 252-3824 or 
Josmva.bernardo(cL sfdph.org or Mamdouh.Awwad(il'sfdph.org 

Sincerely, 

~~J;R.E.H.S 
Senior Environmental Health Inspector 

cc: AllWest Environmental 
Eurich Santiago, SFDPH Water Quality (Eurich.Santiago@sfdph.org) 
DPH-LOP File 

LOCAL OVERSIGHT PROGRAM 

1390 Market Street. Suite 210, San Francisco, CA 94102 
Phone 415-252-3927 1 Fax 415-252-3910 
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I SWAP E I Technical Consultation, Data Analysis and 
Litigation Support for the Environment ._ ____ __. 

January 7, 2020 

Stephanie K.J. Cushing, MSPH, CHMM, REHS 
Department of Public Health 
Environmental Health Services 
local Oversight Program 
City and County of San Francisco 
1390 Market Street, Suite 210 
San Francisco, CA 94102 

Subject: 1776 Green Street, San Francisco, California 

Dear Ms. Cushing: 

2656 291h Street, Suite 201 
Santa Monica, CA 90405 

Matt Hagemann, P.G, C.Hg. 
(949) 887-9013 

mhagemann@swape.com 

I am commenting on the "Eligible for Closure" notice posted for 1776 Green Street, San Francisco, 

California. Because of residual soil and groundwater contamination, it is my opinion that the property at 

1776 Green Street is not suitable for closure. 

Residential development, to include a four-story building atop a one-level below-grade parking garage, 

is proposed for this property. The proposed project site was used for automotive repair purposes 

between 1914 and 2018.1 

A Case Closure Summary, signed on December 3, 2019 (attached), prepared by the San Francisco 

Department of Public Health for 1776 Green Street includes this summary table on page 2. 

1 Phase II Site investigation Workpian, 1176 Green Street, San Francisco, AIIWest Environmental, January 18, 2019 

1 



Release and Site Characterization Information (Continued) 
Maximum Documented Contaminant Concentrations ·-Before and After Cleanup 

Contaminant Soli(,~~ Water (ppb) Contaminant Soii(I'Pm) Water ppb) 

Before After Before After Before After Before Aftor 

TPH(Gas) 19 000 19 000 32,000 2,500 Xylene 420 420 4200 260 

TPH(Diesel) 1,200 1200 2,500 170 Ethyl benzene 190 190 890 43 

Benzene 94 94 4 500 380 MTBE NO NO ND NO 

Toluene 570 570 7400 380 NAPHTHALENE 63 63 ND NO 

Other: TPH-b.o 380 380 340 NO L.ead 19 19 NA NA 

The "after" benzene levels that remain in soil and groundwater, as tabulated above, exceed the 

following San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board Environmental Screening Levels (ESLs) 

below: 

• Benzene (groundwater): 0.42 ppb (residential soil vapor intrusion concerns) 

• Benzene (groundwater) : 1.8 ppb (commercial/industrial soil vapor intrusion concerns) 

• Benzene (soil): 0.33 ppm (residential exposure) 

• Benzene (soil): 1.4 ppm (commercial/industrial exposure) 

• Benzene (soil): 33 ppm (construction worker exposure) 

I have noted that the December 3, 2019 Case Closure Summary states that the corrective action taken at 

the site is protective only of the current land use, i.e., commercial (p. 1). The Case Closure Summary 

further states "Most sensitive current use: Commercial" (p. 2). The Case Closure Summary does not 

acknowledge the proposed change in the current commercial land use to residential; therefore, the 

lower concentration residential ESLs are most applicable for comparison even though 

commercial/industrial ESLs for benzene in soil and groundwater are also greatly exceeded. 

The "after" benzene concentrations in soil and groundwater greatly exceed residential (and 

commercial/industrial) ESLs, indicating further investigation or mitigation, including consideration of the 

installation of a barrier or membrane to reduce the vapor intrusion potential. Benzene is a known 

human carcinogen2 and the remaining ("after") levels of benzene may pose health risks to construction 

workers, commercial/industrial workers and future residents. 

The Case Closure Summary states that oversight is to be continued under the Site Mitigation Program 

(Article 22A) of local Health Code and that development will require additional site assessment and a 

Site Mitigation Plan under Article 22A (p. 3). Closure is only appropriate when no further action 

is required. Therefore, because of the proposed residential development, the site should be further 

assessed and mitigated (as appropriate) prior to closure. 

2 https: //www.atsdr.cdc.gov/toxfags/tfacts3.pdf 

2 



Sincerely, 

t if !../~ . (t <-- -

Matt Hagemann, P.G., C.Hg. 

3 
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Notice of lntent 

City 11">11 CDur:t'( I>'" Son F"'nci= 
ll£PAUME!R OP ~I'EALTH 

~1/ai*MINT.UHEAl'DI 

TO ct03E lOCAL OVERSIGHT PROGRAM CASf FOR 
1776 Greel'l Street 

{A !ormer u~dergrounlt fl..ooel st~age tan1< I:Jur.ion) 

TOWHOM ~ MAYCONCERN : 

NOTICE IS hecr-eby gfve~ ~t: :776 G~eer; Stree:, Cty am! County of 
3an Fram:iKD, Stilte of ta:rnonia . 

Has been granted •ffigible for Closure" starus ~Y the San Fra!ldsco 
O·epartment of P1Jb1ic ne~~h tccal Overs!f!lt Prog~!l'- Re site is 
e:igible fer clOSL.Te ;Jef tte Califcmii! State \'Vater RescU'l'Ces Cont:"ol 

Beard Lo.w Threat ~osure Po;icy Res;olutior; 201Hl016. 

Trte project cfDrur::Jer,-;s S".Jppcmn~ closure may be ;:oet;uf5ted !.isbgt~e 
LOPful"mat: 
htm://www.sfd©.oreMph/EH/HMUPAIHMUPAFileSearchProc.asp 
Wormation is ibso available on~ine en tr.e State Water Resources Control 
Bol!l'li Geo~r.u:k:e v1enstte at: t~:f/geotr.u:ke:r.wr.e."bmm1H:a.gmJ/ 

Ccmme~ or requests fer a hea!ir.g miJV !Je filed iR writing with the 
Dep2rtment of Jlt:blic: Heil.!lh, Envtronmemal Heal&. Servkes, Loczl 

Oversig!lt .Progo.lm, and 13~ Mal'lcet Street, Suite 210. San Franmm. 
Caflfomia, 94102 em or befo.!"e the 9th day cr. lilll1I>ary 2020. 

BYORCEROf 
Stephanie K.L <:ushi~, MSP~, ctiMM, REHS 
Director of Environmental Health 

1his notice is to be )JOSted in :a consp"-wous pl;ooe in front o!'1!1e premises 
de5aibed i!!ldle~abave. 

l:W:ti"A<ri:d~.~'te2l!l Sa!'! f=.t:ioco. C'.9• 1l2 
Ftt::.ne15~4!11X!. Fc:oc2S'"~::O 



EXHIBIT F 



City and County of San Francisco 
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH 
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH 

January 14, 2020 

The Hollow Revolution (THoR) 
Richard Toshiyuki Drury 
LozeauDrury LLP1939 Harrison Street, Suite 150 
Oakland, CA 94612 

C.A. Mackenzie 
1713 Green Street 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Kyoko Watanabe and Hank Bannister 
1717 Green Street 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Jane Ibrahim Gaito 
1889 Green Street 
San Francisco, Ca 94123 

Salem Mansoir 
sdmansoir@gmail.com 

Letitia Yang 
Letitia .Yang@gmail.com 

Isabella Valentini 
1770 Green Street 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Youjeong Kim, MD 
1775 Green Street 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

London N. Breed, Mayor 

Grant Colfax, MD, Director of Health -- - -
Stephanie K. J. Cushing, MSPH. CHMM. REHS 

Director of Environmental Health 

Subject: 1776 Green Street, San Francisco, Eligible for Closure Status 

Dear Mr. Drury, Ms. Mackenzie, Ms. Watanabe, Mr. Bannister, Ms. Gaito, Mr. Mansoir, Ms Yang, Ms. 

Valentini and Dr. Kim: 

I reviewed your letters in response to San Francisco Department of Public Health's (DPH) Notice of 

Intent regarding the eligibility for closure of the underground storage tank case at 1776 Green Street. 

Upon further review of the case, DPH has withdrawn its Notice of Intent. 

Should you have any questions, you may contact me at (415) 252-3926 

1390 Market Street, Suite 210, San Francisco, CA 94102 

Phone 415-252-3926 1 Fax 415-252-3959 



Cc: Mamdouh Awwad, LOP 
Beronica Slattengren, Environmental Health 
Jeanie Po ling, City Plann ing 
Tania Shire, City Planning 
Nicholas Targ, Holland and Knight 



EXHIBIT G 



T 510.836.11200 
F 5 10.836.4205 

BY E-MAIL AND OVERNIGHT MAIL 

January 8, 2020 

1939 ll an1 son Street. Sl e . 1r-o 
Oald cl llcl , CA 9 11 612 

Stephanie Cushing, Director of Environmental Health 
San Francisco Department of Public Health 
Environmental Health Services 
Local Oversight Program 
1390 Market Street, Suite 210 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
stephanie.cushinq@sfdph .org 

www. lozca u lrLII y.com 
r ic h c,rchoHozeaud l u r y.con 1 

RE: 1776 Green Street, San Francisco, CA (2018-011430CUA) 
Opposition to Closure, Request for Hearing 

Dear Ms. Cushing and Department of Public Health: 

I am writing on behalf of The Hollow Revolution ("THoR"), an association of 
neighbors living near 1776 Green Street, San Francisco, California, concerning the 
proposal to grant "closure" status to the contaminated site located at 1776 Green Street, 
San Francisco, California ("Site"). THoR opposes site closure, and requests a public 
hearing on the matter. As discussed in the attached letter from certified hydrogeologist, 
Matthew Hagemann, C. Hg., (Exhibit A), "the property at 1776 Green Street is not suitable 
for closure" due to the presence of the cancer-causing chemical benzene at levels far 
above residential standards, and even exceeding commercial standards. Since further 
remedial action is required, site closure is inappropriate. 

A. PROJECTBACKGROUND 

1776 Green Street was used as an automotive repair garage for over one hundred 
years, from 1914 to 2018. During much of that time, almost no environmental laws even 
existed. The site became heavily contaminated with the cancer-causing chemical, 
benzene, which apparently leaked from several underground storage tanks. 

A private developer is now proposing to convert the property to residential use with 
six luxury units and a two-story addition ("Project"). The Project will involve excavation of 
approximately 1300 cubic yards of potentially contaminated soil to expand the below
ground parking garage. 

On December 3, 2019, Mamdouh Awwad of the San Francisco Department of 
Public Health ("SFDPH"), Environmental Health Branch, posted a report on the Cortese 
List's GeoTracker website, recommending that the site be deemed "eligible for closure." 
SFDPH is the Local Oversight Program ("LOP") for contaminated site clean-ups. On 
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December 9, 2019, SFDPH posted a Notice of Intent to close local oversight program 
case for 1776 Green Street, requesting comments or requests for hearing by January 9, 
2020. 

The most obvious problem with the proposal to close the Site is that it ignores 
entirely the obvious fact that the use of the Site will be changing to residential rather than 
commercial use, and additional clean-up is admittedly required for the new use since the 
Site fails to meet residential clean-up standards. Furthermore, as discussed below, if 
SFDPH takes discretionary action to close the Site, it must first conduct review under the 
California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA"). Pub. Res. Code 21 084(c). 

B. SITE CLOSURE IS IMPROPER. 

1. Legal Requirements. 

Pursuant to the Health and Safety Code, site closure is only allowed when "no 
further corrective action is required at the site." Health & Saf. §25299.3. Similarly, the 
Water Board's guidance document entitled, GeoTracker Status Definitions states that a 
sites is "Open - Eligible for Closure" only when "Corrective action at the Site has been 
determined to be completed." (Exhibit B). State Water Board Resolution 92-49 "directs 
that water affected by an unauthorized release attain either background water quality or 
the best water quality that is reasonable if background water quality cannot be restored." 
The Low-Treat Underground Storage Tank Case Closure Policy ("L TUST Policy") (Exhibit 
C) requires that the "Secondary source [of pollution] has been removed to the extent 
practicable." (L TUST Policy, p. 3). Any "alternate level of water quality" must not "exceed 
that prescribed in the applicable Basin Plan." (L TUST Policy, p. 6). "Secondary source" is 
defined as: 

petroleum-impacted soil or groundwater located at or immediately beneath the 
point of release from the primary source. Unless site attributes prevent secondary 
source removal (e.g. physical or infrastructural constraints exist whose removal or 
relocation would be technically or economically infeasible), petroleum-release sites 
are required to undergo secondary source removal to the extent practicable as 
described herein. "To the extent practicable" means implementing a cost-effective 
corrective action which removes or destroys-in-place the most readily recoverable 
fraction of source-area mass. It is expected that most secondary mass removal 
efforts will be completed in one year or less. Following removal or destruction of 
the secondary source, additional removal or active remedial actions shall not be 
required by regulatory agencies unless (1) necessary to abate a demonstrated 
threat to human health or (2) the groundwater plume does not meet the definition 
of low threat as described in this policy. (L TUST Policy, p. 4). 

Pursuant to the Water code, the agency must consider "reasonable maximum 
estimates of exposure for both current land use conditions and reasonably foreseeable 
future land uses at the site." Water Code §13304.2(c)(6) (emphasis added). Similarly, 
the L TUST Policy requires analysis of site specific conditions "under current and 
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reasonably ant ic ipated near-term future scenarios ." (LTUST Policy, p. 6 (emphasis 
added)). 

Finally, the Low-Treat Underground Storage Tank Case Closure Policy ("L TUST 
Policy") requires a "60 day period to comment" on any proposed case closure. (L TUST 
Policy, p.9). 

2. Site is Not Eligible for Closure Under the Applicable Legal Standards. 

The SFDPH Case Closure Summary only recommends closure of the site for the 
"current land use." (Case Closure Summary, Section IV). The "current use" is listed as 
"commercial." (ld. Section Ill). The report expressly states that if the land use changes, 
(such as to residential use), then further corrective action may be required. (ld. Section 
IV). The report states that additional site clean-up is required: "The development will 
require additional site assessment and a Site Mitigation Plan prior to development." (ld. 
Section VII). 

Despite clean-up efforts dating to 2016, the report clearly shows that soil 
contamination have not improved at all (although groundwater contamination levels have 
improved). (ld. Section Ill, p.2). These contamination levels remain far above 
Environmental Screening Levels ("ESLs"). (ld. Section VII). 

Release and Site Characterization Information (Continued) 
Maximum Documented C·ontam1nant Concentrations·· Before and After Cleanup 

~ 

Contamln ant Soil (ppm) Wattt (ppbl Contam1nanl Soli (ppm} W!l~r( ppb} 

B4J{Qre After Befor11 After Boforc After Before 

TPHJG~ 19000 19,000 32,000 2,,500 Xy1enc 420 420 4100 

[fH (Diesel) 1200 f 200 2,500 170 Ethvlbonzonc 190 190 890 

Be~en' 9.4 94 4,500 380 MTBE NID ND ND 

Toluone no 570 7400 380 NAPHTHALENE 63 63 .. D 

other: TPH-b.o 360 380 340 ND Load t9 19 NA 

C·omments {Depth of Rem&d'iation, etc.): 

As discussed by certified hydrogeologist Matthew Hagemann, The "after" benzene 
levels that remain in soil and groundwater, as tabulated above, exceed the following San 
Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board Environmental Screening Levels 
(ESLs) below: 

• Benzene (groundwater): 0.42 ppb (residential soil vapor intrusion concerns) 
• Benzene (groundwater): 1.8 ppb (commercial/industrial soil vapor intrusion 

concerns) 
• Benzene (soil): 0.33 ppm (residential exposure) 
• Benzene (soil) : 1.4 ppm (commercial/industrial exposure) 

After 

260 
4~ 

NO 
ND 

NA 
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• Benzene (soil): 33 ppm (construction worker exposure) 

To put this in perspective, the current levels in soil and groundwater exceed state 
standards by hundreds of times. The current level of Benzene in groundwater of 380 ppb 
exceeds the residential ESL of 0.42 ppb by 904 times. Furthermore, it exceeds even the 
commercial of 1.8 ppb ESL by 211 times. The benzene level in soil of 94 ppm at the Site 
exceeds the residential ESL of 0.33 ppm by over one hundred times, and also exceeds 
the commercial ESL of 1.4 ppm by 67 times. Benzene is a known human carcinogen. 
Mr. Hagemann concludes that these levels pose potential risks related to soil vapor 
intrusion and construction worker exposure. Soil-vapor intrusion is a process in which the 
chemical vapors may enter the new construction above, potentially exposing future 
residents. 

It appears that the SFDPH has ignored entirely the fact that the Site is proposed to 
be converted to residential use. However, the Planning Commission is currently 
considering an application for permits to convert the automobile repair shop to a six-unit 
residential development. This is clearly "reasonably foreseeable future land use at the 
site" within the meaning of Water Code §13304.2(c)(6). 

SFDPH's own report admits that if the land use changes, (such as to residential 
use), then further corrective action may be required. (ld. Section IV). The report states 
that additional Site clean-up is required: "The development will require additional site 
assessment and a Site Mitigation Plan prior to development." (ld. Section VII). SFDPH's 
own report establishes that further corrective action is required for residential use. 
Therefore, the City cannot make a finding that "no further corrective action is required at 
the site." Health & Saf. §25299.3. Nor can the City make a finding that when "Corrective 
action at the Site has been determined to be completed." (GeoTracker Status Definitions). 

For the foregoing reasons, SF DPH may not make a finding that the Site is eligible 
for closure. It should promptly reverse this finding pending full remediation of the Site to 
residential standards. 

Finally, the L TUST Policy requires a "60 day period to comment" on any proposed 
case closure. (LTUST Policy, p.9). SFDPH has provided only a 31-day comment period. 
The Notice of Intent to Close Local Oversight of 1776 Green was posted on December 9, 
2019, and stated that any comments must be provided on or before January 9, 2020. 
This provided only 31 days comment period- including the Christmas/New Year holiday. 
This flatly violates the L TUST Policy and deprived the interested public of an adequate 
opportunity to review and comment on the decision. 

C. CEQA REVIEW IS REQUIRED PRIOR TO SITE CLOSURE. 

The California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") provides that any "project" 
located on the State of California's Cortese List of highly contaminated sites may not be 
exempted from CEQA review. CEQA is quite clear, a categorical exemption: 
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"shall not be used for a project located on a site which is included on any list 
compiled pursuant to Section 65962.5 of the Government Code [Cortese 
List]." 

14 CCR §15300.2(e) (emphasis added). The CEQA statute states: 

"No project located on a site which is included on any list compiled pursuant 
to Section 65962.5 of the Government Code [Cortese List] shall be exempted 
from this division pursuant to subdivision (a)[ categorical exemptions]." 

PRC § 21 084(c)). There is no question that the Site is on the Cortese list. 

CEQA only applies to "discretionary" actions. (Pub. Res. Code§ 21 080(a), (b)(1 ); 
Guideline§ 15268(a)). The decision of whether to list the Site as "closed" on the Cortese 
list is clearly a "discretionary" action, and therefore falls under CEQA. Closing the Site 
may have significant adverse environmental impacts since it may bring a halt to ongoing 
clean-up activities that are necessary to protect human health and the environment. 

The decision to list the Site as "closed" is the first step in a series of actions 
intended to allow the Site to be developed for the pending six-unit residential Project. As 
such, the City may not "piecemeal" that decision from the consideration of the Project 
itself. Under CEQA, the agency must consider the "whole of an action." 14 Cal. Code 
Regs. § 15378(a). That means: 

"[T]he environmental review accompanying the first discretionary approval must 
evaluate the impacts of the ultimate development authorized by that approval. ... 
Even though further discretionary approvals may be required before development 
can occur, the agency's environmental review must extend to the development 
envisioned by the initial approvals. It is irrelevant that the development may not 
receive all necessary entitlements or may not be built. Piecemeal environmental 
review that ignores the environmental impacts of the end result will not be 
permitted." 

See Kostka, et al., Practice Under the California Environmental Quality Act, § 6.52, p. 
298. As the Court of Appeal stated: 

"The CEQA process is intended to be a careful examination, fully open to the 
public, of the environmental consequences of a given project, covering the entire 
project, from start to finish ... the purpose of CEQA is not to generate paper, but to 
compel government at all levels to make decisions with environmental 
consequences in mind." 

Natural Resources Defense Council v. City of Los Angeles, 103 Cai.App.4th 268 (2002). 

SFDPH has violated CEQA by failing to perform any CEQA review of its proposed 
action to "close" the Site on the Cortese list. SF DPH has "piecemealed" this action from 
consideration of the known fact that the Site is proposed to be converted from commercial 
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to residential use, and has failed entirely to consider the six-unit Project underlying all of 
these actions. There is no question that "development in the near future was anticipated." 
Bozung v. Local Agency Formation Com., 13 Cal. 3d 263, 281 (1975). This action is 
intended to facilitate the proposed development of a specific residential Project on the 
Site. "[B]efore conducting CEQA review, agencies must not 'take any action' that 
significantly furthers a project 'in a manner that forecloses alternatives or mitigation 
measures that would ordinarily be part of CEQA review of that public project.' (Cal. Code 
Regs., tit. 14, § 15004, subd. (b)(2)(B)." Save Tara v. City of W Hollywood, 45 Cal.4th 
116, 138 (2008). 

Under these circumstances, CEQA requires that the Project may not be exempted 
from CEQA review. CEQA review is required to develop a clean-up plan, subjected to 
public review, to ensure safe and adequate site clean-up that adequately protects 
neighbors, workers and future residents of the Project. (CEQA section 21 084(c); Citizens 
for Responsible Equitable Envt'l Dev. v. City of Chula Vista (2011) 197 Cai.App.4th 327, 
331-333). 

Therefore, if SFDPH intends to "close" the Site on the Cortese List, it must first 
conduct CEQA review to analyze the environmental impacts of its action, to analyze the 
proposed Project, and to consider feasible mitigation measures and alternatives. 

D. CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, we request that SFDPH not list the property at 1776 
Green as "closed" or "eligible for closure" on the Cortese list, and remove any such 
references from the GeoTracker database. We request a public hearing on the proposed 
decision. We also request that SFDPH conduct CEQA review of the proposed 
discretionary action. 

s~~~----
Richard Toshiyuki Drury 
LOZEAU DRURY LLP 

Cc: San Francisco Planning Commission 
c/o Jonas lonin (ionas.ionin@sfgov.org ; commissions.secretarv@sfgov.org) 
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 
San Francisco, CA 94103 
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I SWAP E I 
Technical Consultation, Data Analysis and 
Litigation Support for the Environment ...__ ____ ___, 

January 7, 2020 

Stephanie K.J. Cushing, MSPH, CHMM, REHS 
Department of Public Health 
Environmental Health Services 
Local Oversight Program 
City and County of San Francisco 
1390 Market Street, Suite 210 
San Francisco, CA 94102 

Subject: 1776 Green Street, ·San Francisco, California 

Dear Ms. Cushing: 

2656 291h Street, Suite 201 
Santa Monica, CA 90405 

Matt Hagemann, P.G, C.Hg. 
(949) 887-9013 

mhagemann@swape.com 

I am commenting on the "Eligible for Closure" notice posted for 1776 Green Street, San Francisco, 

California. Because of residual soil and groundwater contamination, it is my opinion that the property at 

1776 Green Street is not suitable for closure. 

Residential development, to include a four-story building atop a one-level below-grade parking garage, 

is proposed for this property. The proposed project site was used for automotive repair purposes 

between 1914 and 2018.1 

A Case Closure Summary, signed on December 3, 2019 (attached), prepared by the San Francisco 

Department of Public Health for 1776 Green Street includes this summary table on page 2. 

1 Phase II Site investigation Workplan, 1176 Green Street, San Francisco, AIIWest Environmental, January 18, 2019 
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Release and Site Characterization Information {Continued) 
Maximum Documented Contaminant Concentrations --Before and After Cleanup 

Contaminant Soli (J)pm) Water (ppb) Contaminant Soli (ppm) Water (ppb) 

Before After Before After Before After Before Aftor 

TPH (Gas) 19 000 19 000 32,000 2,500 Xylene 420 420 4200 280 

TPH (Diesel) 1,200 1200 2,500 170 Ethyl benzene 190 190 890 43 

Benzene 94 94 4 500 380 MTBE NO NO NO NO 

Toluene 570 570 7400 380 NAPHTHALENE 83 63 NO NO 

Other: TPH·b,o 380 380 340 NO Lead 19 19 NA NA 

The "after" benzene levels that remain in soil and groundwater, as t abulated above, exceed the 

following San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board Environmental Screening Levels (ESLs) 

below: 

• Benzene (groundwater): 0.42 ppb (residential soil vapor intrusion concerns) 

• Benzene (groundwater): 1.8 ppb (commercial/industrial soil vapor intrusion concerns) 

• Benzene (soil): 0.33 ppm (residential exposure) 

• Benzene (soil): 1.4 ppm (commercial/industrial exposure) 

• Benzene (soil) : 33 ppm (construction worker exposure) 

I have noted that the December 3, 2019 Case Closure Summary states that the corrective action taken at 

the site is protective only of the current land use, i.e., commercial (p. 1). The Case Closure Summary 

further states "Most sensitive current use: Commercial" (p. 2). The Case Closure Summary does not 

acknowledge the proposed change in the current commercial land use to residential; therefore, the 

lower concentration residential ESLs are most applicable for comparison even though 

commercial/industrial ESLs for benzene in soil and groundwater are also greatly exceeded. 

The "after" benzene concentrations in soil and groundwater greatly exceed residential (and 

commercial/industrial) ESLs, indicating further investigation or mitigation, including consideration of the 

installation of a barrier or membrane to reduce the vapor intrusion potential. Benzene is a known 

human carcinogen2 and the remaining ("after" ) levels of benzene may pose health risks to construction 

workers, commercial/industrial workers and future residents. 

The Case Closure Summary states that oversight is to be continued under the Site Mitigation Program 

(Article 22A) of local Health Code and that development will require addit ional site assessment and a 

Site Mitigation Plan under Article 22A (p. 3). Closure is only appropriate when no further action 

is required. Therefore, because of the proposed residential development, the site should be further 

assessed and mitigated (as appropriate) prior t o closure. 

2 https:/ /www.atsdr.cdc.gov/toxfaqs/tfacts3 .pdf 
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Sincerely, 

Matt Hagemann, P.G., C.Hg. 
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Project Status Definitions 

1. Completed- Case Closed 
A closure letter or other formal closure decision document has been issued for the site. 

2. Open - Assessment & Interim Remedial Action 
An "interim" remedial action is occurring at the site AND additional activities such as site 
characterization, investigation, risk evaluation, and/or site conceptual model 
development are occurring. 

3. Open - Inactive 
No regulatory oversight activities are being conducted by the Lead Agency. 

4. Open - Remediation 
An approved remedy or remedies has/have been selected for the impacted media at the 
site and the responsible party (RP) is implementing one or more remedy under an 
approved cleanup plan for the site. This includes any ongoing remedy that is either 
passive or active, or uses a combination of technologies. For example, a site 
implementing only a long term groundwater monitoring program, or a "monitored natural 
attenuation" (MNA) remedy without any active groundwater treatment as part of the 
remedy, is considered an open case under remediation until site closure is completed. 

5. Open - Site Assessment 
Site characterization, investigation, risk evaluation, and/or site conceptual model 
development are occurring at the site. Examples of site assessment activities include, 
but are not limited to, the following: 1) identification of the contaminants and the 
investigation of their potential impacts; 2) determination of the threats/impacts to water 
quality; 3) evaluation of the risk to humans and ecology; 4) delineation of the nature and 
extent of contamination; 5) delineation of the contaminant plume(s); and 6) development 
of the Site Conceptual Model. 

6. Open- Verification Monitoring (use only for UST, Chapter 16 regulated cases) 
Remediation phases are essentially complete and a monitoring/sampling program is 
occurring to confirm successful completion of cleanup at the Site. (e.g. No "active" 
remediation is considered necessary or no additional "active" remediation is anticipated 
as needed. Active remediation system(s) has/have been shut-off and the potential for a 
rebound in contaminant concentrations is under evaluation). 

7. Open- Reopen Case (available selection only for previously closed cases) 
This is not a case status. This field should be selected to record the date that the case 
was reopened for further investigation and/or remediation. A case status should 
immediately be selected from the list of case status choices after recording this date. 

8. Open- Eligible for Closure 
Corrective action at the Site has been determined to be completed and any remaining 
petroleum constituents from the release are considered to be low threat to Human 
Health, Safety, and the Environment. The case in GeoTracker is going through the 
process of being closed. 
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Low-Threat Underground Storage Tank Case Closure 
Policy 

Preamble 
The State Water Resources Control Board (State Water Board) administers the petroleum UST 
(Underground Storage Tank) Cleanup Program, which was enacted by the Legislature in 1984 
to protect health, safety and the environment. The State Water Board also administers the 
petroleum UST Cleanup Fund (Fund), which was enacted by the Legislature in 1989 to assist 
UST owners and operators in meeting federal financial responsibility requirements and to 
provide reimbursement to those owners and operators for the high cost of cleaning up 
unauthorized releases caused by leaking USTs. 

The State Water Board believes it is in the best interest of the people of the State that 
unauthorized releases be prevented and cleaned up to the extent practicable in a manner that 
protects human health, safety and the environment. The State Water Board also recognizes 
that the technical and economic resources available for environmental restoration are limited, 
and that the highest priority for these resources must be the protection of human health and 
environmental receptors. Program experience has demonstrated the ability of remedial 
technologies to mitigate a substantial fraction of a petroleum contaminant mass with the 
investment of a reasonable level of effort. Experience has also shown that residual 
contaminant mass usually remains after the investment of reasonable effort, and that this mass 
is difficult to completely remove regardless of the level of additional effort and resources 
invested. 

It has been well-documented in the literature and through experience at individual UST release 
sites that petroleum fuels naturally attenuate in the environment through adsorption, dispersion, 
dilution, volatilization, and biological degradation. This natural attenuation slows and limits the 
migration of dissolved petroleum plumes in groundwater. The biodegradation of petroleum, in 
particular, distinguishes petroleum products from other hazardous substances commonly found 
at commercial and industrial sites. 

The characteristics of UST releases and the California UST Program have been studied 
extensively, with individual works including: 

a. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory report (1995) 
b. SB1764 Committee report (1996) 
c. UST Cleanup Program Task Force report (2010) 
d. Cleanup Fund Task Force report (2010) 
e. Cleanup Fund audit (201 0) 
f. State Water Resources Control Board site closure orders 
g. State Water Resources Control Board Resolution 2009-0081 

In general, these efforts have recognized that many petroleum release cases pose a low threat 
to human health and the environment. Some of these studies also recommended establishing 
"low-threat" closure criteria in order to maximize the benefits to the people of the State of 
California through judicious application of available resources. 
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The purpose of this policy is to establish consistent statewide case closure criteria for low-threat 
petroleum UST sites. The policy is consistent with existing statutes, regulations, State Water 
Board precedential decisions, policies and resolutions, and is intended to provide clear direction 
to responsible parties, their service providers, and regulatory agencies. The policy seeks to 
increase UST cleanup process efficiency. A benefit of improved efficiency is the preservation 
of limited resources for mitigation of releases posing a greater threat to human and 
environmental health. 

This policy is based in part upon the knowledge and experience gained from the last 25 years 
of investigating and remediating unauthorized releases of petroleum from USTs. While this 
policy does not specifically address other petroleum release scenarios such as pipelines or 
above ground storage tanks, if a particular site with a different petroleum release scenario 
exhibits attributes similar to those which this policy addresses, the criteria for closure evaluation 
of these non-UST sites should be similar to those in this policy. 

This policy is a state policy for water quality control and applies to all petroleum UST sites 
subject to Chapter 6. 7 of Division 20 of the Health and Safety Code and Chapter 16 of 
Division 3 of Title 23 of the California Code of Regulations. The term "regulatory agencies" in 
this policy means the State Water Board, Regional Water Quality Control Boards (Regional 
Water Boards) and local agencies authorized to implement Health and Safety Code section 
25296.10. Unless expressly provided in this policy, the terms in this policy shall have the same 
definitions provided in Chapter 6.7 of Division 20 of the Health and Safety Code and Chapter 
16 of Division 3 of Title 23 of the California Code of Regulations. 

Criteria for Low-Threat Case Closure 
In the absence of unique attributes of a case or site-specific conditions that demonstrably 
increase the risk associated with residual petroleum constituents, cases that meet the general 
and media-specific criteria described in this policy pose a low threat to human health, safety or 
the environment and are appropriate for closure pursuant to Health and Safety Code section 
25296.10. Cases that meet the criteria in this policy do not require further corrective action and 
shall be issued a uniform closure letter consistent with Health and Safety Code section 
25296.10. Annually, or at the request of the responsible party or party conducting the 
corrective action, the regulatory agency shall conduct a review to determine whether the site 
meets the criteria contained in this policy. 

It is important to emphasize that the criteria described in this policy do not attempt to describe 
the conditions at all low-threat petroleum UST sites in the State. The regulatory agency shall 
issue a closure letter for a case that does not meet these criteria if the regulatory agency 
determines the site to be low-threat based upon a site specific analysis. 

This policy recognizes that some petroleum-release sites may possess unique attributes and 
that some site specific conditions may make case closure under this policy inappropriate, 
despite the satisfaction of the stated criteria in this policy. It is impossible to completely capture 
those sets of attributes that may render a site ineligible for closure based on this low-threat 
policy. This policy relies on the regulatory agency's use of the conceptual site model to identify 
the special attributes that would require specific attention prior to the application of low-threat 
criteria. In these cases, it is the regulatory agency's responsibility to identify the conditions that 
make closure under the policy inappropriate. 
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General Criteria 
General criteria that must be satisfied by all candidate sites are listed as follows: 

a. The unauthorized release is located within the service area of a public water system; 
b. The unauthorized release consists only of petroleum; 
c. The unauthorized ("primary") release from the UST system has been stopped; 
d. Free product has been removed to the maximum extent practicable; 
e. A conceptual site model that assesses the nature, extent, and mobility of the release 

has been developed; 
f. Secondary source has been removed to the extent practicable; 
g. Soil or groundwater has been tested for methyl tert-butyl ether {MTBE) and results 

reported in accordance with Health and Safety Code section 25296.15; and 
h. Nuisance as defined by Water Code section 13050 does not exist at the site. 

a. The unauthorized release is located within the service area of a public water system 
This policy is protective of existing water supply wells. New water supply wells are unlikely to be 
installed in the shallow groundwater near former UST release sites. However, it is difficult to 
predict, on a statewide basis, where new wells will be installed, particularly in rural areas that are 
undergoing new development. This policy is limited to areas with available public water systems 
to reduce the likelihood that new wells in developing areas will be inadvertently impacted by 
residual petroleum in groundwater. Case closure outside of areas with a public water system 
should be evaluated based upon the fundamental principles in this policy and a site specific 
evaluation of developing water supplies in the area. For purposes of this policy, a public water 
system is a system for the provision of water for human consumption through pipes or other 
constructed conveyances that has 15 or more service connections or regularly serves at least 25 
individuals daily at least 60 days out of the year. 

b. The unauthorized release consists only of petroleum 
For the purposes of this policy, petroleum is defined as crude oil, or any fraction thereof, which is 
liquid at standard conditions of temperature and pressure, which means 60 degrees Fahrenheit 
and 14.7 pounds per square inch absolute, including the following substances: motor fuels , jet 
fuels, distillate fuel oils, residual fuel oils, lubricants, petroleum solvents and used oils, including 
any additives and blending agents such as oxygenates contained in the formulation of the 
substances. 

c. The unauthorized release has been stopped 
The tank, pipe, or other appurtenant structure that released petroleum into the environment (i.e. 
the primary source) has been removed, repaired or replaced. It is not the intent of this policy to 
allow sites with ongoing leaks from the UST system to qualify for low-threat closure. 

d. Free product has been removed to the maximum extent practicable 
At petroleum unauthorized release sites where investigations indicate the presence of free 
product, free product shall be removed to the maximum extent practicable. In meeting the 
requirements of this section: 

a. Free product shall be removed in a manner that minimizes the spread of the 
unauthorized release into previously uncontaminated zones by using recovery and 
disposal techniques appropriate to the hydrogeologic conditions at the site, and 
that properly treats, discharges or disposes of recovery byproducts in compliance 
with applicable laws; 
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b. Abatement of free product migration shall be used as a minimum objective for the 
design of any free product removal system; and 

c. Flammable products shall be stored for disposal in a safe and competent manner 
to prevent fires or explosions. 

e. A conceptual site model that assesses the nature, extent, and mobility of the 
release has been developed 
The Conceptual Site Model (CSM) is a fundamental element of a comprehensive site 
investigation. The CSM establishes the source and attributes of the unauthorized release, 
describes all affected media (including soil, groundwater, and soil vapor as appropriate), 
describes local geology, hydrogeology and other physical site characteristics that affect 
contaminant environmental transport and fate, and identifies all confirmed and potential 
contaminant receptors (including water supply wells, surface water bodies, structures and their 
inhabitants). The CSM is relied upon by practitioners as a guide for investigative design and 
data collection. Petroleum release sites in California occur in a wide variety of hydrogeologic 
settings. As a result, contaminant fate and transport and mechanisms by which receptors may 
be impacted by contaminants vary greatly from location to location. Therefore, the CSM is 
unique to each individual release site. All relevant site characteristics identified by the CSM 
shall be assessed and supported by data so that the nature, extent and mobility of the release 
have been established to determine conformance with applicable criteria in this policy. The 
supporting data and analysis used to develop the CSM are not required to be contained in a 
single report and may be contained in multiple reports submitted to the regulatory agency over 
a period of time. 

f. Secondary source has been removed to the extent practicable 
"Secondary source" is defined as petroleum-impacted soil or groundwater located at or 
immediately beneath the point of release from the primary source. Unless site attributes 
prevent secondary source removal (e.g. physical or infrastructural constraints exist whose 
removal or relocation would be technically or economically infeasible), petroleum-release sites 
are required to undergo secondary source removal to the extent practicable as described 
herein. "To the extent practicable" means implementing a cost-effective corrective action which 
removes or destroys-in-place the most readily recoverable fraction of source-area mass. It is 
expected that most secondary mass removal efforts will be completed in one year or less. 
Following removal or destruction of the secondary source, additional removal or active remedial 
actions shall not be required by regulatory agencies unless (1) necessary to abate a 
demonstrated threat to human health or (2) the groundwater plume does not meet the definition 
of low threat as described in this policy. 

g. Soil and groundwater have been tested for MTBE and results reported in 
accordance with Health and Safety Code section 25296.15 
Health and Safety Code section 25296.15 prohibits closing a UST case unless the soil, 
groundwater, or both, as applicable have been tested for MTBE and the results of that testing 
are known to the Regional Water Board. The exception to this requirement is where a 
regulatory agency determines that the UST that leaked has only contained diesel or jet fuel. 
Before closing a UST case pursuant to this policy, the requirements of section 25296.15, if 
applicable, shall be satisfied . 
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h. Nuisance as defined by Water Code section 13050 does not exist at the site 

Water Code section 13050 defines "nuisance" as anything which meets all of the 
following requirements: 

1) Is injurious to health, or is indecent or offensive to the senses, or an obstruction to 
the free use of property, so as to interfere with the comfortable enjoyment of life or 
property. 

2) Affects at the same time an entire community or neighborhood, or any 
considerable number of persons, although the extent of the annoyance or damage 
inflicted upon individuals may be unequal. 

3) Occurs during, or as a result of, the treatment or disposal of wastes. 

For the purpose of this policy, waste means a petroleum release .. 

Media-Specific Criteria 
Releases from USTs can impact human health and the environment through contact with any or 
all of the following contaminated media: groundwater, surface water, soil, and soil vapor. 
Although this contact can occur through ingestion, dermal contact, or inhalation of the various 
media, the most common drivers of health risk are ingestion of groundwater from drinking water 
wells, inhalation of vapors accumulated in buildings, contact with near surface contaminated 
soil, and inhalation of vapors in the outdoor environment. To simplify implementation, these 
media and pathways have been evaluated and the most common exposure scenarios have 
been combined into three media-specific criteria: 

1. Groundwater 
2. Vapor Intrusion to Indoor Air 
3. Direct Contact and Outdoor Air Exposure 

Candidate sites must satisfy all three of these media-specific criteria as described below. 

1. Groundwater 
This policy describes criteria on which to base a determination that threats to existing and 
anticipated beneficial uses of groundwater have been mitigated or are de minimis, including 
cases that have not affected groundwater. 

State Water Board Resolution 92-49, Policies and Procedures for Investigation and Cleanup 
and Abatement of Discharges Under Water Code Section 13304 is a state policy for water 
quality control and applies to petroleum UST cases. Resolution 92-49 directs that water 
affected by an unauthorized release attain either background water quality or the best water 
quality that is reasonable if background water quality cannot be restored. Any alternative level 
of water quality less stringent than background must be consistent with the maximum benefit to 
the people of the state, not unreasonably affect current and anticipated beneficial use of 
affected water, and not result in water quality less than that prescribed in the water quality 
control plan for the basin within which the site is located. Resolution No. 92-49 does not require 
that the requisite level of water quality be met at the time of case closure; it specifies 
compliance with cleanup goals and objectives within a reasonable time frame. 

Water quality control plans (Basin Plans) generally establish "background" water quality as a 
restorative endpoint. This policy recognizes the regulatory authority of the Basin Plans but 
underscores the flexibility contained in Resolution 92-49. 
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It is a fundamental tenet of this low-threat closure policy that if the closure criteria described in 
this policy are satisfied at a petroleum unauthorized release site, attaining background water 
quality is not feasible, establishing an alternate level of water quality not to exceed that 
prescribed in the applicable Basin Plan is appropriate, and that water quality objectives will be 
attained through natural attenuation within a reasonable time, prior to the expected need for use 
of any affected groundwater. 

If groundwater with a designated beneficial use is affected by an unauthorized release, to 
satisfy the media-specific criteria for groundwater, the contaminant plume that exceeds water 
quality objectives must be stable or decreasing in areal extent, and meet all of the additional 
characteristics of one of the five classes of sites listed below. A plume that is "stable or 
decreasing" is a contaminant mass that has expanded to its maximum extent: the distance from 
the release where attenuation exceeds migration. 

Groundwater-Specific Crjteria 
(1) a. The contaminant plume that exceeds water quality objectives is less than 100 feet in 

length. 
b. There is no free product. 
c. The nearest existing water supply well or surface water body is greater than 250 feet 

from the defined plume boundary. 

(2) a. The contaminant plume that exceeds water quality objectives is less than 250 feet in 
length. 

b. There is no free product. 
c. The nearest existing water supply well or surface water body is greater than 1 ,000 

feet from the defined plume boundary. 
d. The dissolved concentration of benzene is less than 3,000 micrograms per liter 

(IJg/1), and the dissolved concentration of MTBE is less than 1 ,000 IJg/1. 

(3) a. The contaminant plume that exceeds water quality objectives is less than 250 feet in 
length. 

b. Free product has been removed to the maximum extent practicable, may still be 
present below the site where the release originated, but does not extend off-site. 

c. The plume has been stable or decreasing for a minimum of five years. 
d. The nearest existing water supply well or surface water body is greater than 

1,000 feet from the defined plume boundary. 
e. The property owner is willing to accept a land use restriction if the regulatory agency 

requires a land use restriction as a condition of closure. 

(4) a. The contaminant plume that exceeds water quality objectives is less than 1,000 feet 
in length. 

b. There is no free product. 
c. The nearest existing water supply well or surface water body is greater than 

1,000 feet from the defined plume boundary. 
d. The dissolved concentration of benzene is less than 1,000 IJg/1, and the dissolved 

concentration of MTBE is less than 1,000 IJg/1. 

(5) a. The regulatory agency determines, based on an analysis of site specific conditions 
that under current and reasonably anticipated near-term future scenarios, the 
contaminant plume poses a low threat to human health and safety and to the 
environment and water quality objectives will be achieved within a reasonable time 
frame. 
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Sites with Releases That Have Not Affected Groundwater 
Sites with soil that does not contain sufficient mobile constituents [leachate, vapors, or light 
non-aqueous-phase liquids (LNAPL)] to cause groundwater to exceed the groundwater criteria 
in this policy shall be considered low-threat sites for the groundwater medium. Provided the 
general criteria and criteria for other media are also met, those sites are eligible for case 
closure. 

For older releases, the absence of current groundwater impact is often a good indication that 
residual concentrations present in the soil are not a source for groundwater pollution. 

2. Petroleum Vapor Intrusion to Indoor Air 
Exposure to petroleum vapors migrating from soil or groundwater to indoor air may pose 
unacceptable human health risks. This policy describes conditions, including bioattenuation 
zones, which if met will assure that exposure to petroleum vapors in indoor air will not pose 
unacceptable health risks. In many petroleum release cases, potential human exposures to 
vapors are mitigated by bioattenuation processes as vapors migrate toward the ground surface. 
For the purposes of this section, the term "bioattenuation zone" means an area of soil with 
conditions that support biodegradation of petroleum hydrocarbon vapors. 

The low-threat vapor-intrusion criteria described below apply to sites where the release 
originated and impacted or potentially impacted adjacent parcels when: (1) existing buildings 
are occupied or may be reasonably expected to be occupied in the future, or 
(2) buildings for human occupancy are reasonably expected to be constructed in the future. 
Appendices 1 through 4 (attached) illustrate four potential exposure scenarios and describe 
characteristics and criteria associated with each scenario. Petroleum release sites shall satisfy 
the media-specific criteria for petroleum vapor intrusion to indoor air and be considered low
threat for the vapor-intrusion-to-indoor-air pathway if: 

a. Site-specific conditions at the release site satisfy all of the characteristics and criteria of 
scenarios 1 through 3 as applicable, or all of the characteristics and criteria of 
scenario 4 as applicable; or 

b. A site-specific risk assessment for the vapor intrusion pathway is conducted and 
demonstrates that human health is protected to the satisfaction of the regulatory 
agency; or 

c. As a result of controlling exposure through the use of mitigation measures or through 
the use of institutional or engineering controls, the regulatory agency determines that 
petroleum vapors migrating from soil or groundwater will have no significant risk of 
adversely affecting human health. 

Exception: Exposures to petroleum vapors associated with historical fuel system releases are 
comparatively insignificant relative to exposures from small surface spills and fugitive vapor 
releases that typically occur at active fueling facilities. Therefore, satisfaction of the media
specific criteria for petroleum vapor intrusion to indoor air is not required at active commercial 
petroleum fueling facilities, except in cases where release characteristics can be reasonably 
believed to pose an unacceptable health risk. 
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3. Direct Contact and Outdoor Air Exposure 
This policy describes conditions where direct contact with contaminated soil or inhalation of 
contaminants volatized to outdoor air poses a low threat to human health. Release sites where 
human exposure may occur satisfy the media-specific criteria for direct contact and outdoor air 
exposure and shall be considered low-threat if they meet any of the following: 

a. Maximum concentrations of petroleum constituents in soil are less than or equal to 
those listed in Table 1 for the specified depth below ground surface (bgs). The 
concentration limits for 0 to 5 feet bgs protect from ingestion of soil, dermal contact with 
soil, and inhalation of volatile soil emissions and inhalation of particulate emissions. The 
5 to 1 0 feet bgs concentration limits protect from inhalation of volatile soil emissions. 
Both the 0 to 5 feet bgs concentration limits and the 5 to 1 0 feet bgs concentration limits 
for the appropriate site classification (Residential or Commercial/Industrial) shall be 
satisfied. In addition, if exposure to construction workers or utility trench workers are 
reasonably anticipated, the concentration limits for Utility Worker shall also be satisfied; 
or 

b. Maximum concentrations of petroleum constituents in soil are less than levels that a site 
specific risk assessment demonstrates will have no significant risk of adversely affecting 
human health; or 

c. As a result of controlling exposure through the use of mitigation measures or through 
the use of institutional or engineering controls, the regulatory agency determines that 
the concentrations of petroleum constituents in soil will have no significant risk of 
adversely affecting human health. 

Table 1 
Concentrations of Petroleum Constituents in Soil That Will Have No Significant Risk of 

Adversely Affecting Human Health 

Chemical Residential Commercial/Industrial Utility Worker 

Volatilization to Volatilization to 
0 to 10 feet 

0 to 5 feet bgs outdoor air 0 to 5 feet bgs outdoor air 
bgs 

(5 to 10 feet bgs) (5 to 10 feet bgs) 

mg/kg mg/kg mg/kg mg/kg mg/kg 

Benzene 1.9 2.8 8.2 12 14 

Ethyl benzene 21 32 89 134 314 

Naphthalene 9.7 9.7 45 45 219 

PAH1 0.063 NA 0.68 NA 4.5 

Notes: 
1. Based on the seven carcinogenic poly-aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) as benzo(a)pyrene toxicity 

equivalent [BaPe] . Sampling and analysis for PAH is only necessary where soil as affected by either 
waste oil or Bunker C fuel. 

2. The area of impacted soil where a particular exposure occurs is 25 by 25 meters (approximately 82 by 
82 feet) or less. 

3. NA = not applicable 
4. mg/kg = milligrams per kilogram 
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Low-Threat Case Closure 
Cases that meet the general and media-specific criteria established in this policy pose a low 
threat to human health, safety and the environment and satisfy the case-closure requirements 
of Health and Safety Code section 25296.10, and case closure is consistent with State Water 
Board Resolution 92-49 that requires that cleanup goals and objectives be met within a 
reasonable time frame. If the case has been determined by the regulatory agency to meet the 
criteria in this policy, the regulatory agency shall notify responsible parties that they are eligible 
for case closure and that the following items, if applicable, shall be completed prior to the 
issuance of a uniform closure letter specified in Health and Safety Code section 25296.10. 
After completion of these items, and unless the regulatory agency revises its determination 
based on comments received on the proposed case closure, the regulatory agency shall issue 
a uniform closure letter within 30 days from the end of the comment period . 

a. Notification Requirements - Municipal and county water districts, water replenishment 
districts, special act districts with groundwater management authority, agencies with 
authority to issue building permits for land affected by the petroleum release, owners 
and occupants of the property impacted by the petroleum release, and the owners and 
occupants of all parcels adjacent to the impacted property shall be notified of the 
proposed case closure and provided a 60 day period to comment. The regulatory 
agency shall consider any comments received when determining if the case should be 
closed or if site specific conditions warrant otherwise. 

b. Monitoring Well Destruction- All wells and borings installed for the purpose of 
investigating, remediating, or monitoring the unauthorized release shall be properly 
destroyed prior to case closure unless a property owner certifies that they will keep and 
maintain the wells or borings in accordance with applicable local or state requirements. 

c. Waste Removal -All waste piles, drums, debris and other investigation or remediation 
derived materials shall be removed from the site and properly managed in accordance 
with regulatory agency requirements. 
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Appendix 1 
Scenario 1: Unweathered* LNAPL in Groundwater 

Required Characteristics of the Bioattenuation Zone 

Existing Building or Potential Future Construction 

Buiidlng Foundation 

TPH < 100 mglkg 
throughout 30' depth 

Required Characteristics of the Bioattenuation Zone: 

1. The bioattenuation zone shall be a continuous zone that provides a separation of at least 30 feet vertically between 
the LNAPL in groundwater and the foundation of existing or potential buildings; and 
2. Total TPH (TPH-g and TPH-d combined) are less than 100 mg/kg throughout the entire depth of the bioattenuation 
zone. 

TPH = total petroleum hydrocarbons 
TPH-g = total petroleum hydrocarbons as gasoline 
TPH-d = total petroleum hydrocarbons as diesel 

*As used in this context, unweathered LNAPL is generally understood to mean petroleum product that has not been 
subjected to significant volatilization or solubilization, and therefore has not lost a significant portion of its volatile or 
soluble constituents (e.g., comparable to recently dispensed fuel). 
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Appendix 2 
Scenario 2: Unweathered* LNAPL in Soil 

Required Characteristics of the Bioattenuation Zone 

Existing Building or Potential Future Construction 

Unweathered 
LNAPL in soil 

Required Characteristics of the Bioattenuation Zone: 

TPH < 100 mg/kg for 
30' from foundation 

1. The bioattenuation zone shall be a continuous zone that provides a separation of at least 30 feet both laterally and 
vertically between the LNAPL in soil and the foundation of existing or potential buildings, and 
2. Total TPH (TPH-g and TPH-d combined) are less than 100 mg/kg throughout the entire lateral and vertical extent of 
the bioattenuation zone. 

*As used in this context, unweathered LNAPL is generally understood to mean petroleum product that has not been 
subjected to significant volatilization or solubilization, and therefore has not lost a significant portion of its volatile or 
soluble constituents (e.g., comparable to recently dispensed fuel). 
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Appendix 3 
Scenario 3 - Dissolved Phase Benzene Concentrations in Groundwater 

(Low concentration groundwater scenarios with or without oxygen data) 
(1 of 2) 

Defining the Bioattenuation Zone Without Oxygen Data or Oxygen < 4% 

[ Existing Building or Future Construction 1 

Benzene < 1 00 IJQIL 

I Agure A I 

Without Oxygen Data 
or Oxygen< 4% 

Benzene ~ 1 00 j.Jg/L and < 1000 IJ91L 

[Figure B ] 

Required Characteristics of Bioattenuation Zone for Sites 
Without Oxygen Data or Where Oxygen is < 4% 

Figure A: 1) Where benzene concentrations are less than 100 IJg/L, the bioattenuation zone: 

a) Shall be a continuous zone that provides a separation of at least 5 feet vertically between the dissolved phase 
Benzene and the foundation of existing or potential buildings; and 
b) Contain Total TPH (TPH-g and TPH-d combined) less than 100 mg/kg throughout the entire depth of the 
bioattenuation zone. 

Figure B: 1) Where benzene concentrations are equal to or greater than 100 j.Jg/L but less than 1000 IJg/L, the 
bioattenuation zone: 

a) Shall be a continuous zone that provides a separation of at least 10 feet vertically between the dissolved phase 
Benzene and the foundation of existing or potential buildings; and b) Contain Total TPH (TPH-g and TPH-d combined) 
less than 100 mg/kg throughout the entire depth of the bioattenuation zone. 
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Appendix 3 
Scenario 3- Dissolved Phase Benzene Concentrations in Groundwater 

(Low concentration groundwater scenarios with or without oxygen data) 
(2 of 2) 

Defining the Bioattenuation Zone With Oxygen ~ 4% 

Existing Building or Future Construction 

Benzene< 1000 1,1g/L 

[ Fi ure C ] 

Required Characteristics of Bioattenuation Zone for Sites With Oxygen~ 4% 

Where benzene concentrations are less than 1 000 j.Jg/L, the bioattenuation zone: 

1. Shall be a continuous zone that provides a separation of least 5 feet vertically between the dissolved phase Benzene 
and the foundation of existing or potential buildings; and 
2. Contain Total TPH (TPH-g and TPH-d combined) less than 100 mg/kg throughout the entire depth of the 
bioattenuation zone. 
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Appendix 4 
Scenario 4- Direct Measurement of Soil Gas Concentrations 

Depth of 
Foundation 

1 of 2 

Soil Gas Sampling- No Bioattenuation Zone 

Existing Building Future Construction 

t 5' 
5' 

------ ---'- ---
-------l ------

b - sample location 
a - sample location 

The criteria in the table below apply unless the requirements for a bioattenuation zone, established below, are satisfied. 

When applying the criteria below, the soil gas sample must be obtained from the following locations: 

a. Beneath or adjacent to an existing building: The soil gas sample shall be collected at least five feet below the bottom 
of the building foundation. 
b. Future construction: The soil gas sample shall be collected from at least five feet below ground surface. 

Soil Gas Criteria (1Jg/m3
) 

No Bioattenuation Zone* 

Residential Commercial 

Constituent Soil Gas Concentration (1Jg/m3
) 

Benzene < 85 < 280 

Ethyl benzene <1,100 <3,600 

Naphthalene < 93 < 310 

*For the no bioattenuation zone, the screening criteria are same as the California Human Health Screening Levels 
(CHHSLs) with engineered fill below sub-slab. 
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Appendix 4 
Scenario 4- Direct Measurement of Soil Gas Concentrations 

of 

Soil Gas Sampling- With Bioattenuation Zone 

Existing Building Future Construction 

TPH < 100 
mglkg 

oxygen 2 4% at 
lower end of zone 

sample location 

Oxygen 2 4% at 
lower end of zone 

The criteria in the table below apply if the following requirements for a biattenuation zone are satisfied: 

1. There is a minimum of five vertical feet of soil between the soil vapor measurement and the foundation of an existing 
building or ground surface of future construction. 
2. TPH (TPHg + TPHd} is less than 100 mg/kg (measured in at least two depths within the five-foot zone.) 
3. Oxygen is greater than or equal to four percent measured at the bottom of the five-foot zone. 

Soil Gas Criteria (1Jg/m3
) 

**A 1000-fold bioattenuation of petroleum vapors is assumed for the bioattenuation zone. 
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BY E-MAIL AND HAND DELIVERY 

November 6, 2019 

San Francisco Planning Commission 

I 39 Harri son Sl rc I, Sl . 150 
Oa ld <J n cl , CA 9 46 12 

President Myrna Melgar (myrna.melgar@sfgov.org) 
Vice-President Joel Koppel Goel.koppel.sfgov.org) 
Commissioner Frank Fung (frank.fung@sfgov.org) 
Commissioner Milicent A Johnson (milicent.iohnson@sfgov.org) 
Commissioner Kathrin Moore (kathrin.moore@sfgov.org) 
Commissioner Dennis Richards (dennis.richards@sfgov.org) 
c/o Jonas lenin (jonas.ionin@sfgov.org) 
commissions.secretary@sfgov.org 
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 
San Francisco, CA 94103 

Christopher May, Senior Planner 
San Francisco Planning Department 
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 
San Francisco, CA 94103 
Email: christopher.may@sfgov.org 

RE: 1776 Green Street (2018-011430CUA) 

Honorable Members of the Planning Commission: 

w ww. lozoc urh ury. co rn 
richarci (O'Iozeauclt ur y.co tn 

I am writing on behalf of The Hollow Revolution ("THoR"), an association of 
neighbors living near 1776 Green Street, San Francisco, California, concerning certain 
applications filed with the Planning Department to convert the existing automotive garage 
at 1776 Green Street (built in 1914) to a new residential development consisting of five 
market rate three-bedroom units with a two-story addition and street level commercial 
space, and an accessory dwelling unit ("Project"). 

I. Introduction 

The proposed Project would be a relatively large residential development on a 
quiet street. THoR wants to ensure that any new development at 1776 Green Street: 

1. Does not require legal work-arounds like variances and conditional use 
permits but rather is consistent with San Francisco's general plan for open 
space, setbacks, density, massing and height; 
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2. Properly handles and disposes of all hazardous materials prior to any 
demolition or construction work consistent with San Francisco's Health 
Code Article 22A ("Maher Ordinance"); 

3. Maintains and protects the existing building's historic character; and, 

4. Fully complies with the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA"). In 
particular, as discussed below, the Project site is listed on the State of 
California's Cortese list of contaminated sites, due to over 100 years of use 
as an automobile repair garage. According to the Cortese listing the site 
contains extremely high levels of contamination, including highly toxic and 
cancer causing chemicals, in some cases dozens or hundreds of times 
above environmental screening levels. The contamination remains in the 
soil. The Project proposes to excavate over 1300 cubic yards of this 
contaminated soil. Under CEQA, a site on the Cortese list may not be 
exempted from CEQA. Therefore, the CEQA exemption must be rescinded 
and CEQA review must be conducted before any Project approvals are 
considered. 

II. Project Description 

The Staff Report for the P·lanning Commission hearing describes the Project as: 

Request for Conditional Use Authorization pursuant to Planning Code Sections 
209.1 and 303 to permit a two-story vertical addition and a change of use from an 
automobile repair garage to a residential building containing five new residential 
units within a RH-2 (Residential-House, Two-Family) Zoning District and 40-X 
Height and Bulk District. The Conditional Use Authorization request is to exceed 
the principally permitted dwelling unit density limit for the respective zoning district. 

In addition to the five large units, the applicant also proposes an accessory 
dwelling unit ("ADU") of over 950 square feet, thus making the Project a six-unit building. 

The Project includes a 1 ,369 square foot communal roof deck. The roof deck 
looks directly into the adjacent apartment building. The roof deck fencing and rail exceed 
the 40-foot height limit, as does the elevator penthouse (approximately 53 feet tall). 

The applicant also seeks a variance from the requirement for a front and rear yard 
set-back. The required front-yard set-back is 11 feet and the required rear yard set-back 
is 34 feet. The Project includes no set back at all and intensifies a pre-existing non
complying use. The Project would exceed the two-unit density in the RH-2 district and 
would exceed the 40-foot height limit due to a roof deck and elevator penthouse. 
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The applicant proposes to construct extremely large, luxury units of more than 
3000 square feet, each having 2 below-ground parking spaces- exceeding the 1.5 
spaces allowed by the Planning Code Section 151. 

The Project will require excavation of over 1300 cubic yards of highly contaminated 
soil due to the building's use for over one hundred years (1914-2018) as an automobile 
repair shop. During much of that time, there were almost no laws governing hazardous 
waste disposal, and it was common to simply dump chemicals down the drain or on the 
ground. In addition, the site contains four leaking underground storage tank sites, which 
have not been cleaned up. Contaminated soil will have to be excavated for the 
underground garage. The Project site is an "active" (not closed) toxic site, with 
contamination levels in some cases over one hundred times above environmental 
screening levels (ESLs). Soil contamination levels are far above levels deemed 
acceptable for residential use. There is no clean-up plan. The site is so contaminated 
that it is on the State of California's Cortese List. Since it is on the Cortese list, the 
Project may not be exempted from CEQA review. CEQA review is required to develop a 
thorough, enforceable clean-up plan to ensure clean-up to residential levels, in a manner 
that will safeguard neighbors, future residents of the Project, and construction workers. 

Ill. Neighbors' Concerns 

A. The Project Does not Qualify for a Variance from Open-Space 
Requirements, Roof Deck, or Parking 

Rear Yard: The developer is requesting a variance in order to provide less rear 
yard and frontal set-back space than is legally required in San Francisco.1 Neighbors 
understand that front setbacks may not be feasible due to the historic fac;ade's at
sidewalk configuration. However, that limitation only reinforces the need for adequate rear 
yard open space. It appears the developer may be more interested in maximizing the 
number of units and each unit's size over providing City-mandated open space. 

There appears to be no reason for the rear yard variance. The Project has ample 
space to create the required 34 feet of rear yard. Although the front fac;ade of the building 
is historic and should not be moved, the rear of the building is not. If the rear yard 
variance is not granted, then the building would have ample open space in the rear
making the intrusive communal roof deck unnecessary.2 

1 See application No. 2018-011430VAR. 
2 It may be appropriate to screen neighboring properties from the rear yard by creating or retaining a side 
wall. 
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Roof Deck: Although the staff report does not mention it, a variance is also 
required for the roof deck and elevator penthouse. The roof deck rails and fence extend 
above the 40 foot height limit by several feet, and the elevator penthouse extends to over 
50 feet. The roof deck will create noise and invade the privacy of the adjacent apartment 
building. The findings for a variance cannot be made, so the roof deck should not be 
allowed. 

Parking: The Code limits parking to 1.5 spaces per unit. Yet, the Project provides 
2 parking spaces per unit (1 0 spaces). The Staff Report contends that the parking is pre
existing and therefore exempt from the Code requirement. This is false. The Project 
includes excavation of over 1 000 cubic years of highly contaminated soil to expand the 
basement garage and create additional parking. The Project plans include excavation to 
expand the basement up to Green Street and lowering the floor by up to three feet. Thus, 
this is not pre-existing parking, but new parking. As such a variance is required but 
should not be granted. The site is well-served by public transit, and providing surplus 
parking discourages public transit usage. 

In order to receive a variance, the developer must show special circumstances that 
would make it difficult for the project to meet the Planning Department's requirements. 
More specifically, variances may only be granted when the strict application of the zoning 
ordinance would deprive a property owner of privileges enjoyed by other property owners 
in the vicinity under the same zoning classification because of special circumstances 
applicable to the specific property such as size, shape, topography, location, or 
surroundings. 3 Gov. Code §65906; Eskeland v. City of Del Mar, 224 Cai.App.4th 936, 946 
(2014); see also, Topanga Ass'n v. County of Los Angeles, 11 Cal.3d 506, 518 (1974) 
(written findings required). 

For this determination, the San Francisco Zoning Code requires the zoning 
administrator to make five specific findings, based on the developer's evidence, that a 
variance is warranted. The findings are: 

1. There are exceptional or extraordinary circumstances applying to the property 
involved or to the intended use of the property that do not apply generally to other 
property or uses in the same class of district; 

2. Based on the exceptional or extraordinary circumstances, the literal enforcement of 
the Code provisions would result in practical difficulty or unnecessary hardship not 
created by or attributable to the applicant or the owner of the property; 

3 Gov. Code §65906. 
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3. The variance is necessary for the preservation and enjoyment of a substantial 
property right of the subject property, possessed by other property in the same 
class of district; 

4. That the granting of such variance will not be materially detrimental to the public 
welfare or materially injurious to the property or improvements in the vicinity; and, 

5. That the granting of such variance will be in harmony with the general purpose and 
intent of this Code and will not adversely affect the Master Plan. 

The developer has the burden of showing, based on substantial evidence that it cannot 
comply with the Code.4 

Given the size of the parcel and existing structure, it is hard to see how the plain 
and literal interpretation and enforcement of the Code would "result in practical difficulties, 
unnecessary hardships," or where denial of the variance "would be inconsistent with the 
general purpose of the Code." There does not appear to be anything particularly unusual 
about the configuration of the building or parcel justifying a deviation from the law. In fact, 
the most extraordinary aspect of the building is its historic character. The developer 
should not be granted a variance in order to spoil the only exceptional attribute of 1776 
Green Street, especially because this detail was surely obvious at purchase. 

The findings clearly cannot be made for the roof deck. The roof deck not only 
exceeds height limits, but it also violates the San Francisco Residential Design 
Guidelines, which provide: "Articulate the building to minimize impacts on light and 
privacy to adjacent properties." (RDGs, page 16). The roof deck will look directly into 
adjacent apartment windows and conflicts with the intent of the code. 

Nor can the findings be made for the Parking over-supply. Since the developer is 
excavating to create additional underground parking, this is not pre-existing parking, 
contrary to the staff misrepresentation. 

For these reasons, the Zoning Administrator should not grant a variance from the 
rear yard set-back requirement, should disallow the construction of the communal roof 
deck, and should limit parking to no more than 1.5 parking spaces per unit. 

4 See, Orinda Ass'n v. Bd. of Supervisors, 182 Cai.App.3d 1145 (1986) (facts did not justify a variance since 
property was not substantially different from other parcels in the same zone). 
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B. The Project is Not Entitled to a Conditional Use Authorization 

In order to construct 5 luxury residential units, the developer wants to exceed the 
dwelling density for the parcel to greater than the required one dwelling unit per 1,500 
square feet in an RH-2 zone. To obtain a Conditional Use Authorization, the developer 
must show, among other things that: 

• Existing housing and neighborhood character would be conserved and protected in 
order to preserve the cultural and economic diversity of our neighborhoods; 

• The City's supply of affordable housing would be preserved and enhanced; 
• Landmarks and historic buildings would be preserved; 

• Our parks and open space and our access to sunlight and vistas would be 
protected from development. 5 

The Planning Department's recommendation that the Commission approve the 
conditional use is unrelated to the actual criteria! for authorizing a conditional use: 

"BASIS FOR RECOMMENDATON: The Project will add five dwelling units to the 
City's housing stock and will feature the restoration of the historic resource's 
original fa~ade, which had been significantly altered in a 1933 renovation. As 
such, the Department finds the project to be necessary, desirable, and compatible 
with the surrounding neighborhood, and not to be detrimental to persons or 
adjacent properties in the vicinity." 

The staff report provided no analysis that Green Street, the neighborhood or San 
Francisco generally would benefit from five over-the-top luxury residential units with a 
penthouse, elevator, roof deck and various balconies and additional decks all intruding 
upon existing neighbors' privacy, all at the expense of an historic resource. Instead, the 
Planning Department based its recommendation for conditional use on the building's 
historic nature, the very aspect that would be destroyed as a result of the proposed 
Project. 

The developer chose to submit plans inconsistent with San Francisco's legal 
requirements, asking to expand a nonconforming use. Developers should endeavor to 
propose projects that conform to the law rather than presuming developments will receive 
a work-around from the City. Land use laws are based on important public interest 
considerations such as safety, affordability, livability, community character and diversity. 
There is no evidence this Project would enhance such considerations. 

5 http://forms.sfplanninq.org/CUA Application. pdf citing relevant findings necessary for a conditional use. 
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As proposed, the Project would not preserve an historic resource in a way that 
would respect the character and structure of the building. To the contrary, the Project will 
destroy the entire historic building, except for the fa<;ade. One need only review the 
developer's own plans for the front fa<;ade to see it would negatively transform and 
diminish 1776 Green. Likewise, the proposed Project would not contribute in any way to 
affordable housing in the City or encourage economic diversity other than to entice those 
wealthy enough to afford a penthouse complete with elevator and private decks. 

Finally, the CUA recommendation was based on an incorrect reference. The 
HRER was not concerned about the 1933 alteration.6 Instead, the HRER found that 
adding the pilasters back to the fa<;ade was not considered necessary restoration to 
maintaining 1776 Green's historic nature.? So the idea that a CUA authorization would be 
based on the 1933 alternation makes no sense. More to the point, there are countless 
ways the building could be developed that would not result in such significant alterations 
to the building's interior and front fa<;ade, and that would not require conditional use 
authorization or variances. In short, why would the treatment of the building's fa<;ade form 
the basis of a CUA approval? 

It is the developer's burden to explain why the project cannot comply with existing 
law. Likewise, the City must assume the developer examined the Code requirements 
before purchasing the property and determined he could enjoy a reasonable return on his 
investment without any Code variances or conditional uses. Therefore, the development 
should comply with the law so that the City's broader public policy considerations are 
respected and implemented. 

C. Hazardous Waste Considerations 

The Project Site was used for over 1 00 years as an automobile repair garage -
from 1914 to 2018. For most of that time, there were few if any environmental laws, and it 
was common to dispose of hazardous chemicals simply by dumping them down the drain 
or on the ground. The site contains four leaking underground storage tanks (LUSTs). 
While the tanks were removed in 2016, soil contamination was left in place. According to 
the developer's own environmental consultant, AIIWest Environmental Consultants, "The 
subject property currently is listed as an open leaking UST (LUST) case with the 
SFDPH and on the SWRCB Geotracker database." (Phase II Environmental Site 
Assessment ("Phase 2 ESA"), p. 3).8 The project site is located on the City's Maher map 
of contaminated sites and the State's Cortese List of contaminated sites (Geotracker). 

6 October 30, 2019 HRER at p.4. 
7 1d. 
8 No. 2018-011430PRJ. 
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According to AIIWest, the Project would involve excavation of approximately 1 ,315 cubic 
yards of soil. (Phase 2 ESA, p .. 6). 

According to the Phase 2 ESA: 

Concentrations of TPH-g, TPH-d, benzene, ethylbenzene, toluene, xylenes and 
naphthalene were detected at maximum respective concentrations of 19,000 
milligrams per kilogram (mg/Kg), 1,200 mg/Kg, 94 mg/Kg, 190 mg/Kg, 570 mg/Kg, 
1,000 mg/kg and 63 mg/Kg; above their applicable San Francisco Regional Water 
Quality Control Board (SFRWQCB) Environmental Screening Levels (ELSs) in soil 
samples collected from borings B-3 and B-5 at depths between approximately 14.5 
feet bgs and 39.5 feet bgs. 

(Phase 3 ESA, p. 4). 

Some of these levels are dozens or even hundreds of times above the relevant 
environmental screen levels. For example, total petroleum hydrocarbons (TPH) was 
found on the site at levels up to 2,300 mg/Kg (parts per million or ppm). The ESL is 100 
ppm. (San Francisco DPH Phase II Assessment Work Plan Request, p. 3). Benzene (a 
known human carcinogen) is on the site at levels of .87 ppm twenty times above the ESL 
of 0.04 ppm. Xylene is on the site at levels up to 198 ppm, 86 times above the ESL of 2.3 
ppm. Naphthalene has been detected in soil at 44.2 ppm, 1,473 times above the ESL of 
0.03 ppm. There is no question that the levels of soil contamination are of serious 
concern to neighbors, future residents of the Project, and construction workers. 

Under San Francisco's Health Code Article 22A, the "Maher Ordinance," the San 
Francisco Department of Public Health regulates hazardous substances in soil and 
groundwater at properties with industrial use histories. Under the Maher Ordinance, the 
developer must provide to the City: 

1. A site history to show whether there is a record of hazardous substances in the 
soil or ground water at the site. 

2. If there is evidence of contamination, a work plan for a subsurface investigation 
must be submitted to the Director of Health. 

3. If the subsurface investigation report indicates that soil or groundwater samples 
have hazardous substances present, the developer must submit a site 
mitigation plan describing handling, management and mitigation of the 
contamination. 

4. A final project report must contain a site mitigation plan and describe 
implementation and material disposal documentation. The Director then 
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provides a notification that the applicant has completed and complied with 
Article 22A. 

THoR is concerned about dispersal of heavy metals such as lead, solvents, 
asbestos and other airborne hazardous materials during demolition and project 
construction. Without proper identification and a City-approved remediation plan, workers, 
future residents, and neighbors may be exposed to these chemicals through inhalation 
and dermal contact. We strongly urge the City to ensure full oversight over this process. 

As discussed below, due to the extreme soil contamination, the Project may not be 
exempted from CEQA review. CEQA review is required to ensure that an adequate 
clean-up plan is developed and to ensure that clean-up is conducted subject to 
enforceable measures to residential standards. No such clean-up plan has been 
developed. 

E. California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). 

The City contends that the Project is exempt entirely from all CEQA review based 
on two separate CEQA exemptions: Class 1 and Class 3. Class 1 is for "Existing 
Facilities" exemption, and Class 3 is for "New construction or conversion of small 

/ 

structures (CEQA Guidelines, Section 15303)." Neither applies on its face. Even if the 
exemptions arguably applied, the Project may not be exempted from CEQA because it is 
on the Cortese list of contaminated sites, and the Project may adversely affect an historic 
resource. 

The Class 1 exemption is commonly known as the "pre-existing" facility exemption. 
It does not apply on its face. The project involves almost entirely destroying the existing 
building and replacing it with an entirely new structure- except for the fa~ade. There will 
be no "pre-existing" facility. The exemption is also limited to "small structures" of less 
than 10,000 square feet. Since the building is over 12,000 square feet, the exemption 
does not apply. 

The Class 3 exemption is limited to buildings with a total square footage of less 
than 10,000 square feet. Since the Project is over 12,000 square feet, the exemption 
does not apply. 

The Staff Report asks the Commission to approve the Project in total, including an 
exemption under CEQA,9 despite evidence that the Project is not eligible for a categorical 
exemption. The CEQA statute provides that if a project may cause a substantial adverse 

9 2018-011430ENV. 
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change in the significance of a historical resource, that project shall not be exempted from 
CEQA review. 1° Categorical exemptions are allowed for certain classes of activities that 
can be shown not to have significant effects on the environment. 11 Public agencies 
utilizing CEQA exemptions must support their determination that a particular project is 
exempt with substantial evidence that support each element of the exemption. 12 A court 
will reverse an agency's use of an exemption if the court finds evidence a project may 
have an adverse impact on the environment.13 

1. The Project May Not Be Exempted from CEQA Because it is on the 
Cortese List of Contaminated Sites. 

As discussed above, the site is so heavily contaminated with toxic chemicals, that 
it is listed as an active contaminated site on the State of California's Cortese List of 
contaminated sites. For this reason, the Project may not be exempted from CEQA 
review. 

A categorical exemption "shall not be used for a project located on a site which is 
included on any list compiled pursuant to Section 65962.5 of the Government Code." 14 
CCR §15300.2(e) (emphasis added); PRC § 21084(c) ("No project located on a site which 
is included on any list compiled pursuant to Section 65962.5 of the Government Code 
shall be exempted from this division pursuant to subdivision (a)[categorical 
exemptions]."). "The provisions in Government Code Section 65962.5 are commonly 
referred to as the 'Cortese List' ... The list, or a site's presence on the list, has bearing on 
the local permitting process as well as on compliance with the California Environmental 
Quality Act (CEQA)." A Cortese listing can be effected for "underground storage tanks for 
which an unauthorized release report is filed pursuant to Section 25295 of the Health and 
Safety Code." Govt. Code§ 65962.5(c)(1). The GeoTracker list is one of the lists in the 
Cortese List. 

The Project site is listed as an active, open site under GeoTracker due to its 
extensive soil contamination which has not been remediated: 

https://geotracker.waterboards.ca .gov/profile report?global id=T1 0000008988 

The GeoTracker listing notes extensive soil contamination: MW1 had 17,000 ppb TPH
gas, 3,700 ppb TPH diesel, and 570 ppb Benzene. Soil boring B3 next to MW1 had TPHg 
at 32,000 ppb, TPHd at 2,500 ppb and Benzene at 4,500 ppb. 

Since the Project site is on the Cortese list, the City may not exempt the Project 
from CEQA review. CEQA review is required to analyze the soil contamination, to 
develop a comprehensive clean-up plan to residential standards, and to ensure that 

1° CEQA § 21 084.1, CEQA Guidelines 15300.2(f). 
11 CEQA § 21084(a). 
12 CEQA § 21168.5. 
13 Dunn Edwards Corp. v. Bay Area Air Quality Management Dist. (1992) 9 Cai.App.4th 644, 656. 
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neighbors are not exposed to toxic chemicals during clean-up and excavation. CEQA will 
ensure that the clean-up plan is adequate, and enforceable. See, McQueen v. Mid
Peninsula Board, 202 Cai.App.3d 1136, 1149, ("the known existence of ..... hazardous 
wastes on property to be acquired is an unusual circumstance threatening the 
environment" and the project may not be exempted from CEQA review); Association for a 
Cleaner Environment v. Yosemite Comm. College, 110 Cai.App.4th 629 (2004) (presence 
of hazardous materials makes CEQA exemption improper). 

2. The Project May not be Exempted from CEQA Because it will Adversely 
Affect an Historic Resource. 

Because the Project involves largely destroying an historic building, the Project 
may not be exempted from CEQA review. Pub. Res. Code §21084.1. 

It is undisputed that 1776 Green Street is an historic resource. 14 The building was 
constructed in 1914 by owner and builder Sven J. Sterner as an automotive garage in the 
Classical Revival style. It is a one-story-over-basement light industrial reinforced concrete 
structure with a mezzanine level that occupies the entire lot area. The facade design is an 
example of the "station" typology of garage facades, displaying a symmetrical design with 
a large arched opening centered beneath a gabled parapet with a molded cornice and 
eave returns. The property features rusticated stucco siding throughout the primary 
facade with a wide central garage entrance flanked by a secondary garage door at the 
east (right) bay. Fenestration within the arched openings features wood casement 
windows with divided lites with solid spandrels below. A trio of casement windows sits 
above the textured stucco bulkhead on the west (left) bay at the ground floor. Roll-up 
metal garage doors span the central and eastern (right) openings. Based on historic 
photographs and a limited permit history, the building appears to have retained a high 
degree of integrity since a 1933 alteration, which removed pilasters from the central arch 
to allow a wider garage opening. 15 

The surrounding neighborhood consists of a mix of multi- and single-family homes 
constructed between 1890s and 1950s designed in various styles, with a majority 
constructed prior to the Great Depression in 1929.16 The neighborhood refreshingly lacks 
large, new boxy construction projects so prevalent around San Francisco now. Nearby 
local landmarks include the Octagon House at 2645 Gough Street and the Burr House at 
1772 Vallejo Street, and a majority of the residences on the south side of Green Street 
were included in the 1976 survey. 17 

14 The building is eligible listing in the California Register of Historical Resources, HRER at p. 1 (December 
5, 2019) 
15 December 2018 HRER at p. 1. 
1616 ld. at p. 2. 
17 December 2018 HRER at p. 2. 
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To assist with CEQA compliance for the protection of historic resources, San 
Francisco adopted Preservation Bulletin No. 16 (the "Bulletin"). That Bulletin sets out a 
two-step process for evaluating the potential for proposed projects to impact historical 
resources. First, a Preservation Planner determines whether the property is an historical 
resource as defined by CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5(a)(3); and, second, if the 
property is an historical resource, it then evaluates whether the proposed action or project 
would cause a "substantial adverse change" to the historical resource. 18 

CEQA defines a "substantial adverse change" as the physical demolition, 
destruction, relocation or alteration of the historical resource or its immediate 
surroundings such that the significance of the historical resource would be materially 
impaired. CEQA goes on to define "materially impaired" as work that materially alters, in 
an adverse manner, those physical characteristics that convey the resource's historical 
significance and justify its inclusion in the California Register of Historic Places, a local 
register of historical resources, or an historical resource survey. 19 There can be no 
serious question that the Project involves "physical demolition," "destruction," or 
"alteration" of the historic resource. 

The Planning Commission must not approve the project without conducting a full 
CEQA analysis on a range of alternatives and mitigation measures that would lessen the 
identified impacts on this historic resource. A CEQA document would also give the public 
and decision makers an opportunity to better respond to staffs analysis which contained 
a number of errors and unsupported recommendations. 

First, the HRER contains ill-conceived recommendations: "the work on the primary 
facade-the reconstruction of the pilasters, the installation of recessed panels, the new 
glazing-will be based on historical architectural plans that show the building's 
appearance prior to the widening of the vehicular entry in 1933."20 Never has the adage 
"a picture is worth a thousand words" been more apt; but in this case, the developer's 
own rendition says it all.21 One need only view the developer's proposed changes to the 
far;ade of 1776 Green Street to see that the alterations would completely destroy all 
evidence of the buildings historic aspect and character; instead turning it into something 
entirely different: a garden variety glass-fronted modern structure. 

18 San Francisco Preservation Bulletin No. 16, at p. 2. 
19 CEQA Guidelines 15064.5(b), Bulletin 16, p. 9. 
20 October 30, HRER at p. 3. 
21 See, Executive Summary Conditional Use Authorization at exhibit F, Project Sponsor Brief (October 30, 
2019). 
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Second, and related, the October 30, 2019 HRER erred by asserting that the 
"change of use will not require significant changes to the subject building's character
defining features, which are primarily on the front facade, and will in some ways enhance 
the building's ability to convey its significance through the restoration of specific facade 
features."22 After viewing the developer's plans, the idea that the proposed changes 
would somehow restore the front fa9ade's character-defining features defies credulity. 
The developer's proposal would entirely transform the look and character of the fa9ade. 
Under CEQA, this drastic alteration of an historic resource is a significant impact that 
would materially impair the historic significance of the property. The City must prepare a 
CEQA document that proposes feasible Project alternatives and mitigation measures to 
lessen this impact. 

Third, the HRER focused on "rehabilitating" the building, which includes gutting the 
interior, removing the historic wood truss system, creating a "penthouse" with an elevator 
and roof deck.23 This cannot be what historic preservation experts have in mind when 
advocating for protecting our architectural heritage. 1776 Green Street requires careful 
preservation and restoration, not heavy handed "rehabilitation" designed to completely 
transform its form and appearance into modern luxury apartments inside and out. 

Fourth, the HRER found that the developer's plans did not meet the Secretary of 
the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation.24 The historic analysis focused primarily on the 
interior's existing wood truss system as the most salient character defining feature.25 That 
aspect of the property must be preserved. The proposed Project would destroy the 
wooden truss system to accommodate five luxury residences. The developer could retain 
many aspects of the building's interior by proposing a single-story use such as one or two 
residential units. 

Lastly, as mentioned in Section Ill, the staff report recommending approval 
mischaracterized the HRER's findings. According to the staff report, the Project "will 
feature the restoration of the historic resource's original fa9ade, which had been 
significantly altered in a 1933 renovation. As such, the Department finds the project to be 
necessary, desirable, and compatible with the surrounding neighborhood, and not to be 
detrimental to persons or adjacent properties in the vicinity."26 The HRER made no finding 
that reinstalling the pilasters would return the building to its historic significance. Instead, 
the HRER asserted that adding the pilasters back would have no affect: "The subject 
building's only major alteration was the 1933 removal of the pilasters and widening of the 

22 October 30, 2019 HRER at pp. 2-3. 
23 October 30, HRER at p. 2. 
24 October 30, 2019 HRER at p. 2. 
25 October 30, 2019 HRER at p. 3. 
26 Executive Summary Conditional Use Authorization at p. 2. 
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vehicular entry. This alteration has not acquired significance in its own right; thus, the 
proposed reversal of this alteration and restoration of the original pilasters will not 
diminish the subject building's historic significance." In other words, putting the pilasters 
back on the fac;:ade cannot be the justification for approving the Project and providing 
conditional use authorization. 

In summary, the complete transformation of the building's fac;:ade and the gutting of 
its interior is a potential significant impact under CEQA. The Planning Department must 
prepare a CEQA document analyzing alternatives and mitigation measures that would 
protect this historic resource. 

IV. Conclusion 

As the foregoing shows, the Project is entitled to neither a conditional use 
authorization, nor a variance, nor a CEQA exemption. Given evidence of potentially 
significant impacts on an historic resource and on-site hazardous waste, the Planning 
Department must prepare a CEQA document that analyzes these issues and proposes 
alternatives and feasible measures to mitigate such impacts. The public must be afforded 
to opportunity to assess the project in full. Thank you for your consideration of our 
comments and concerns. Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions about 
this letter. 



ATTACHMENT A 



11/6/2019 GeoTracker 

= GEOTRACKER 
CASE SUMMARY 

REPORT DATE HAZARDOUS MATERIAL INCIDENT REPORT FILED WITH OES? 

2/12/2016 

I. REPORTED BY - CREATED BY 

UNKNOWN UNKNOWN 

Ill. SITE LOCATION 
FACILITY NAME FACILITY ID 

1776 Green Street, LLC 

FACILITY ADDRESS ORIENTATION OF SITE TO STREET 

1776 Green Street 

San Francisco , CA 94123 CROSS STREET 

SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY 

V. SUBSTANCES RELEASED I CONTAMINANT(~) OF CONCERN 

GASOLINE 

VI. DISCOVERY/ABATEMENT 
DATE DISCHARGE BEGAN 

DATE DISCOVERED HOW DISCOVERED DESCRIPTION 
2/12/2016 Tank Closure Tank Closure 

DATE STOPPED STOP METHOD DESCRIPTION 
2/12/2016 Remove Tank 

VII. SOURCE/CAUSE 
SOURCE OF DISCHARGE CAUSE OF DISCHARGE 

Tank Corrosion 

DISCHARGE DESCRIPTION 

Unknown 

VIII. CASE TYPE 
CASE TYPE 

IX. REMEDIAL ACTION 

NO REMEDIAL ACTIONS ENTERED 

X. GENERAL COMMENTS 

MW1 had 17,000 ppb TPH-gas, 3,700 ppb TPH diesel, and 570 ppb Benzene. Soil boring B3 next to MW1 had TPHg at32,000 ppb, TPHd at 

2,500 ppb and Benzene at4,500 ppb. 

9/26/19-Reviewed groundwater monitoring report from August 1st of 2019. MW 1 had TPHg at 1 ,300 pbb & benzene at 130 ppb. 

XI. CERTIFICATION 
I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THE INFORMATION REPORTED HEREIN 

IS TRUE AND ACCURATE TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE. 

XII. REGULATORY USE ONLY 

LOCALAGENCYCASENUMBER REGIONAL BOARD CASE NUMBER 

12076 
r- - ---
LOCAL AGENCY 
-- -- -- --
CONTACT NAME INITIALS ORGANIZATION NAME EMAIL ADDRESS 

MAMDOUH AWWAD MA SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY LOP mamdouh.awwad@sfdph.org 

https://geotracker.waterboards.ca.gov/case_summary?global_id=T10000008988#skip-to-content 1/2 



11/6/2019 

ADDRESS 

1390 MARKET STREET, #210 

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102 

I 
PHONE TYPE 

. Business 

I REGIONAL BOARD 

UNKNOWN 

PHONE NUMBER 

(415)-252-3927 

GeoTracker 

CONTACT DESCRIPTION 

https://geotracker.waterboards.ca.gov/case_summary?global_id=T10000008988#skip-to-content 

EXTENSION 

212 
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I SWAp E I Technical Consultation, Data Analysis and 
Litigation Support for the Environment 

November 6, 2019 

Richard Drury 
Lozeau Drury LLP 
410 12th Street, Suite 250 
Oakland, CA 94607 

Subject: 1776 Green Street Project, San Francisco, California 

Dear Mr. Drury: 

2656 291h Street, Suite 201 
Santa Monica, CA 90405 

Matt Hagemann, P.G, C.Hg. 
(949) 887-9013 

mhagemann@swape.com 

I have reviewed the July 31, 2018 Maher Ordinance application for 1776 Green Street, San Francisco, 

California. The proposed project is to construct a building with five residential units and one commercial 

unit within an existing building. The new building will be four stories high and will be situated atop a 

one-level below-grade parking garage. 

The proposed project site, 1776 Green Street, was used by automotive repair purposes between 1914 

and 2018.1 The proposed project site is listed at the California Geotracker website as an open case 

where the following levels of contamination have been documented2
: {1) groundwater containing total 

petroleum hydrocarbons (TPH) gas at 17,000 ppb, TPH diesel at 3,700 ppb, and benzene at 570 ppb and; 

(2) soil containing TPHg at 32,000 ppb, TPHd at 2,500 ppb and benzene at 4,500 ppb. The project site is 

under active oversight by the San Francisco Department of Public Health. The San Francisco Department 

of Public Health approved a workplan for additional soil and groundwater investigation on August 8, 

2019. Exposure to TPH compounds can cause developmental effects along with hematological, liver 

immunological, and renal effects.3 Benzene is a known human carcinogen.4 

The City of San Francisco is proposing to exempt the project from the CEQA process. CEQA requires the 

identification of Cortese-listed sites, such as the 1776 Green Street project site, when evaluating project 

1 Phase II Site investigation Workplan, 1176 Green Street, San Francisco, AIIWest Environmental, January 18, 2019 
2 https: //geotracker.waterboards.ca .gov/profile report?global id=T10000008988 
3 https://www .atsdr.cdc.gov /substances/toxsubstance.asp ?toxid= 75 
4 https://www .atsdr.cdc.gov /toxfags/tf.asp ?id=38&tid=14 

1 



impacts. Projects that are included on the Cortese List may result in significant impacts from hazardous 

materials unless assessment and clean-up has been completed . The project should be considered under 

CEQA to identify the 1776 Green Street site as a Cortese List site. A CEQA process should be undertaken 

to show that all hazardous waste has been assessed and remediated to the satisfaction of the San 

Francisco Department of Public Health. (See Citizens for Responsible Equitable Environmental 

Development v. City of Chula Vista, 197 Cal. App. 4th 327 (Cal. App. 4th Dist. 2011.) 

Sincerely, 

Matt Hagemann, P.G., C.Hg. 
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PHASE II SITE ASSESSMENT WORK PLAN 

1776 Green Street, San Francisco, CA 94123 
City of San Francisco Department of Public Health, 
EHB-SAM Case Number: SMED 1751 
LOP Site Number: 12076 
GeoTracker Facility Globai/D # T10000008988 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This workplan describes tasks to characterize subsurface conditions at the property referenced above 
("the subject property", Figures 1 and 2). The scope of work addresses requirements by the City of San 
Francisco Department of Public Health (SFDPH) Environmental Health Branch, Site Assessment and 
Mitigation (EHB-SAM) for a Phase II Site Assessment Work Plan to be submitted prior to site renovation 
activities. 

The subject property is located within the Expanded Maher Zone. Characterization of suspected fill 
material, native soil , soil gas and shallow groundwater is required in areas within the Expanded Maher 
Zone where at least 50 cubic yards of soil are planned to be removed, in accordance with procedures and 
analyses specified in the revised City of San Francisco Health Code (SFHC) Article 22A (Maher 
Ordinance). 

The proposed work will be conducted with the approval and oversight of the SFDPH. Upon approval of 
the Phase II Site Assessment Work Plan by the SFDPH, the proposed scope of work will be implemented. 
Upon completion of the subsurface investigation, a Phase II Site Assessment Report will be submitted to 
the SFDPH. Contingent upon review of the Phase II Site Assessment Report, the SFDPH will require 
submittal of a Site Mitigation Plan (SMP) for the proposed development activities on the property. 

This workplan presents the proposed subsurface investigation scope of work and briefly summarizes the 
site setting and background, including previous site investigations. 

II. PROJECT BACKGROUND 

A. Site Location and Description 

The subject property is located in the Cow Hollow District, on the north side of Green Street between 
Octavia and Gough Streets, in the City of San Francisco. A site vicinity map is included as Figure 1. 

The subject property is a rectangular parcel, comprising approximately 0.17 acres (7,422 square feet), 
developed with a single-story 12,450 square feet masonry/concrete light-industrial building with a 
basement parking garage and mezzanine completed in 1914 .. The basement floor slab grade is 
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approximately 10 feet below the Green Street sidewalk grade. A site plan is included as Figure 2. The 
subject property is occupied by Jump, a bicycle rental firm. 

B. Site Geology and Hydrogeology 

The subject property slopes gently downwards towards the north, at an elevation of approximately 94 feet 
above mean seal level (msl). 

A review of the USGS Note 36 California Geomorphic Provinces map, the property is located in the Coast 
Ranges geomorphic province of California . The coastline is uplifted, terraced and wave-cut. The Coast 
Ranges are composed of thick Mesozoic and Cenozoic sedimentary strata. The northern and southern 
ranges are separated by a depression containing the San Francisco Bay. 

The northern Coast Ranges are dominated by the irregular, knobby landslide-topography of the 
Franciscan Complex. The eastern border is characterized by strike-ridges and valleys in Upper Mesozoic 
strata. In several areas, Franciscan rocks are overlain by volcanic cones and flows of the Quien Sabe, 
Sonoma and Clear Lake volcanic fields. The Coast Ranges is subparallel to the active San Andreas 
Fault. The San Andreas is more than 600 miles long, extending from Point Arena to the Gulf of 
California. West of the San Andreas is the Salinian Block, a granitic core extending from the southern 
extremity of the Coast Ranges to north of the Farallon Islands. Geologically, the area of the subject 
property is underlain by Mesozoic era Eugeosynclinal Deposits. 

According to California's Groundwater Bulletin 118, the subject property is located in the San Francisco 
Bay Hydrologic Region and lies in the Marina Groundwater Basin (Basin No. 2-039). The Marina 
groundwater basin is located on the northern portion of the San Francisco Peninsula and is one of five 
basins in on the eastern side of a northwest trending bedrock ridge within the peninsula (Phillips, et al. 
1993). The 220-acre groundwater basin consists of shallow unconsolidated alluvium underlain by less 
permeable bedrock within the watershed located north of Nob Hill and including most of the Presidio and 
Fort Point areas. Bedrock outcrops along much of the ridge form the eastern, southern and western 
basin boundaries. 

The Marina Groundwater Basin 2-39 is listed in the State of California Regional Water Quality Control 
Board, San Francisco Region (SFRWQCB) Water Quality Control Plan (Basin Plan) date May 4, 2017, 
table 2-2 as having existing municipal and agricultural use and potential industrial and process use 
(SFRWQCB, 2017). However, the City of San Francisco Public Utility Commission (SFPUC) report no 
plans to develop groundwater resources within the basin. The SFDPH considers groundwater quality in 
the basin to be degraded below drinking water standards. 

According to information obtained from the Geotracker database for a former service station leaking 
underground storage tank (LUST) site at 2559 Van Ness Avenue, approximately 1/4-mile northeast of the 
subject property, soils consist of fill material to approximately 8 to 12 feet below ground surface (bgs) 
underlain by native sand, silty sand, clayey sand, and sandy clay to the maximum explored depth of 45 
feet bgs. 

Soils encountered during the AIIWest subsurface investigations of May 14 to 15 and July 30 to 31, 2018 
were fill materials consisting of very fine to fine sand with fine gravel from below the asphaiUconcrete 
surface to a depth of approximately 12 to15 feet bgs within the former UST pit. Outside of the former 
UST pit, and below 12 to 15 feet bgs beneath the pit, native soils were silty to clayey sands with some 
gravel, sandy silt, or sandy clay to the total depth explored at 45 feet bgs (AIIWest, 2018b and 2018c). 

Depth to ground water was documented as variable in the site vicinity, and based on information available 
on the Geotracker website, ranging from approximately 8 to 35 feet below ground surface. Ground water 
was not encountered to a depth of at least 12 feet during excavation activity conducted on the subject 
property during removal of former underground storage tanks (USTs) in February 2016 (AIIWest, 2018a). 
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Ground water flow direction in the vicinity of the subject property was anticipated to follow the local 
topography towards the north. 

Measurable groundwater was not encountered during drilling activities of the AIIWest May 2018 
subsurface investigation, although several moist to wet zones were encountered. Boring B-3 (within the 
former UST excavation) was left open overnight for groundwater recovery; static groundwater was 
measured at approximately 36.95 feet bgs the next day. Groundwater was first encountered during the 
July-August 2018 AIIWest subsurface investigation at approximately 35 to 40 feet bgs (Green Street 
sidewalk grade) in borings MW-1 and MW-2 and approximately 32.5 to 34 feet below basement grade 
(bbg) in boring MW-3 located in the subject building basement (approximately 10 feet below sidewalk 
grade). 

Static depths to groundwater in the completed monitoring wells prior to the August 10, 2018 monitoring 
event ranged from 31 .56 feet bbg in MW-3 to 37.19 feet bgs (Green Street sidewalk grade) in MW-1. The 
groundwater flow direction was calculated to be due north, at a gradient of 0.01 feet per foot (AIIWest, 
2018c). 

The nearest significant surface water to the subject property is the San Francisco Bay, located 
approximately % mile north. There are no water supply wells, aboveground water tanks or water 
reservoirs at the subject property. There are currently three ground water monitoring wells at the subject 
property. The property does ·not fall under requirements of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination 
System (NPDES) and storm water runoff is directed to drains in the adjoining street. 

C. Site History 

The subject property was residentially developed by the 1890s, with dwellings remaining present through 
1913. The existing building was constructed in 1914 and documented as being utilized for automotive 
repair purposes by several different businesses between 1914 and 2018. The subject property was 
occupied by an auto body repair shop at the time of the AIIWest Phase I ESA site visit in February 2018. 
The subject property was unoccupied at the time of the AIIWest subsurface investigation in late July to 
early August 2018, but is currently occupied by Jump, a bicycle rental firm , and undergoing remodeling . 

Four USTs were identified on the subject property, a 1 ,000-gallon and three 550-gallon "petroleum blend" 
fuel tanks. The date of installation of the USTS is unknown. The USTs were originally 'closed in place' in 
1987, and a Certificate of Completion was issued by SFDPH in 1989. However, in 2016 the USTs were 
removed and residual total petroleum hydrocarbons as gasoline (TPH-g), benzene, toluene, ethyl 
benzene and xylenes (BTEX) and naphthalene were documented in verification soil samples collected 
from beneath the tanks. As a result, the 1989 Certificate of Completion was rescinded by the SFDPH
LOP. Total petroleum hydrocarbons as diesel (TPH-d} were detected in soil stockpile samples but were 
not analyzed in confirmatory soil samples. The subject property currently is listed as an open leaking 
UST (LUST) case with the SFDPH and on the SWRCB Geotracker database .. 

D. Previous Investigations 

L W Phase I Environmental Site Assessments 

In 2013, a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) was conducted on the subject property, and 
subsequently updated in 2014. LW Construction Services, Inc. (LW) conducted a second update in 2015. 

The 2015 LW Phase I ESA update, updated a 2013 Phase I and 2014 Phase I update. The property was 
developed with the existing structure at the time of the 2015 study, which was vacant but had been 
occupied by various automotive repair businesses. Planned future occupancy by a different auto repair 
business was reported. 
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The presence of four USTs was documented. LW stated the tanks had been closed-in-place under 
proper permitting and the SFDPH had issued case closure with no further action required. A sump was 
documented in the building basement. LW noted no use, storage, generation or disposal of automotive 
related materials and no physical or documentary evidence of reportable discharges of hazardous 
materials. 

LW stated the subject property was not located within the Maher Zone at the time of the study. No vicinity 
facilities of significant concern were identified. Only a "very limited potential" was identified for the 
presence of a vapor encroachment condition to be present on the subject property. 

LW did not identify any RECs or CRECs associated with the subject property. The closed USTs were 
identified as an HREC, which was appropriate at the time of the study as no contamination had been 
identified and a certificate of completion had been issued by the SFDPH (LW, 2015). 

AI/West Phase I Environmental Site Assessment. Februarv-March. 2018 

AIIWest conducted a Phase I ESA in 2018. AIIWest identified two Recognized Environmental Conditions 
(RECs) in their Phase I ESA of the subject property; the open LUST case with the SFDPH and property's 
location within the Expanded Maher Area. 

The 1 ,000-gallon and three 550-gallon "petroleum blend" fuel USTs initially were closed-in-place beneath 
the adjoining Green Street sidewalk in 1987. Soil samples collected at depths of 10.5- to 11-foot from 
four borings advanced near the tanks demonstrated non-detectable concentrations of total petroleum 
hydrocarbons. Based on the analytical results, the SFDPH issued a Certificate of Completion with no 
further investigation or cleanup required in June 1989. 

The four closed-in-place USTs were removed from the subject property in February 2016. The 1989 
SFDPH closure was rescinded following the 2016 removals, as residual TPHg, BTEX and naphthalene 
were documented at concentrations no exceeding applicable direct exposure SFRWQCB ESLs for 
commercial/industrial land use in verification soil samples collected from beneath the tanks as well as in 
the removed overburden. The subject property is now an open LUST case with the SFDPH (AIIWest, 
2018a). 

AI/West Phase II Subsurface Investigation. Mav 2018 

AIIWest conducted a subsurface investigation at the subject property on May 14 to 15, 2018, consisting of 
the advancement of five soil borings (B-1 through B-5), and the collection of one groundwater sample. 
The borings were advanced by track-mounted Geoprobe® direct push technology (OPT) methods to a 
total depth of 15 to 40 bgs. Static groundwater was measured at approximately 37 feet bgs in boring B-3 
following recovery overnight. Boring locations are shown on Figure 2. 

Twenty one soil samples were collected from the borings. One grab groundwater sample was collected 
from boring B-3. Fifteen soil samples were analyzed for total petroleum hydrocarbons as gasoline, diesel 
and motor oil (TPH-g, TPH-d and TPH-mo); selected volatile organic compounds (VOCs) including 
benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene and total xylenes (BTEX), methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE), tert-butyl 
alcohol (TBA), 1 ,2-dibromoethane (EDB), 1 ,2-dichloroethane (1 ,2-DCA) and naphthalene; and total lead. 

Concentrations of TPH-g, TPH-d, benzene, ethyl benzene, toluene, xylenes and napthalene were 
detected at maximum respective concentrations of 19,000 milligrams per kilogram (mg/Kg), 1,200 mg/Kg, 
94 mg/Kg, 190 mg/Kg, 570 mg/Kg, 1 ,000 mg/kg and 63 mg/Kg; above their applicable San Francisco 
Regional Water Quality Control Board (SFRWQCB) Environmental Screening Levels (ELSs) in soil 
samples collected from borings B-3 and B-5 at depths between approximately 14.5 feet bgs and 39.5 feet 
bgs. 
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Elevated concentrations, in exceedance of their respective ESLs, of TPH-g, TPH-d, BTEX, and 1 ,2-DCA 
were detected at 32,000 micrograms per liter (IJg/L), 2,500 IJg/L, 4,500 IJg/L, 890 IJg/L, 7,400 IJg/L 4,200 
IJg/L and 670 IJg/L, respectively in the groundwater sample from boring B-3. No other constituents of 
concern (COCs) were detected in any other soil samples at concentrations exceeding applicable ESLs. 

In conclusion, AIIWest's subsurface assessment identified elevated levels of petroleum hydrocarbons in 
soil and groundwater at the subject property exceeding applicable regulatory agency screening levels. 
The vertical extent and partial lateral extent of elevated hydrocarbon constituent concentrations in soil 
had been delineated and impacts to groundwater had been identified (AIIWest, 2018b). 

AI/West Groundwater Monitoring Wei/Installations and Sampling, July-August 2018 

AIIWest conducted a subsurface investigation at the subject property on July 30-31 , 2018, consisting of 
the advancement of three soil borings and their completion as groundwater monitoring wells. Two of the 
borings were advanced in the Green Street sidewalk in front of the subject building to total depths of 
approximately 43 to 45 feet bgs and completed as monitoring wells MW-1 and MW-2. One boring was 
advanced to approximately 36 feet below basement grade (bbg) within the subject building basement and 
completed as monitoring well MW-3. 

Nineteen soil samples were collected from the borings. Nine soil samples (three per boring) were 
analyzed. The only constituents of concern (COCs) detected in soil samples at concentrations exceeding 
applicable SFRWQCB ESLs were TPH-g, benzene, ethylbenzene, toluene, total xylenes and napthalene 
at maximum respective concentrations of 3,100 mg/Kg, 6.9 mg/Kg, 69 mg/Kg, 120 mg/Kg, 330 mg/Kg 
and 25 mg/Kg; all at a depth of 14.5-15 feet bgs in boring MW-1. 

The monitoring wells (MW-1 , MW-2 & MW-3) were developed on August 3, 2018, and sampled on August 
1 0, 2018. COCs detected in groundwater samples at concentrations exceeding applicable SFWQCB 
ESLs were TPH-g, benzene, ethylbenzene, toluene and total xylenes at maximum respective 
concentrations of 17,000 micrograms per liter (IJg/L), 3,700 IJg/L, 570 IJg/L, 320 IJg/L, 1,400 IJg/L and 
2,200 IJg/L; all in MW-1. The only COC detected in groundwater samples at a concentration exceeding 
applicable commercial/industrial groundwater vapor intrusion ESLs was benzene. 

AIIWest concluded the vertical extent of petroleum hydrocarbons in soil does not significantly extend 
vertically below first encountered groundwater and petroleum hydrocarbons in soil do not significantly 
extend laterally beyond the former UST excavations. AIIWest concluded the downgradient extent of 
dissolved petroleum hydrocarbons in groundwater has been largely delineated and probably does not 
extend significantly downgradient of monitoring well MW-3 or beyond the subject property boundaries. 
Dissolved VOCs in groundwater are unlikely to present a significant vapor intrusion risk to occupants of 
the subject site building (AIIWest, 2018c). 

Ill. PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF WORK 

The purpose of the investigation is to characterize suspect fill material, native soil, shallow groundwater 
and soil gas at the subject property as required prior to redevelopment activities in areas within the 
Extended Maher Zone. Soil, groundwater and soil gas sampling and analysis will be conducted in 
accordance with City of San Francisco Health Code revised Article 22A, Section 22A.7(b), to provide data 
for preparation of a SMP, to address procedures to remove contaminated soil and groundwater prior to 
site redevelopment activities. 
The subject site building is to be remodeled as a four-story mixed use commercial/residential building with 
five residential units and one commercial unit (at sidewalk grade) within the shell of the existing building. 
The new building will be four stories high above a one-level below-grade parking garage. The basement 
parking garage will be enlarged by excavating beneath the currently unexcavated southern portion of the 
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building to the Green Street sidewalk, and deepened by demolishing and excavating below the existing 
floor slab. The proposed finished floor slab elevation of the below-grade garage is estimated to be about 
1 to 3 feet below the top of the existing basement floor slab. 

The volume of soil disturbance was not indicated in the SFDPH EHB-SAM Maher Program application 
but, based on the size of the proposed excavation, the Maher Program threshold of 50 cubic yards of soil 
disturbance will be exceeded. Based on the proposed excavation dimensions, AIIWest estimates up to 
approximately 1,315 cubic yards of soil will be excavated (assuming excavation to 3 feet below current 
basement grade). A plan of the proposed expanded basement parking garage is included in Appendix B. 

The proposed scope of work consists of the following tasks: 

1) Prepare a written workplan for conducting a subsurface investigation including soil and soil vapor 
sampling at the subject site. Submit the workplan to the SFDPH EHB-SAM for review and 
approval; 

2) Prepare a site-specific health and safety plan; 

3) Obtain drilling permits from the SFDPH Environmental Health; 

4) Engage the service of Underground Service Alert (USA) and a private underground utility locator 
to locate and clear underground utilities within the proposed investigation area so that the 
potential of accidental damage to underground utilities will be reduced during proposed 
subsurface investigation. Notify SFDPH and property owner/tenants 5 days prior to the start of 
field work; 

5) Retain the services of a C-57 licensed drilling contractor for the advancement by Geoprobe® 
Direct Push Technology (OPT) methods of five borings to the anticipated proposed foundation 
excavation depth of approximately three feet below basement grade (bbg) within the subject 
property building basement using a limited access track-mounted rig . Advance two additional 
borings to approximately 13 feet bgs (Green Street grade) within the subject property building first 
floor garage and office area adjacent to the Green Street sidewalk using a limited access track
mounted rig. 

6) Collect approximately 10 soil samples at depth intervals of approximately 0.5-1 and 2.5-3 feet 
below basement grade from the basement borings and approximately 6 soil samples from 0.5-1, 
4.5-5 and 12.5-13 feet bgs (street grade) from the first floor borings. Collect additional soil 
samples if warranted based on observed evidence of contamination. Collect groundwater 
samples (if required by the SFDPH EHB-SAM) from the existing basement groundwater 
monitoring well, at additional cost pending client approval. 

7) Further advance one of the basement borings to 5 feet below grade, install one temporary soil 
gas probe within the borehole, and collect one soil gas sample. Remove casing and probes, seal 
borings with cement grout and restore concrete floor slabs. Contain all soil spoils generated 
during the assessment onsite pending profiling for disposal. 

8) Maintain soil, soil gas and groundwater samples under chain-of-custody and transport the 
samples to a Department of Health Services (DHS) certified analytical laboratory for chemical 
analyses per SFHC Article 22A (Revised Maher Ordinance). 

• Analyze nine selected soil samples (collected from each of the five basement borings at 
approximately 0.5-1 feet bgs and from each of the two first floor borings at 0.5-1 and 12.5-13 
feet bgs) per Article 22A requirements for total petroleum hydrocarbons as diesel and motor 
oil (TPH-d and TPH-mo) without silica gel cleanup, total petroleum hydrocarbons as gasoline 
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(TPH-g) and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) by EPA Method 8260B, semivolatile organic 
compounds (SVOCs) including polynuclear aromatics (PNAs) and polyaromatic 
hydrocarbons (PAHs) by EPA Method 8270C, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) by EPA 
Method 8082, California assessment Manual (CAM)-17 metals by EPA Method 6020, 
hexavalent chromium (Cr6) by EPA Method 7199, total cyanides by Standard Method SM 
4500-CN, pH by EPA Method 90450 and asbestos by CARB Method 435; and 

• Analyze the one soil gas sample for TPH-g by EPA Method T0-3, VOCs by EPA Method T0-
15, and methane by ASTM 01946, per Article 22A requirements, and for the leak detection 
gas helium by ASTM 01946. 

9) Review sample data and compare analytical results to Tier 1 and 2 Environmental Screening 
Levels (ESLs) developed by the San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board 
(SFRWQCB), and to State of California Title 22 Total Threshold Limit Concentration (TTLC), 
Soluble Threshold Limit Concentration (STLC) and Toxic Characteristic Leaching Procedure 
(TCLP) levels. 

1 0) Prepare a written report describing the field activities, summarizing the laboratory data, 
presenting investigation findings, and providing conclusions and recommendations. Submit the 
report to SFOPH. 

IV.INVESTIGATIVE ACTIVITIES 

A. Permitting 

AIIWest will prepare and submit a drilling permit application for the Geoprobe® OPT borings to SFOPH 
EHB-SAM for review and approval. AIIWest will also prepare and submit lane closure permit applications 
to SFOPW if necessary. Upon permit approval, AIIWest will notify SFOPH of the drill ing schedule a 
minimum of 10 working days in advance to allow scheduling of drilling and grouting inspection. 

B. Health and Safety Plan 

AIIWest will update the site specific health and safety plan prior to mobilizing to the site. A tailgate safety 
meeting will be given prior to commencing work. All site personnel will be required to review the health 
and safety plan. 

C. Underground Utility Inspection 

To avoid damage to underground utility installations during the course of the subsurface investigation, 
AIIWest will contact USA, an organization for public utility information, on the pending subsurface 
investigation. USA will then notify public and private entities that maintained underground utilities within 
the site vicinity to locate and mark their installations for field identification. A private underground utility 
locator, GPRS, Inc. of San Francisco, California, will also be employed by AIIWest to conduct a 
magnetometer and ground penetrating radar (GPR) sweep investigation to locate marked and unmarked 
underground utilities in the vicinity of the proposed boring locations. Other qualified contractors may be 
used if necessary. 

D. Geoprobe® OPT Boring Advancement and Soil Sampling 

To characterize the vertical and lateral extent of petroleum hydrocarbons and related compounds in soils 
and groundwater (if encountered) around the former USTs, seven soil borings will be advanced with 
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Geoprobe® OPT methods by a State of California C-57 licensed drilling contractor, Environmental Control 
Associates, Inc. of Aptos, California. Other qualified drilling contractors may be used if necessary. Five 
of the borings will be located in the building basement and advanced to a depth of 3 feet bbg. Two 
borings will be located in the currently unexcavated area of the building first floor adjacent to the Green 
Street sidewalk, and advanced to a depth of 13 feet bgs (sidewalk grade). The proposed boring locations 
are shown in Figure 2. 

The borings will be advanced by a limited access track-mounted rig using continuous core Geoprobe® 
OPT sampling methods. Soil samples will be collected for lithologic characterization and potential 
laboratory analysis using a nominal 4-foot long, 2-inch outside diameter (00) stainless steel core barrel 
drive probe and extension rods. The drive probe will be equipped with nominal 1 %-inch inside diameter 
(10) clear PVC plastic tubes that line the interior of the probe. The probe and insert tubes are together 
hydraulically driven using a percussion hammer to the specified depth. After the specified drive interval, 
the drive probe and rods are retrieved to the surface. The PVC tube containing subsurface soil is then 
removed. Selected soil sample intervals will be cut from the PVC tube for analytical testing. The ends of 
samples for possible analytical testing are sealed using Teflon™ squares and plastic end caps. The 
samples are labeled, and stored in an iced cooler. 

AIIWest will collect approximately 10 soil samples at depth intervals of approximately 0.5-1 and 2.5-3 feet 
bbg (basement grade) from the basement borings and approximately 6 soil samples from 0.5-1, 4.5-5 and 
12.5-13 feet bgs (sidewalk grade) from the first floor borings, or within areas of obvious contamination, 
and within the capillary fringe zone if groundwater is encountered, or depending upon visual observation, 
odors and photo-ionizer detector (PIO) screening. 

AIIWest will advance one of the basement borings to 5 feet bgs, install one temporary soil gas probe 
within the borehole, and collect one soil gas sample. Remove casing and probes, seal borings with 
cement grout and restore concrete floor slabs. Contain all soil spoils generated during the assessment 
onsite pending profiling for disposal. 

An AIIWest environmental professional will oversee field work and drilling activities. The recovered soil 
samples are inspected after each drive interval with lithologic and relevant drilling observations recorded. 
Soil samples are screened for organic vapors using a PIO or other appropriate device by taking readings 
of headspace vapor concentrations of the soil inside a zip-lock plastic bag. PIO readings, soil staining 
and other relevant observations are recorded on the boring logs. Geoprobe® OPT soil sampling 
procedures are included in Appendix B. 

E. Borehole Backfilling 

At the completion of drilling and sampling activities, Geoprobe® OPT drive casings and temporary soil 
vapor probes and tubing will be removed and the borings will be backfilled with a "neat" Portland Type I or 
II cement grout slurry that is tremied into the borehole through a PVC pipe. The level of grout will be 
checked to ascertain if any settling has occurred and will be "topped off" if required. Concrete surfaces 
will be restored as appropriate. The SFOPH will be notified 5 days in advance of the anticipated grouting 
time in order to schedule inspection. 

F. Investigative Derived Waste Containment and Disposal 

All investigative derived wastes, soil (unused sample intervals) and water (decontamination, development 
and/or purge water) will be temporarily stored at the property in 5-gallon buckets or 55-gallon drums, 
awaiting test results to determine the proper disposal method. 
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V. QUALITY ASSURANCE I QUALITY CONTROL PROGRAM 

A. Sample Preservation, Storage and Handling 

To prevent the loss of constituents of interest, all soil and groundwater samples will be preserved by 
storing in an ice chest cooled to 4oC with crushed ice immediately after their collection and during 
transportation to the laboratory. Groundwater sample will be contained in appropriate laboratory-supplied 
pre-preserved containers. Groundwater samples for metals analysis will be pre-filtered in the field . 
Samples will be stored within the cooler in separate zip-lock plastic bags to avoid cross-contamination. 

B. Chain-Of-Custody Program 

All samples collected for this project will be transported under chain-of-custody protocol. The chain-of
custody program allows for the tracing of possession and handling of individual samples from the time of 
field collection through laboratory analysis. The document includes the signature of the collector, date and 
time of collection, sample number, number and type of sample containers including preservatives, 
parameters requested for analysis, signatures of persons and inclusive dates involved in the chain of 
possession. Upon delivery to the laboratory the document will also include the name of the person 
receiving the samples, and date and time samples were received. 

VI. ANALYTICAL METHODS 

All samples selected for analysis will be analyzed by a State of California certified independent analytical 
laboratory. McCampbell Analytical, Inc. of Pittsburg, California will perform soil, groundwater and soil 
vapor analysis. Other available qualified State-certified analytical laboratories may be used as necessary. 
All samples will be analyzed on standard 5-day turn-around time. Analytical methods are in general 
accordance with those specified in SFHC Article 22A (Maher Ordinance). 

The nine selected soil samples collected during this investigation will be analyzed for total TPH-d and 
TPH-mo without silica gel cleanup, TPH-g and VOCs by EPA Method 82608, SVOCs including PNAs and 
PAHs by EPA Method 8270C, PCBs by EPA Method 8082, California CAM-17 metals by EPA Method 
6020, Cr6 by EPA Method 7199, total cyanides by Standard Method SM 4500-CN, pH by EPA Method 
90450 and asbestos by CARS Method 435. 

Remaining collected soil samples (if any) will be archived for potential analysis based on initial analytical 
results, pending client approval. Based on initial analytical results, selected soil samples may be analyzed 
as warranted for STLC and TCLP metals pending client approval. 

The one soil vapor sample collected during this investigation will be analyzed for TPH-g and VOCs by 
EPA Methods T0-3 and T0-15 (mid-level detection limits), and for methane and the leak tracer gas 
helium by ASTM 01946. 

VII. REPORT PREPARATION 

A written report will be prepared for this investigation after the completion of all field work and receipt of 
analytical results. Included in the report will be site plans, analytical tables, soil boring logs, chain-of
custody documents, copies of the analytical laboratory reports, and conclusions and recommendations. 
Analytical data will be compared to Tier 1 and 2 ESLs developed by the SFRWQCB, and to State of 
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California Title 22 TTLC, STLC and TCLP levels, to evaluate risk to subject site occupants and to profile 
excavated soil for disposal. 

The report will be reviewed and signed by a California Professional Geologist. The report and associated 
documents (chemical reports, survey data, boring logs, etc.) will be submitted to the SFDPH and 
uploaded to the GeoTracker database. 

VIII. PROJECT STAFF AND SCHEDULE 

Mr. Leonard P. Niles, P.G., C.H.G., a California Professional Geologist (PG 5774) and Certified 
Hydrogeologist (CHG 357), will provide technical oversight for this project and act as the project manager 
and regulatory liaison. Additionally, AIIWest's staff of engineers, geologists, and technicians will be 
employed to perform the various tasks of the project. AIIWest will inform the SFDPH at least 5 days prior 
to the start of field activities. AIIWest will inform the SFDPH of any significant developments during the 
course of the investigations. 

IX. LIMITATIONS 

AIIWest has prepared this Phase II Site Assessment Work Plan for the exclusive use of 1776 Green 
Street, LLC, c/o Local Capital Group (Client) for this particular project and in accordance with generally 
accepted practices at the time of the work and with our written proposal dated November 20, 2018. No 
other warranties, either expressed or implied is made as to the professional advice offered. This plan is 
not a specification for the proposed work and should not be used to bid out any of the proposed work 
found within. Reliance on this plan by any party other than the Client is at the user's sole risk. 

Background information that AIIWest has used in preparing this workplan, including but not limited to 
previous field measurements, analytical results, site plans, and other data, has been furnished to AIIWest 
by the Client, its previous consultants, and/or third parties. AIIWest has relied on this information as 
furnished. AIIWest is not responsible for nor has it confirmed the accuracy of this information. 
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City and County of San Francisco 
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH 
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH 

9 November 2018 

1776 Green Street LLC 
The Presidio- 572 Ruger Street, Ste. A 
San Francisco, CA 94129 
Email: jbickford@localcapgroup.com 

London Breed, Mayor 

Greg Wagner, Director of Health 

Stephanie K.J. Cushing, MSPH, CHMM, REHS 
Environmental Health Director 

Subject: PHASE II ASSESSMENT WORK PLAN REQUEST 
1776 GREEN STREET 
EHB-SAM NO. SMED: 1751 

Dear Mr. John Bickford: 

In accordance with the San Francisco Health Code, Article 22A and the Building Code, Section 
106A.3.2.4.1, 106A.3.2.4.2 and 106A.3.2.4.4 - Hazardous Substances; the San Francisco 
Department of Public Health, Environmental Health Branch, Site Assessment and Mitigation 
(EHB-SAM) has reviewed the following documents: 

1. Geotechnical Investigation Report by Rockridge Geotechnical dated 29 July 2018. 
2. Environmental Site Assessment Report by AllWest Environmental dated 1 March 2018. 
3. Plan Drawings by Sutro Architects dated 18 July 2018. 

Site Description 
The subject property is developed on a rectangular site comprising approximately 0.17 acre (7,422 
square feet), designated as assessor's parce1number (APN) 0544/006. It's located in the Marina 
District, on the north side of Green Street between Octavia and Gough Streets. The parcel has 
approximately 54 feet of street frontage along Green Street and extends approximately 138 feet 
north. The subject property is developed with a single-story light-industrial building with a 
basement and mezzanine. The building, which occupies the entire footprint of the property, is 
reported at 12,450 square feet. Construction of the masonry/concrete building was completed in 
1914. The building is occupied by an auto body shop. The zoning designation for the subject 
property is RH-2- residential-house. The subject property is located on a residential street in a 
mixed-use residential and commercial area of the Marina District of San Francisco. Adjoining sites 
include residential structures to the south, west and east and small parking lots followed by 
commercial/residential structures to the north. Site topography is generally flat, at an elevation of 
approximately 94 feet above mean sea level (msl). Topography in the immediate vicinity slopes 
moderately towards the north, then towards the northwest. Depth to ground water was documented 
as variable in the vicinity, ranging from approximately 8 to 35 feet below ground surface. Ground 
water was not encountered to a depth of at least 12 feet during excavation activity conducted on 
the subject property. Ground water flow direction in the vicinity is anticipated to follow the local 
topography towards the north. 

CONTAMINATED SITES AssESSMENT AND MITIGATION PROGRAM 

1390 Market Street, Suite 210, San Francisco, CA 94102 

Phone 415-252-3926 I Fax 415-252-3910 
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Site History 

November 9, 2018 
Page 2 of 3 

AllWest assessed the site's land use history by reviewing aerial photographs, city directories, 
Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps and other relevant documents. Their review revealed the subject 
property to be residentially developed by the 1890s, with dwellings remaining present tlrrough 
1913. The existing building was constructed in 1914 and documented as being utilized for 
automotive repair purposes by several different businesses between 1914 and the present. 
Small quantity hazardous materials use by the existing property tenant was observed, including 
assorted automotive fluids and auto body paints and related materials. Small quantity hazardous 
waste generation by fanner occupants of the subject property was also reported. Based on many 
decades of occupancy by several previous automotive and auto body repair businesses, use and 
storage of hazardous materials, including solvents and fuels, is presumed. 

Proposed Project Scope 
The proposed project is to construct a new mixed-use building with five residential units and one 
commercial unit (at sidewalk grade) within the shell of the existing building. The new building 
will be four stories high above a one-level below-grade parking garage. The finished floor 
elevation of the below-grade garage is estimated to be about 12 to 18 inches below the top ofthe 
existing basement floor slab. The volume of soil disturbance was not indicated in EHB-SAM 
application but based on the size of the lot the threshold of 50 cu yards of soil disturbance will be 
exceeded. 

Geoteclmical Information 
According to the Geotechnical report the garage floor slab is underlain by undocumented fill 
ranging from less that one foot at (Cone Penetration Test) CPT-1 location to approximately 6-112 
feet below top of slab (bts) at CPT-4. 

Phase I Environmental Site Assessment 
The Soil Sample Analysis by Allwest Environmental noted that petroleum hydrocarbons and 
related compounds were detected in soil remaining in place beneath the former USTs, residual 
concentrations was at same level as the California Regional Water Quality Control Board 
Environmental Screening Levels (ESLs) for direct exposure. AllWest recommends preparation 
and submittal of the required work plan, outlining a subsurface investigation to satisfy SFDPH 
requirements prior to requesting case closure. 

The second recognized environmental condition (REC) is the site's location with the Expanded 
Maher Area. Subsurface investigations throughout the Area have documented the presence oflead, 
mercury and other toxic metals, and petroleum hydrocarbons such as oils and creosotes, in shallow 
soil, fill material and ground water. The sources of these contaminants are past industrial land use 
activities and the use of debris from the 1906 earthquake in fill materials. Designation of the 
subject property within the Expanded Maher Area is primarily attributable to the identified UST 
release. 



1776 Green Street, SMED 1751 

2016 UST Removal Verification Sampling Results: 

Sample TPHd TPHg B T 
Location 
Tank1 South NA 2,300 0.37 14.4 
Tankl North NA 2,800 NO 19.8 
Tank2 South NA 2,360 0.87 54.1 
Tank2 North NA 2,400 NO 2.0 

Tank3 South NA 373 NO 0.39 

Tank3 North NA 97 NO 0.09 

Tank4 South NA 460 NO NO 

Tank4North NA 200 NO NO 

Excavation Soil 1,370 660 NO 0.05 

Tier 1 ESL 230 100 0.04 2.9 

Direct Exposure 880 2,800 24 4,100 

ESL 
Numbers m bold font exceed one or both ESLs 
tAll samples collected from a depth of 10 feet bgs with 
exception of Sub grade Sample collected at 12 feet bgs 

E 

34.3 
45.8 
41.9 
20.6 
3.7 
0.58 

0.24 

1.0 

NO 

1.4 

480 

November 9, 2018 
Page 3 of3 

X Naph. 

141 22.9 
198 40.8 
173 44.2 
75.5 14.6 
15 12 
2.4 3.3 
NO 2.1 
0.19 0.79 
0.11 0.35 
2.3 0.03 

2,400 350 

Based on EHB-SAM review of documents (1- 3) a Phase II Subsurface Investigation is warranted. 

Please submit a Phase II Site Assessment Work Plan via Wlsecured PDF/Word document to the 
email below. Should you have any questions please contact me at (415) 252-3892 or 
joseoh.ossai@sfdph.org. 

Sincerely,~<.. <tlr 
C .L~ v-> v~, 

Joseph Ossa i, MSEE, PE, REHS 
Senior Environmental Health Inspector 

cc: Jeanie Poling, San Francisco Planning Department 
Daniel Lowrey, San Francisco Department of Building Inspection 
Mark Wails, San Francisco Department of Building Inspection 
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STANDARD GEOPROBE™ DPT SAMPLING PROCEDURES 

Soil Sampling 

Direct push technology (DPT) soil core sampling using Geoprobe™ or similar methods is 
accomplished using a norninal4-foot long, 2-inch outside diameter (OD) stainless steel core 
barrel drive probe and extension rods. The drive probe is equipped with nominal1 1i-inch inside 
diameter (ID) clear PVC plastic tubes that line the interior of the probe. The probe and insert 
tubes are together hydraulically driven using a percussion hammer in 4-foot intervals to the 
specified depth. After each drive interval the drive probe and rods are retrieved to the surface. 
The PVC tube containing subsurface soil is then removed. Selected soil sample intervals can be 
cut from the 4-foot PVC tube for possible analytical or geotechnical testing, or other purposes. 

The drive probe is then cleaned, equipped with a new PVC tube and reinserted into the boring 
with extension rods as required. The apparatus is then driven following the above procedure until 
the desired depth is obtained. The PVC tubes and recovered soil are inspected after each drive 
interval with lithologic and relevant drilling observations recorded. Soil samples are screened for 
organic vapors using an organic vapor meter (OVM), photo-ionization detector (PID) or other 
appropriate device. OVM/PID readings, soil staining and other relevant observations are 
recorded. The soils contained in the sample liners are then classified according to the Uniform 
Soil Classification System and recorded on the soil boring logs. 

Sample liners selected for laboratory analyses are sealed with Teflon™ sheets, plastic end caps, 
and silicon tape. Samples can also be collected from inside the liner using an EnCore™ type 
sampler per EPA Method 5035. The sealed sample liner is then labeled, sealed in a plastic bag, 
and placed in an ice chest cooled to 4 oc with crushed ice for temporary field storage and 
transportation. The standard chain-of-custody protocol is maintained for all soil samples from the 
time of collection to arrival at the laboratory. 

Groundwater Sampling 

Groundwater sampling is performed after the completion of soil sampling and when the boring 
has reached its desired depth. The steel probe and rods are then removed from the boring and 
new, nominal l-inch diameter PVC solid and perforated temporary casing is lowered into the 
borehole. Alternatively, a retractable screen sampling device such as a Hydropunch™ can be 
driven to the desired depth and pulled back to expose the screened interval. Depth to water is 
then measured using an electronic groundwater sounding probe. Groundwater samples are 
collected using a stainless steel bailer, disposable polyethylene bailer, or check valve or 
peristaltic pump with disposable Teflon™ or polyethylene sample tubing. 

After the retrieval of the bailer, groundwater contained in the bailer (or discharged from sample 
tubing) is decanted into laboratory provided containers. The containers are then sealed with 
Teflon™ coated caps with no headspace, labeled, and placed in an ice chest for field storage and 
transportation to a state certified analytical laboratory. The standard chain-of-custody protocols 
are followed from sample collection to delivery to the laboratory. A new bailer (or sample 
tubing) is used for each groundwater sampling location to avoid cross contamination. 
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Soil Gas Probe Emplacement Methods 
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STANDARD GEOPROBE® AND SUB-SLAB PROBE SOIL VAPOR SAMPLING 
PROCEDURES 

Geoprobe® DPT PRT Temporary Soil Vapor Probe Advancement 

The Geoprobe® Direct Push Technology (DPT) Post Run Tubing (PRT) soil vapor sampling process 
involves driving into the subsurface a disposable Geoprobe® DPT sampling probe with expendable tip and 
a PRT adapter that are connected to 4-foot sections of Geoprobe® 1.25-inch inside diameter (ID) extension 
rods. The PRT adapter has a reverse-thread adapter at the upper end to allow the connection of flexible soil 
vapor sampling tubing with a PRT tubing adaptor after the installation (post-run) of the tip. The entire 
sampling assembly, the sampling tip, PRT adapter, and the Geoprobe® extension rods, is driven into the 
subsurface by a truck-mounted hydraulic percussion hammer. The sampler is driven to the desired depth as 
additional rods are connected. At the desired sampling depth, typically 5 feet below ground surface (bgs) a 
sufficient length of disposable flexible 0.25-inch OD polyethylene, Nylaflow '"'' or Teflon TM sample tubing 
is first lowered through the center of the extension rod and connected to the PRT adapter. Only Teflon'"'' 
sample tubing is to be used if naphthalene analysis is intended. The extension rod is then retracted 3 to 4 
inches to create a small void around the PRT adapter and the expendable sampling tip for extracting a soil 
vapor sample from that location. Bentonite chips will be used to fill the annular space between the probe 
and the subgrade material to the ground surface. The bentonite will then be hydrated with distilled water. 
The temporary Geoprobe® PRT soil vapor probe will be sampled at least 2 hours following driving of the 
probe, to allow vapor conditions to equalize in subsurface materials and the bentonite surface seal to 
hydrate in general accordance with guidelines presented in the CalEP A Department of Toxic Substance 
Control (DTSC) Advisory- Active Soil Gas Investigations, July, 2015. 

Geoprobe® DPT Borehole Advancement and Temporary Soil Vapor Probe Installation 

Alternatively, borings can be advanced using truck-mounted or limited access Geoprobe® DPT continuous 
coring equipment using a nominal4-foot long, 2-inch OD stainless steel core barrel drive sampler and 
extension rods. The drive probe will be equipped with nominal! Y2-inch inside diameter (ID) clear PETG 
plastic tubes that line the interior of the probe. Continuous soil sample cores are recovered for potential 
lithologic characterization and laboratory analysis. Alternatively, borings can be advanced using truck
mounted or limited access Geoprobe® DPT equipment, or a hand-operated slide hammer, to drive l-inch 
outside diameter (OD) rods and probes with expendable steel tips without recovering soil cores. After the 
probes or core barrels are advanced to the specified depth, typically 5.5 feet bgs, the probes and drive rods 
are removed, leaving the borehole open with the expendable probe tip (if used) at the bottom. 

Plastic or stainless steel soil vapor probes, Y2-inch diameter by 2-inches long and tipped with porous plastic 
membranes, are then inserted to the bottom of the l-inch diameter boreholes at 5 feet bgs. The probe tips 
are attached to 7-foot lengths of flexible 0.25-inch OD polyethylene, NylaflowT" or Teflon™ tubing 
extending to the top of the floor slab. Only Teflon'"'' sample tubing is to be used if naphthalene analysis is 
intended. A 1-foot interval offme sand filter pack is placed in the borehole annulus around the probe, 
typically from approximately 4.5 to 5.5 feet bgs. A 1-foot interval of the annular space above the filter 
pack is then filled with non-hydrated granular bentonite. Hydrated granular bentonite or bentonite chips 
are then used to fill the annular space above the non-hydrated granular bentonite to the top of the floor slab 
or surface pavement. The bentonite is allowed to hydrate and borehole conditions to equalize for 2 hours 
prior to sampling activities, per DTSC vapor sampling guidelines. Temporary soil vapor probe installation 
procedures will be performed in general accordance with guidelines presented in the DTSC Advisory -
Active Soil Gas Investigations, July, 2015. 

Page 1 of 4 
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Sub Slab Soil Vapor Probe Installation 

Semi-permanent sub-slab soil vapor probes are emplaced as follows: A l-inch diameter hole is drilled 
through the concrete floor slab using a portable electric drill. The boreholes are advanced approximately 
0.5 feet bgs into the subgrade material beneath the floor slab. Stainless steel or plastic vapor probes 2 
inches long by 0.5 inches in diameter, tipped with porous plastic membranes, will be inserted to the bottom 
of each sub-slab borehole. The probe tips will be attached to lengths of 0.25-inch diameter Teflonn' or 
stainless steel tubing extending to approximately 1 inch below the top of the floor slab. The top of the 
Teflon™ or stainless steel tubing in each probe will be attached to a brass threaded male Swagelock™ 
fitting and cap recessed below the concrete floor. A fine sand filter pack approximately 2 to 4 inches thick 
will be placed in the borehole annulus around the probes. A Teflon™ sealing disk will be placed around 
the tubing above the filter pack. 

Dry granular bentonite will be placed in the borehole annulus above the Teflon™ sealing disk to above the 
base of the concrete floor slab. Hydrated granulated bentonite will then be used to fill the annular space 
above the dry granular to approximately 2 inches above the bottom of the floor slab, and will be hydrated 
from the surface using deionized water. Quick-drying cement/bentonite grout will then be used to fill the 
remaining annular space to the Swagelock fitting approximately % to 1 inch below the top of the slab. A 
watertight plastic cap or metal vault box will be installed flush with the top of the floor slab within a 2 to 4-
inch diameter countersunk hole to protect the probe fitting. At least 2 hours will elapse prior to collecting 
vapor samples to allow the bentonite and cement grout seal to hydrate and borehole conditions to equalize, 
per DTSC sub-slab vapor sampling guidelines (DTSC, 2011). 

Soil Vapor Sampling via Summa Canister 

Soil vapor sampling procedures will be similar for Geoprobe® PRT and continuously cored temporary soil 
vapor probes, and semi-permanent sub-slab soil vapor probes, and will be in general accordance with 
DTSC Advisory- Active Soil Gas Investigations, July 2015. Soil vapor sampling will not be performed if 
significant precipitation (greater than \.-1 inch in a 24 hour period) has occurred within the previous five 
days. The soil vapor probe Teflon™ sample tubing will be connected to the sample manifold system via 
threaded SwageLok™ connectors. 

AllWest will collect soil vapor samples in laboratory prepared 1-liter capacity SUMMA canisters. Prior to 
vapor purging and sample collection, a vacuum leak shut-in test of the flow-controller/gauge manifold 
assembly will be performed for a minimum of 1 minute, with a no allowable observed vacuum drop of 0.2 
inches of mercury (in Hg). If any noticeable vacuum drop is observed, the manifold fittings will be 
tightened or manifold replaced and the shut-in test redone. Vacuum gauge sensitivity will register a 
minimum of0.5 inches of mercury (in Hg). The sampling system configuration is shown in the attached 
schematic diagram. 

Prior to sample collection, approximately 3 sampling system volumes of soil vapor will be purged at a flow 
rate of approximately 150-200 milliliters per minute (ml/min) from each vapor probe using a dedicated 6-
liter capacity SUMMA purge canister (approximately 200 ml per in Hg vacuum). A 3-way valve (with the 
handle mounted outside the leak detection shroud) will be opened to divert the flow of purged soil vapor 
from the probe to the purge Summa canister, after opening the purge Summa valve. Typical sampling 
system volumes are 4.5 ml/feet for Y<l -inch OD/0.17-inch ID tubing, and 200 ml/feet for a 2-inch diameter 
borehole with sand filter pack (minus tubing volume). Assuming a 2-inch diameter borehole with a 0.5 
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feet sand filter pack interval, the typical system volume would be approximately 130 ml for a 5-feet bgs 
temporary probe, and 115 ml for a 1-feet bgs sub-slab probe, including 2-3 feet of tubing above grade. 
Therefore, 3 system volumes would typically be approximately 350 to 400 milliliters (ml) depending on 
tubing length and borehole diameter, depth and filter pack interval. 

Alternatively, for large purge volumes an electric battery-powered vacuum pump may be used for purging. 
The vacuum pump is located outside of the leak detection shroud and connected to the flow
controller/gauge manifold assembly inside the shroud by Y<l-inch OD/0.17-inch ID Teflon tubing passing 
through a 2-way valve (with the handle mounted outside the leak detection shroud). During the purging 
operation, the valve is opened to allow soil vapor to be purged by the pump. The pump is equipped with a 
variable rate flow controller, in addition to the flow regulator on the manifold, and the flow rate is set at 
150-200 ml/min. The purge volume is determined by the purge time multiplied by the flow rate. When the 
required soil vapor volume has been purged, the 2-way valve is closed to isolate the pump from the 
sampling manifold, and the pump turned off. 

During purging and sampling, a leak detection test is conducted using helium as a leak tracer inside an 
airtight plastic shroud covering the entire sampling apparatus, as recommended in the DTSC Advisory -
Active Soil Gas Investigations (DTSC Appendix C, 20 15). The leak detection shroud configuration is 
shown in the attached schematic diagram. The helium concentration within the shroud is monitored with a 
helium gas detection meter with a minimum precision of 0.1% to keep the ambient concentration at 
approximately 10% to 20% (or at least two orders of magnitude above the minimum meter detection limit). 
The helium tracer gas will be infused into the shroud at the required concentration at least 5 minutes prior 

to purging and sample collection. The ambient helium concentration within the shroud will be maintained 
throughout the purge and sample periods to within ±10% of the target concentration. 

Depending upon helium availability, other leak detection gases such as isopropyl alcohol (IP A) or 
difluoroethane (DF A, commonly known as DustOff) may be substituted. Ambient concentrations of IP A 
within the shroud or purged soil vapor will be measured with a photo-ionization detector (PID); DF A 
concentrations are not measurable with a PID. The same volume of IP A (typically a cotton ball soaked 
with 5 milliliters ofiPA) or DFA (typically a 5-second aerosol can discharge) will be used for each sample 
to maintain consistent ambient concentrations within the shroud. 

Immediately following purging of 3 sampling system volumes of soil vapor, a leak test of the probe seal 
will be conducted by using the 3-way valve to divert the flow of purged soil vapor from the probe to the 
helium detection meter via a monitoring port on the outside of the shroud. If the measured purged soil 
vapor helium concentration is less than 5% of the ambient shroud concentration, the soil vapor probe seal 
is presumed to be acceptable (per DTSC Appendix C, 2015), and sampling will proceed. If the measured 
purged soil vapor helium concentration is greater than 5% of the ambient shroud concentration, the soil 
vapor probe seal is presumed to be defective, and the probe should be reinstalled and re-sampled. 

Following the purged soil vapor readings and acceptable vapor probe seal leak test, the 3-way and purge 
Summa valves will be closed, sample Summa valve opened, and additional helium added to the shroud to 
bring the ambient concentration back up to within ±1 0% of the target concentration. The 3-way valve will 
then be turned to divert soil vapor from the probe to the sample Summa canister. To verify helium 
detection (or PID if used) meter accuracy, one (1) ambient air sample per day is usually collected using a 
1-liter SUMMA canister with a 150-200 ml/min flow restrictor inside the leak detection shroud during the 
sampling of one probe to measure ambient helium (or IP A or DF A if used instead) concentrations inside 
the shroud. 
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Flow rates of approximately 150-200 mllmin are used to fill the sample canisters. The canisters are filled to 
approximate 80% of capacity (approximately 5 inches of mercury vacuum remaining), at which point first 
the 3-way valve, then the sample Summa valve are closed. All pertinent field observations, pressure, times 
and readings are recorded. After filling and closing the sample valve, all SUMMA canisters are removed 
from the manifold, labeled with sampling information, including initial and final vacuum pressures, placed 
in a dark container and transported under chain-of-custody to the analytical laboratory. The analytical 
laboratory will record the final SUMMA canister vacuum upon receipt. 

Soil Vapor Sampling via Tenax™ Sorbent Tubes 

For collecting soil vapor samples in sorbent tubes for analysis by EPA Method T0-17, the sampling 
manifold setup, shut-in leak checks, system purging and leak detect shroud setup are similar to that using 
Summa canisters. However, instead of using Summa canisters for sample collection, samples are collected 
in stainless steel sample tubes filled with Tenax™ sorbent material. The sorbent tubes are attached with 
Swagelock™ fittings to the sample manifold downstream from the gauges, filters, flow restrictors, and 
purge canister or pump, and within the leak detection shroud. In areas of suspected high contaminant 
concentrations, two (2) Tenax™ sorbent tubes may be placed in series to prevent contaminant 
breakthrough. A vacuum pump, 100 ml syringe or second SUMMA sample purge canister is attached to 
the downstream end of the Tenax™ sorbent tubes. If the sample manifold train is too large to fit in the 
leak detection shroud, the pump, syringe or second sample purge SUMMA may be located outside the 
shroud with the sample train tubing passing through the shroud wall. 

A cotton ball saturated with approximately 5 ml isopropyl alcohol (IP A) and placed inside the shroud will 
be used as the leak detection gas agent. A photo-ionization detector (PID) is used to monitor IPA 
concentrations within the leak detection shroud, or purged soil vapor through access ports in the shroud via 
the 3-way valve. The 3-way valve is used to divert purged soil vapor to either the purge Summa canister 
during purging, or to the purged soil vapor monitoring port following purging for probe seal leak detection 
by monitoring IP A concentrations with a PID, as described in the Summa canister sampling section. 

Flow rates of approximately 50 to 100 ml/min are used to fill the sorbent tubes with a total sample volume 
of approximately 1 to 4 liters, depending on the desired laboratory detection limits. The sampling system 
vacuum should not exceed 100 inches of water (or 7.4 in Hg). All pertinent field observations, pressure, 
times, and ambient and soil vapor IP A (PID) concentration readings are recorded. After the desired sample 
volume is withdrawn through the sorbent tubes, the tubes are removed from the manifold, capped with 
Swagelock™ caps, wrapped in aluminum foil, placed in a sealed plastic tube container, labeled with 
sampling information, placed in an ice chest cooled to 4°C with crushed ice, and transported under chain
of-custody to the analytical laboratory. 
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I. 

CASE CLOSURE FORM 
LEAKING UNDERGROUND FUEL STORAGE TANK PROGRAM 

Local Oversight Program 

Agency Bnformatlon Date: 08/0512019 
Agency name: Department of Public Health AddreBS: 1390 Market Street, Suite 210 

City/State/Zip: San Francisco, CA &4102 Phone: 415-252·3927 

Responsible staff person: Mamdouh Awwad TIUe: Sr. Environmental Health Inspector 

11. Case Information 
Site faclll~ name: Commercial Property 

Site facility address: 1776 Green Street, San Francisco, CA 94123 

RB Lusns Case No.: Local case No.: 12076 LOP Case No. 12076 

URF filing date: 02112/20168 SWEEPS No.: 

Responsible Parties Addresses Phone Numbers 

1 ne Green Slfeet LLC, The Presidio- 572 Ruger St. 
c/o John Bickford Ste. A San Francisco, California 

94129 

Tank No. Size In Gal. Contents Closed in.Piace/Removad? ~ Date 

1 1,000 Petroleum blend Removed 02/12/2016 

2. 3.4 550 Petroleum blend Removed 0211212016 

Ill. Release and Site Characterization Information 
Cause and type of ntlease: Unknown, corrosion holes, as indlcaOon of potential leakage. 

Site characterization complete? Yn Date approved by oversight ageney: 12/312019 

Monltoril!g wells Installed? Yea Number: 3 I Pro])!~' screened Interval? Yes 

Highest GW depth below ground surface: 28 feet Lowest depth :32 feet I Flow dimctlon North 

Most sensitive current. use: Commercial 

Are drinking water wells affected? No I A~ulfer name: Marina Basin 

Is surface water affected? No Nearest/affected SW name: NA 

Off-site beneficial uae Impacts (addresaeallocatlons): None 

Report( a) on file? Yes I Wham is mport(a) filed? 1390 Market Street, Suite 210, San Francisco, Ca. 94102 

Treatment and Disposal of Affected Material 

Material Amount (Include units) Action (Treatment or Disposal wiDeatlnation Date 

Tank 1,2,3,&4 1-11,000 & 3-550 gals. Recycled. 02/1212018 



Tank4 12,000gal Tank waa recycled at the Recology Services' Vasco 0410812018 

Piping NIA 

Free Product NfA 

B1nwla NIA 

CASECLOSURESUMMARY 
PG.2 

Road Landfill In Livermore, california 

NfA 

NIA 

NIA 

Release and SHe Characterization Information _(Continued) 
Maximum Documented Contaminant Concentrations • • Before and After Cleanup 

NfA 

NIA 

NJA 

Contaminant Soli (ppm) Water ppb) Contaminant Soli (fipm) Water (ppb) 

Before After Before After Before After Before After 

TPH (Gall) 19,000 18,000. 32,000 2,1500 Xylene 420 .00 4200 210 

TPH (Diesel) 1,200 1,200 2,500 170 Ethyl benzene 180 180 iiO 43 

Benzene 94 94 4,500 380 MTBE ND ND ND NO 

Toluene 570 570 7400 380 NAPtfTHAl..ENE 83 83 NO ND 

Other: TPH·b.o 380 380 340 NO Lead te 19 NA NA 

Comments (Depth of Remediation, etc.): 
IV. Closure 

Does eoinpleted corTeCtlve action protect exllttng beneficial uHa per the Regional Board S..ln Plan? v .. 
Does com_pleted corrective action protect potential beneficial uiH per the Regional Board Blllln Plan? v .. 
Does corrective action protect public health for cummt land use? Yes 
Site mana : r.q"lrement.: 

Should correctlw action be 1Wvlewed If land un ohanau? Yes 
Monitoring wells decommlnloned: No I Number decomrnlaelonecl: 0 I Number retained: 1 
Llet enforcement actlona talatn: None 

V L lA . oca ~gency R epresan ve a tatl D fa 
Name: MamdouhAww~ J i TIDe: Sr. Environmental Health Inspector 

Signature: Jf..-..,w.J: A /\A. J J Date: 12/312018 

VI. RWQCB Notification I 
~ Date submitted to RB: 12/S/2019 



VII. Additional Comments: 

AIIWest conducted a subsurface investigation at the subject property on · May 14 to 15, 2018, 
consisting of the advancement of five soil borings (B-1 through B-5), and the collection of one 
groundwater sample. The borings were advanced by track-mounted Geoprobe® direct push 
technology (OPT) methods to a total depth of 15 to 40 bgs. Static groundwater was measured at 
approximately 37 feet bgs in boring B-3 following recovery overnight Boring locations are shown on 
Figure 2. Twenty one soil samples were collected from the borings. One grab groundwater sample 
was collected from boring 8-3. Fifteen soil samples were analyzed for total petroleum hydrocarbons 
as gasoline, diesel and motor oil (TPH-g , TPH-d and TPH-mo); selected volatile organic compounds 
(VOCs) including benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene and total xylenes (BTEX), methyl tart-butyl ether 
(MTBE), tert-butyl alcohol (TBA), 1,2-dibromoethane (EDB), 1,2-dichloroethane (1,2-DCA) and 
naphthalene; and total lead. Concentrations of TPH-g, TPH-d, benzene, ethylbenzene, toluene, 
xylenes and napthalene were detected at maximum respective concentrations of 19,000 milligrams 
per kilogram (mg/Kg), 1,200 mg/Kg, 94 mg!Kg, 190 mg/Kg, 570 mg/Kg, 1,000 mg/kg and 63 mg/Kg; 
above their applicable San Francisco Regional Water Quality Control Board (SFRWQCB) 
Environmental Screening Levels (ELSs) in soil samples collected from borings B~3 and 8~5 at depths 
between approximately 14.5 feet bgs and 39.5 feet bgs. Elevated concentrations, in exceedance of 
their respective ESls, of TPH-g, TPH-d, BTEX, and 1,2-DCA were detected at 32,000 micrograms 
per liter (tJg/L), 2,500 tJg/L, 4,500 !Jg/L, 890 IJQ/L, 7,400 JJQ/L 4,200 IJQ/L and 670 IJQ/L, respectively 
in the groundwater sample from boring 8-3. No other constituents of concern (COCs) were detected 
in any other soli samples at concentrations exceeding applicable ESLs. In conclusion, AIIWesfs 
subsurface assessment identified elevated levels of petroleum hydrocarbons in soli and groundwater 
at the subject property exceeding applicable regulatory agency screening levels. The vertical extent 
and partial lateral extent of elevated hydrocarbon constituent concentrations in soil had been 
delineated and impacts to groundwater had been identified (AIIWest, 2018b). 

LOP recommends closure ofthls case as an LOP case and allow the oversight to be continued under 
the Site Mitigation Program (Article 22A) of local Health Code. LOP also recommends that Monitoring 
Wells MW-1 and MW-2 be kept for further site assessment during and post development of the site. 
MW-3 can be kept or abandoned if it interferes with development. The development will require 
additional site assessment and a Site Mitigation Plan prior to development under Article 22A. 
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ew Ruling o 
xic Waste Site 

By MARK A. STEIN, Times Sroff Writer 

Caltrans announced Wednesday that it is asking state 
pollution officials to reconsider their earlier ap~ 
pl~.e.~tway interchange nan ol 
~~?waste dump in ~yn~ 

The-mmomtcement came m the wake of charges that 
Caltrans was endangering public health and safety by 
t~ng to fmish removal" of hazardOus wasteS from tlie 
.:1 - - -----·-- - ·---- -.. ump. 

Without conceding an error in judgment, Heinz 
Heckeroth, Caltrans' Los Angelf's district director, said 
the Regional Water Quality Control Board, a state 
agency, would be asked to reconsider its approval of the 
Cal trans plan in light of the charges. 

Heckeroth also told reporters at the dumpslte that one 

JOE KENNEDY I Los Angeles Tim~ 

Heinz Heckeroth speaking.to 
reporters at the dump site. 

of the two sub- , 
contractors who 
first questioned the 
safety of the project 
iS being investigated 
for unspecified 
"contract infrac.
tions." 

He said the sub
contractor. Andrew 
Papac Jr. of South 
El Monte, and his 
attorneys will meet 
today with Caltran.s 
officials in Sacra
mento to try to set
tle the matter. Pa
pac was to have met 
with Caltrans on 
Tuesday, .but the 
meeting was post
poned. 

Papac and an
other subcontractor 
on the $1.5-billion 
Century Freeway 
project, environ
mental engineer 

Kenneth Hekimian of Huntington Beach, told The 
Times last week that soil contaminated with "very high 
revels" of"fJ6IS?)nous heavy metalS and pest"Rltdenfud 
barrels 01 toxtc ana perhaps radioactive w~~~en 

' unearthed diifl'~ construction of the fre('Qil· · --
- They saidtliaCruter liauling hiili'O e hazardous 

material to a licensed toxic waste dump, Caltrans 
planned to cut costs by reburying the remainiJ1g1(i(),'ooo 
·-c~rasynthellc membrane ana asphalt. 
-'They sara thiS woUld endanger ground water in thearea, 

which is used to supply drinking water to neighbor-
.,lease see FREEWAY, Pare 2 
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Continued from Page 1 
hoods in the area. 

Assemblyman Bruce Young said Wednesday that he, 
too, had heard the charges and said he has subpoenaed 
several Caltrans employees to testify before the 
Assembly Transportation Committee at a public hearing 
in Norwalk on Friday. The Cerritos Democrat is 
chairman of the committee. 

However, he noted that, "I still have the ultimate 
confidence in the department (Caltrans ) and I am 
confident that all questions that have been raised will be 
answered" 

Answers Sought From Board 
Heckeroth said Caltrans has turned to the Los 

Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board in 
search of those answers. "After a review of the disposal 
method by the . . . board," he said, "Caltrans will 
dispose of the IJ18terial in imy manner requested by the 
board." 

The regional board. which is a state agency, was the 
body that originally approved of the Caltrans plan to 
leave toxic wastes in the ground. 

Young, however, had earlier said he doubts the board 
has the expertise to decide on such matters. "Frankly, I 
don't feel the Water Quality Control Board is qualified to 
make long- term decisions on toxic wastes," he said. 

The state Department of Health Services also must 
approve the Caltrans plan. · 

Caltrans officials said they turned to the water board 
and to the state and county health departments when 
they first came across the waste, which was at the 
bottom of the old Willco Dump. Caltrans was moving 
the contents of the dump because It was too unstable to 
build on, Heckeroth said. 

Heckeroth and his deputy, Jerry Baxter, said they had 
met informally with staff members of the three 
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agencies, and all had verbally approved a plan to leave 
about 100,000 cubic yards of wastes in the ground- an 
option Heckeroth said was made possible because the 
material was more stable than first believed. 

Two of the ~our principals at that meeting- :Raymond 
I. Hertel of the Regional Water Quality Control Board 
and Miller Chambers of the stote Department of Health 
Services - retired last year and could not be reached for 
comment. A third man, John Hinton of the state health 
department, said he does not recall details of the 
meeting. Baxter said he could not remember the name of 
the. county health department representative. . 

However, another state health department expert 
fam iliar with the project, Harry Sneh, did not confirm 
Caltrans' assertion that his agency had approved the 
idea. "As yet,'' he said, "Cal trans has not given us the 
up-to-date, as-built specifi~ations Qn the proposal, so it 
is a little early to talk about a final approval." 

Heckeroth chafed at a suggestion that the episode was 
a mistake. "There are no mistakes," he said, "but if there 
were some inappropriate actions, we have ways of 
correcting that." 

However, area residents doubted that Wednesday. 
One of them, the Rev. Jerome Fisher, challenged 
Heckeroth to "guarantee that no toxic material will be 
left" under the freeway. Heckeroth only said that 
whatever remains will not harm the water. 

Fisher, who said he lives a mile from the dump, was 
dissatisfied anyway. "I am not going to be satisfied with 
any answer until they can guarantee that no hazardous 
waste will be left here," he said. "We demand safety, not 
appeasement." 

Another Lynwood resident, Morris McCants, said he 
worked on the freeway project, and said much of the 
material hauled away from the dump "had an awful bad 
odor . . .. A lot of guys got sick smelling it." He said a 
considerable amount of toxic waste remains in the 
dump, 

Both Caltrans and Papac, the contractor, acknowl
edged that the smell was so bad they frequently sprayed 
the site with a perfume-like substance. 

"It's costing us an exorbitant amount," said a Caltrans 
engineer. "We had to truck in perfume and spray the 
place. The smell was terrible." 
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More Potential Toxins Discovere 

By WILLIAM TROMBLEY, Times Urban Affairs Writer 

Ground X-rays have found at 
least nine more large metallic con
tainers, holding potentially danger 
ous wastes, in the part of a Lynwood 
dump that the California Depart
ment of Transportation plans to 
leave in place along the route of the 
proposed Century Freeway. 

The state Assembly subcommit
tee on oversight of the Century 
Freeway received this information 
Friday during a four-hour hearing 
in Norwalk on dangers posed by the 
Cal trans decision. 

There was also testimony that 
hazardous wastes were removed 
from the ·dump in "hidden loads" 
without accurate records and that 
Caltrans ignored advice from its 

consultants to perform more tests 
on the dump material. 

Andrew Papac, the Caltrans con
tractor on the Willco Dump job, said 
a "geophysical examination" con
ducted early this week by a Santa 
Ana consulting engineering firm 
found "nine targets" that were as 
large as, or larger than, the 50 to 75 
drums that Papac said his truckers 
already have removed from the site. 

The Cal trans plan to leave 100,000 
cubic yards of hazardous wastes in 
place beneath a massive inter
change between the Century and 
Long Beach freeways was based on 
the belief that the wastes could be 
"entombed" in a manner that would 
prevent contaminants from seeping 

into Lynwood's drinking wat~r sup
ply. 

After hearing Friday's testimony 
about the newly discovered buned 
drums, however, Heinz Heckeroth, 
Caltrans disbict director, said, "We 
have to review our decision to leave 
that material there." 

Caltrans will seek advice from the 
state Department of Health Servic 
es and the Regional Water Quality 
Control Board before deciding 
whether to leave wastes in place, 
Heckeroth said. 

Friday's hearing also produced 
charges by Papac employees that 
they hauled "hidden loads" of possi
bly contaminated 55-gallon ·drums 
from the Willco site to the BKK 

at Dump 
toxic waste dump in West Covina. 

In a statement read by Assembly 
man Bruce Young (D-Cerritos), 
chairman of the Assembly Trans
portation Committee, the, operator 
of the excavation equipment said: 

"During the excavation of the 
hazardous material at Willco, I 
uncovered numerous liquid drums 
(approximately 50). When these 
barrels were encountered I w d 

oa em onto the truck so 
ey would not s ow. I did this_gs 

"Oirected by Paul Brewer, the Cal
·science representative." 

( Calscience Research Inc., a 
Huntington Beach firm, was hireg 
by Caltrans as environmental con
- Please see TOXINS, Page 8 
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suJiant on the Willco job. Brewer s\lpcrv\scd some of I. he 
work at the Will co silc. l 

Angelo Bellomo, chi<:f of the toxic I(Ubst.anccs eomrul 
division in the Los Angeles office of the state health 
services department. said his agency also will investi
gate · these charges because it is a violation of state law 
w haul . highly toxic and radioactive materials without 
spe ically describing the materials on the trip rna ·
f t. 

Young also read a statement by Michael T. Marshall 
'apac's superintendent on the job, in which Marshal 
· id ·Brewer "directed me to not open any or the liqui 
rums that we uncovered. He directed me to 'just p 
ht~m in the trucks and cover them with dirt.' He a o 
ire<: led me to not make any waves." 
AcCording to Marshall's statement, 40 to 50 barrels 

and drums were taken to the West Covina dump as 
"hidden loads" under these instructions. 

Allen Pierre, a retired Army officer with 21 years of 
experience in dealing with biological, chemical and 
radi.oactive wastes, testified that he feared radioactive 
wastes might be stored in haU a dozen concrete drums 
tha~ were excavated from the eastern end of the 
14.5-abre dump site. 

Pl~he, who was working as a sub-consultant for 
Cal~rans, said his suspicions were aroused because the 
barf~JS looked like those the U.S. Army once used to 
bury radioactive wastes at sea. 

Pierre said he asked the Calscicnce representatives 
and"C"altrans ofCicials to test the concrete drums for 
radioactivity "but to no avail," 

Pierre said that many drums and barrels were not 
tested before being hauled to the BKK Dump in West 
Covioa and that all were listed on the trip manifests as 
"cmitaminated soil/oil" without any specifics on the 
nature of the suspected contamination. 

Brewer, who worked for Calscience, denied the 
allegations. He said any drum that contained "a 
substantial amount of liquid" was tested before it .,.as · 
sent loWest Covina. He said the trip records, which the 
committee plans to check, will confirm this. 

Heckeroth, the Caltrans regional director, said his 
agency will attempt to sort out the conflicting claims 
during an internal investigation of the handling of the 
Willcojob. 

In· the meantime, Caltrans has suspended Papac's 
conuact for "irregularities" the agency has declined to 
describe, and all of the consultants who urged that 
further testing be done on the wastes have been 
dismissed. 

Heckeroth said he will look into the conditions that 
permitted Cal trans to ignore warnings from Pierre, from 
Huntington Beach consulting engineer Kenneth Heki· 
rnian and from John Arnoore, a Berkeley chemist, that 
more testing should have been done before the decision 
was made to leave roughly a third of the Willco Dump 
material in place. 

Stanley Dick, the Caltrans engineer in charge of the 
job, said, "Our consultant was Calscience and, as far a,: I 
can recall, they didn't suggest additional testing." 

Bur·,the testimony revealed that many Calscience 
decisions were being made by Brewer, their man on the 
site, Who is working on a master's degree !n environ
mental studies and who never has handled a toxic waste 
job b~fore, although contrary advice was corning from 
Pierre and others with advanced degrees and consider
able experience in such work. 

Midway through the hearing Friday, Assemblywom
an saJ.Iy Tanner (D-El Mante} said, "If someone frpm 
the pr1vate sector were "what Cid£rans has don ·n 
thiS case, ' ure the 'd e m a1 n w" in 

·-aamtion to paying "lrernen ous mes 
- ''For someone from the stale to tell people to act in 
this manner Is just shocking," Tanner added. 

She said the Assembly Committee on Consumer 
Protection and Toxic Materials, which she chairs, will 
hold hearings on the Wlllco Dump soon. 
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PLEASE RETURN AS SOON AS POSSIBLE TO: 
ASSEMBLY TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE 

ROOM 3132, STATE CAPITOL 

BILL ANALYSIS WORK S}fflET 
. ..... _ 

MEASURE: 

l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Sponsor of the Bill -What person, organization or government entity, if 
any, requested introduction? ''( r 

17,e. Arf,L:J ~~ ~ ~;;_. ~fc. < ogfta_ 6r'l1 (s£.c . 3 ,...._-.t~ 
~. r-e.....-.~~-~fk;_ 6,'/( (cGt¥A ~) 

Problem or deficiency in present law·w~ich the bill seeks to remedy: 
) C--.~ (AvJ f>n:>t'. ,'6, 'k GJ-11~ (>'-~~ f,-t:nt1. (..Q.,~ c-1-~ t'c.~ ~·~· t ~ /.l ~ ~ c:tur'l"'r-W ~ • t:J ~, ~ ~"""~·~ a~ J.o ru-fo.ld; 
~ N1' loA. ~·.JU:f ofo -!Z.e ,P .. C)t..O r'.&·'~. n.·;, b ; f( ~ ~ ...... ~· f.;;. IJ- ~/ ce~ 
~ '/~)_{~~~ ..v.(.I:Jl ~ ~ Q ~ ·~r; -r. ·~ -Y~ ~ ~ ,·~ ~ ~·~ 
a4 ~ ~ ~ ,. ... . ·~.,;:p ~ . -rNr 6 .'f( ~ ' ~··..,. : /1"' -to .t't •',...._ •· 

.,.)) ~ ,'s tWI r.-,;: 6~ r;sq'~~~t.'rl<.JI.(Juv4!N"~~ce:4'~ · 'fA;s ':;, ·!r d- · 
~~ 'H<.A:t' MZ....OIV~ ... J~ :;.rt~ AA. ( ~ t::::tr...t.S . ·~I ~.... . ~tr"l,!f.. ~!>CE' s j A- d. 

4} p.-o!,u'6-"'·•'""'' 1~ t Fw a IJ.e~~ 'fi~ eo.·~ oll.c~-+ -, .~~~X. Q.r,.t/k 16J~7 
Has a similar measure been before the Legislature either this session or a 
previous session? If so , please identify the session , bill number, and 
disposition of the bill. 

/Jo. 
Known Support/Opposition 
or governmental agency who 
bil l. 

Ak. 

Pl ease att"ach copies of letters from any group 
has contacted you, indicati ng a position on the 

Bearing - Pl ease indicate approximate amount of time necessary for hearina 
bi ll a nd t he number of witnesses. (Please encourage witnesses to be -
brief. ) 0 fVl ~-'"' ~ , 

~ s~ .& ~ ~ --foL ""''~. 
6. Name and telephone number of person to contact if further information is 

needed: 

1<~ PPVbrz- {5-(u tJ3 0. 
7. Please attach a copy of any background material which explains the bill or 

state where such material may be available (INCLUDING ANY POLICY AND 
FISCAL ANALYSES ) • / . /J },.,.. _ 
rr~ m ~ ~ (A) tf.kt{ ~ft> ~ ~ ~ 

.:3/ f&'( f/f. PLEASE NOTE: 

o REQUESTS TO SCHEDULE A MEASURE FOR HEARING MUST BE RECEIVED BY 5:00 p.m. 
OF THE FRIDAY ONE WEEK PRIOR TO THE HEARING. 

o AMENDMENTS, IN LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL FORM, MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE COMMITTEE 
NO LATER THAN 5:00 p.m. ON THE MONDAY ONE WEEK PRIOR TO THE HEARING. 

o IN COMMITTEE, BILLS MAY BE PRESENTED BY THE AUTHOR ONLY • 
• : l. .. 
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AB 869 

project because it is proposed for a hazardous wast e site. 

COMMENTS 

BackgrounctJ.e author has introduced this bill to better protect the 
i resour·ces. of scenic hl.ghways. to insure that a lead agency uses available 

.! information on hazardous waste sites when evaluating a project and to clarify 
hat highways statutorily included in the scenic highway system are not 
ormally designated as scenic highways. 

To demonstrate the need for the bill, the author ' s staff cite an article in 
Environmental Monitor (Winte r edition , 1991) which argues that CEQA complia~ce 
requi re s an evaluation and remediation of hazardous waste contamination at a 
project site. The intent of the bill is to focus the lead agency on this 
issue by requiring that it determine if a site is conta ined on available lists 
of ha zardous waste sites . 

SOURCE: Assembly Member Farr 

SUPPORT: None on file 

OPPOSITION: California Building Industry Association 

Paul Thayer 
445-9367 
4/ 22 / 9l:anatres 
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AB 869 

COMMENTS 

The author has introduced this bill to better protect the resources of scenic 
highways, to insure that a lead agency uses available information on hazardous 
waste sites when evaluating a project and to cla~ify that highways statutorily 
included in the scenic highway system are not formally designated as scenic 
highways. 

To demonstrate the need for the bill, the author ' s staff cite an article in 
Environmental Monitor (Winter edition, 1991 ) which argues that CEQA compliance 
requires an evaluation and remediation of hazardous waste contamination at a 
project site. The intent of the bill is to focus the lead agency on this 
issue by requiring that it determine if a site is contained on available lists 
of hazardous waste sites. 

Paul Thayer 
445-9367 
anatres 
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AB 869 

3) Requires a lead agency to include relevant information in environmental 
documents of specified notices when a project site may be contaminated 
with hazardous material. 

4) Delete bill's provision which makes a project which may damage scen ic 
res ources within a highway eligible for designation as a scenic highway 
ineligible for a categorical exemption from CEQA. 

FISCAL EFFECT 

Minor costs to OPR. Potentially significant but unlikely costs for conducting 
environmental review of projects previously exempted from CEQA. 

COMMENTS 

The author has introduced thi s bill to better protect the resources of scenic 
highways and to insure that a lead agency uses available information on 
hazardous waste sites when evaluating a project. 

To demonstrate the need for the bill, the author ' s staff cite an article in 
Environmental Monitor (Winter edition , 1991 ) which argues that CEQA compliance 
requires an evaluation and remediation of ha zardous waste contamination at a 
project site. The intent of the bill is t o focus the lead agency on this 
issue by requiring that it determine if a site is contained on available lists 
of hazardous waste sites, and to include this information in environmental 
documents and specified docum~nts. 

Paul Thayer 
445-9367 
anatres 
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All-

To tile Mlaallen oldie Calilonaia AJII&dJIJ: 

Tbis bill woald modif'1 Uae eJiaibOit1 criteria for projeds SleldDa a eategorical 
exempem ....,...at to tbe Calii'OI'IIia ED'riroameatal QualiiJ Ad (CEQA). 

Tbe pi'OpOIId prohibltioll...,.. uemptill& from CEQA 811J projed ll'ealed al a 
bazanlous waste site raises die poteldial for aa,.lificaat eosts with liUie pradiad bMIIfiL 

This JeaisJation is DDIMC'MSP"J. UDder ew••t loal aDd state balda laws, lmd 
ageades routiDely UDderCake site deaaup llditides prior to projed tGiiliVadioa. The 
cleanup, usiDg eertilled CODinldorl, is ......0, c:ownnl!f'IK'ed followi.Dg dill-rnioas with 
local healtla authorities. Once die hazardous wute problem has hem ndi&ed, tbe 
reqaireme.at for aa eariroameDtal impad nport or a aeptift drd8ralioa radler tbaa a 
categoriail eumptioD is uujastified and will result in project delays and costs. 

119 

PETE WILSON 
Governor 
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.. 
. ' IMPACT AHALYSIS 

A. Speciric Findit.oga 

a. History and Sponsorabip 

This bill is sponsored by Asseabl~n Farr, Chairman of .~• A~~lY 
Local GoVernment committee. 'l'he bill wes clraftecl by Randy ~~stor, .. 
coJDDlittee consultant, after reviewing an article in the· b\lllet:in of ~· 
Association of Environmental Professionals (ABP) concerning tbe prob.):ema 
of using the categorical exemptions from CEQA for projects OJ'l listed: 
hazardous waste sites. 

b. CEOA Exemptions 

Under existing law, the Secretary of the Resources Agency has adop~ed 
guidelines for implementing the california Environmental. ·Quality Act'. 
(CEQA), the law that requires preparation of environm•ntal iDP.iQ~ · 
reports for projects that may have a significant environment&~ .. effect. 
The quidelines are required to include a list of classes ~r ·prQj'ects 
determined by tbe Secretary not to have a significant effect, dn the 
environment. 'l'bese administrative exemptions from CEQA ·•*• c._~led 
11categorical exemptions. • categorical exemptions cannot_· .,e ~··~· .. wbe~e .a 
project would have a significant effect due to unusual circumstances·not 
foreseen when the exemption was adopted. · · 

The additional restriction on CEQA exe~ptions on scenic ~~g~ways ~o~1~ 
~ot be a big change. A court would probably rule that da.~g' ·1ro ·~~n.J.c: 
resources along a scenic highway would be a significant effact.ao·thet a 
categorical exemption should not be used. The bill would st.reliC)the,n ::the 
point that agencies should not use categorical exemptions under·these 
circumstances. 

Prohibitin9 the use of categorical exemptions on listed hazardous 
material sites would also be only a minor change. Exposing peop-le to 
hazardous materials is generally considered a significant affect under 
CEQA. As a result, categorical exemptions generally should not be used 
on the listed sites. However, the categorical exemptions for 
experimental management and enforcement actions could be useful in 
dealing with listed sites. The bill is broader than it should be. 

The restriction on exemptions would apply only to the categorical 
exemptions adopted by the Secretary of the Resources Agency. All other 
CEQA exemptions would st!ll apply. A few examples are the exemptions 
for emergencies, disaster relief, and the repair of public utilities. 

AA 001062 
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IMPACT AHALYSIS 

A. speciric Findit.ga 

a. History and SponsorShip 

This bill is sponsored by Asseablyaan Farr, Chairman of .~a .A~~1Y· 
Local Government comaittee. 'l'be bill wes drafted by Randy ~~stor, . 
committee consultant, after reviewing an article in the ·~la~in of th,.~ 
Association of Environmental Professionals (ABP) concerning U• prob~:ema 
of using the categorical exemptions from CEQA for projects on l.i;sted. 
hazardous waste sites. 

b. CEQA Exemptions 

Under existing law, the secretary of the Resources Agency baa adop~a~ 
qui4elinGs for implementing the california Environmental. Quality Act' · 
(CEQA), the law that: requires preparation of environm•nt:a~ i••c;:~ ·. 
reports for projects that may have a significant environment&~. effect. 
The guidelines are required to include a list of classes ~f 'pr(Jj'ecta 
determined by the secretary not to have a significant effect. dn the 
environment. Tbese administrative exemptions from CEQA ··te c•lled 
ncategorical exemptions." categorical exemptions cannot . .,e ps~ where .a 
project would have a significant effect ·aue to unusual circumstaijces :··not 
foreseen when the exemption was adopted. · 

The additional restriction on CEQA exe]Dptions on scenic h,~g~ways "fO~ld 
not be a big change. A court would probably rule that d-~g~ ~o sC:~rt.~c: 
resources along a scenic highway would be a significant effect.sp·thot a 
cateqorical exemption should not be used.. . The bill would stre)t~en ::the 
point that agencies should not use categorical exemptions under-these 
circumstances. 

Prohibiting the use of categorical exemptions on listed hazardous 
material sites would also be only a minor change. Exposing people to 
hazardous materials is generally considered a significant: effect under 
CEQA. As a result, cateqorical exemptions generally should not be used 
on the listed sites. However, the categorical exemptions for 
experimental management and enforcement actions could be useful in 
dealing with listed sites. The bill is broader than it should be. 

The restriction on exemptions would apply only to the categorical 
exemptions adopted by the Secretary of the Resources Agency. All other 
CEQA exemptions would st~ll apply. A few examples are the exemptions 
for emergencies, disaster relief, and the repair of public utilities. 
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Governor ilson 
October 4, 1991 
Page Two 

and mitigation measures can be evaluated early, and, 3) establish
ing a process for the California Environmen~al Protection Agency 
to notify the lead agency if a proposed project is located on a 
listed site and the lead agency did not so indicate on the 
statement. 

As such, AB 869 creates no new environmental requirements. This 
bill responds to problems outlined in the winter edition of the 
M£nvironmental Honitorw relating to ha?.ardous waste issues being 
handled on two uncoordinated tracks (permit and environmental ) and 
the •substantial legal risks" associated with the use of 
categorical exemptions under CBQA for projec~s proposed on 
contaminated properties. 

This bill will save public agencies, property owners, and 
developers significant amounts of time and expense because they 
will be able to know and address hazardous waste problems before 
construction. 

In drafting AD 869, I worked closely with public agencies, 
especially the Office of Planning and Research (including the 
Office of Permit Assistance in OPR) and the California 
Environmental Protection Agency. This staff involvement was 
crucial, their suggestions have been incorporated into the bill, 
and I very much appreciate their assistance. 

The Department of Transportation was concerned with an amendment 
in the bill relating to scenic highways. I accepted their 
suggested amendment (page 6, line 13 of the September 11 version). 
The department also wanted to be exempt from the remainder of the 
bill, and indicated that t~,e department sirnply halts construction 
when a hazardous waste site is discovered. As stated above, I 
believe that it is more p~udent to address these issues during the 
CEQA process and before making a decision on a project, not during 
or after construction. Moreover, if the hazardous site is 
discovered during construction¥ then the CEQA process is reopened. 
Nevertheless, 1 believe the amendment relating to scenic highways 
responds to the department ' s major concern. 

I have a l so worked closely with all interested groups and there is 
no opposition by them to AB 869.* 

~~~.~~ 
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Hnnareas of SFPlJ officers sue Hunters Point 
contractor uver health pru6lettls 

Jason Fagone and cynthia Dizikes 
Nov. 18, 2019 I U)Jaatea: 1\lu~. 18, 2UI9 S:2U )J.nl. 

• ••• 
Paul swiatRu (left}, Rit.:liara luug, Mel Bautista, Marl< Maaseu, Vil:tur ls<urg aua Lewis Ftmg were statiuued at the 
farrrret Hurrtets Puirrt !'laval Snipyari:f wnile wotRiug fur ttie SFPIJ. 

liliutu: f.iliutus by Lea suzuKi 7 I lie ClitullhJe 2018 

The eugiueeriug aua tuusultiug fit111 ·retr-d Tech lhc. aua a pait ut subsiCUaries expusea 

Jiturateas uf puliee emvluyees tu uusNdfe le~els uf tiazataous materials at ttie tuunet 

Hul1tets .Puint !\laval Sliipyat"d, leaning tu cliwnlt: health probl-ems ana at least two 

I 
https://www.sfchronlcle.com/bayarea/artlcle/Hundreds-of-SFPD-officers-sue-Hunters-Polnt-14844785.php 1/9 
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'Hie shipyarct whidi is uwneo Dy the Navy, was namea a Superfuna waste site itt19B9 

b~taust! it was heavily tD'11tat11it1at~a. by tttCI.ioattive ·unsta11t~s :ma it1austtial tliemitals, 

'i1ie Hew legal t.:uHtpfaiHt, was filea Thursaay agai11st Tetrd Tet:h liit:., Tetra Tet:h EC ana 

Tetra '1'ecli .EM. It ::tHeges that a Tetra Tech tneaecessm cuq.iuratiull, PRl: EnvitutHntlltal 

MaHa~SeWe11tf wislea the city iu the late 19YUs ab'uut the exteut uf pussib'le 

eutttat1tiuatiurt at a slii}Jyara 15uilCiing that enctea up bet.:uming a 15usy }.i1Jlit::e utlit::e and 

ttaiuiug ceHtet fur uttit:ers auuss the t:ity, 

The Lawsuit a1su aHeges that betweeu1YY7 au a 2Ul4, the tlitet Tett-a Tet.:li eutities at:t:ed 

hauauletttiy in the deatlUJ..I, misliattClliug t:Ulltautillatea suil am una tlte sliipyafd, 

fal ify iug tecurCls and iunher expusing pulice emvluy-ees to danger. 

Earlier tliis year, tli'e U.S, lJelJartment uf::J ustke juinea a feCI.eral wliistle-151uwer lawsuit 

against Tetra Tech EC, aliegiug that Wp managers Oirettea emvluye'Bs tu eummit 

wiCiespJeaa frau a in tli'e ·hipyara clean up. Twu Tetra Tech EC empluyees haa previou ly 

aau1ittea to falsifying sui! sawples iu uraer tu 111al<e tlie site appear cleaner, 

"1 oeiieve it was a outdiea-up juo," s-&ia Marl< Maaseu, "S8, a retin::a Tactil:al Uivisiuu 

Utticet WliU WUfi(e({ lut yeats at tlie sliipyata a11a is tl11E uftlie plaintiiTI;, nUuys "ate gettirtg 

sit:!<. G-uys ate 5it:l< hulll oehtguut tliete," 

https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/Hundreds-of-SFPD-officers-sue-Hunters-Polnt-14844 785.php 2/9 
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~I . . . . . ' I I • • I '"' ~ II • 

' 161, 0 916 ~ . 
... ~ u ,. • "' • 

• • 

IV!atry S.F. t:Jfficets wtJtReo at Builaittg 606 (15acRgtuuna tiglitJ, wliicli is tlie site uf a funtmt Navy "raoioactive lamtaty." 
Pliutu: L a SuzuRi 7 I lie Clitu1ride 

'll::tra Teen Sj.JlJKesutaJJ Sam Siuget aefeuaea t!ie CUJHI-ia11y iu a statemeut. SpeaRiug tur 
aH three eutities, tie said tliat Tetra Tedi's s1iipyara wurR "was Clune vruperly ana tu tlie 

stauaaras uf t1ie cuutraets witti tti·e Na~;~y." He saiO ttie allegatiuns in tlte lawsuit "are 

without wefit." T1ie cumpany 1ias t.m::~iuusly saiO ttiat the twu men wliu aatuittea 

falsifyittgsuii samples were "rugue" etnvluyees ana. vruolemsaiCl nut extena IJ'eyuua 
them. 

The new lawsuit follows a 2U18 C1iruttide iuV>estigatiutt into t1ie circumstances t1iat leO. 

ttie city tu transfer s-e9eral elite vulice uttits iutu t1ie lieart uf a Superfuua. site, iuduCI.ittg 

t1ie SWAT team, tfie K-g unit, tfie t5omf5 squaa ana. t1ie Honaa motorcycle unit, as well as 

the citywide crime lab. 

ln 1996, attracted 15y t1ie shipyard's dieap rent ana wide-open spaces, ttie city aeciCI.ea. to 

lease a large Navy wareli'uuse Ruuwu as Builoing oUo. T'lie Navy was requirea oy law tu 

Qisduse irtfurmatiun aouut hazarouus suostam:es at tlie vtu}Jetty, -at:curd.ing tu tlie 

https://www.sfchronlcle.com/bayarea/artlcle/Hundreds-of-SFPD-officers-sue-Hunters-Polnt-14644 785.php 3/9 
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"Nu radiulugicai hazard~ ate exvettea," aeeurdittg tu Navy tevurts tiiat eunduaea the 
fauudry liaa uu liistury ul "the sturdge ur use ulliazarauus lllaterh::lls." 

Tfiese H::vmts, accuH:iiugtu tlie Lawsuit were vrevarea by PRC Euvitu11111ental 

Matmgeweut, w1iic1i was ac4.uirea by Tetra 'l'eeh lht. aruuua 1995 au a later reuamea 
Tetra Tech EM. 

Fuliage is see11 b!Hiiiid Builaiug 6015 at tlie futuret Ruutets Pulltt Naval Sliipyatd uu Weduesday, July 25, 2"018 ilr San 
Francisco. Calif. 
Hioto: Lea Suzul<i 7 I lie Clitt.mitle 

"As we Iuul<ea at tliis case, we were I<irta ut st:ratdiing uur lieaas," sam Sara Peters, an 

atturuey aua s1iatehulaer at Wall< up, Meluaia, Kelly & Schueuberger, a versuual injury 
fitHI iH Sau fram:iSt:u tliat revres-euts tlte plaiutitls. "Wliy wuum we put uur pulit:e 

ufficets uut tliere'?" Tlie auswet, slie said, is tliat PR~ gave assurduces tliat "there's 

https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/Hundreds-of-SFPD-offlcers-sue-Hunters-Point-14844785.php 4/9 
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gu UHlUHS iu T-sliit ts aua sJiutts wJiHe Navy cuHttactuts wutRiug uH tlie base wute lull

body Tyvek jumpsuits. 

111 2UUU, wfiett a treat by hmatill cuutailtiug raaiuat:ti ve wast!:! caught tite Ultdetgruund 

atta butm:!a fut a mutttli, pulice wuniea abuut t1ie smul<e that ruse frum tlie vlume ana 
waftea abuve Haiia.iug olffi. Latet, as deauup aetivities iuteusifiea, the emvluyees' 

veliides ana dutliing were eal<eo witli a.itt ana oust ftum tlie site.1ii 2UU7, a Tetra Teeli 

euHtiJaHy vlacea a "Radiulugical Screeuiug 'hua" uext tu the putke buildiug aud bruuglit 

large lJUantities uf vutetttiatly eutttaminateo suit there, aunwing it by tlie trucRluaa a11d 

spewing dust, a Cliwuiele iuvestigatiuu shuwea. 

San Francisco Police Depat1ment: 

BY RYAN KOST 

Sf<" artist HiP. sp·eaRs out on pulb::e 
brutality with mural 

B'V 1;\ff::f.f SERiii'U~~ SKV Jtf.flJ MJt l I HTAS GAHil 

Pulice arrest 5 linReil to sliuuting 
atOrindaAirbnb party 

Uau Linefian, a retirea puJiee sergeaut wliu was statiunea at BuiiCling oUO betweeu 2UU1 

aui:i 2006, s~am he used tu wuuaet wliat was iu tlie aust at the slii!Jyatd, wliieli uften 

seepea itttu tJie builaiug attd settlea in aatR layers uncumputer Reybuaras aua desl<s. lf 

yuu tatt a tttuist vaver tuwel alu11gtliuse surfaces, tlie tuwel"wuulO be jet btac.K by tlie 
time yuu weu: auue wiping auwu yuur wurRspace," Liuehau sam. 

At tlie tiwe auo evet siuce, tlie city aua Navy liave repeateCily said tliat uu uue lias ever 

oeeH eX.[jUSt::O tu aHy 1iatl11fU1 SUbstauces at tJie shivyatd, iududiug the 1-iUlit:e 1:!1111-ilUyt!eS, 

https://www.sfchronlcle.com/bayarea/artlcle/Hundreds-of-SFPD-officers-sue-Hunters-Polnt-14844785.php 
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e~iaellce ut liealtli liazatas at Builtiillg bUb tela tea tu the Sliipyata deauup aud 

Iestutatiuu." Sillg~l voiuteCl tu that statemeut in atguiug tliat the Hew lawsuit is baseless. 

Aetial !Jliutus uf Huntets Puilrt Naval SliipyarCI sliuwi11g Buileli11gs 366 twliite un left, mielale) 35"1, aouve that u11 tlie 
tiglit, 1:llla -411 {111i0ale uti tlie tiglit) in Patcel Gill Sanl'tam:iscu, t.'alif., u11 Tuesaay, Septettloet 11, 2U1B. f lie Navy's 
tt!te!:>tirrg plarr tur Pan:el G is oeiiig otuuglit intu questiun. Wliell tlie U.S. Na11y jJledged tu l.i'Btttltlll new suit tests at its 

Huwever, tlie city's ractiatiun survey was a vartial une, euveriug uuly certaiu areas, aua it 
OiCl uut rely uu riguruus suil satuvliug, wliicli sume ex verts say is tlte wust sea iti"-e way 
tu s areli tur taCiiuaetivity aua is tlie Navy's stanaaro ptactiee. 

'I'fie pulice aHa tfieir aavucates aisu puiut uat tliat HuifOiug 6Uo itself wasu't their uuly 

pussible suuree uf expusure tu euHtawiuatiuH at the sliipyartf. Pulke uwvea all aruuutf 

the oase, peTfUUHiHg traitdHg exetcises iH abauauuea ouiJCiiugs, aua tlieit veliides aua 

dutliiHg ufte11 pil:Rea up wua aua Clirt lrum Cl.itren:!Ht lut:atiuns, 

https:llwww.sfchronlcle.comlbayarealarticle1Hundreds-of-SFPD-officers-sue-Hunters-Point-14844785.php 619 
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tealfy l!UH11JliL:ated, but tlie sittJIJle attswet is: Uitt bluws awuua, aua 1-Jt:!UlJ)e oreathe it 

in." 

.Petets s-aia s-ume uf het diet1ts ate sutfetitlg hum clituttit: health cuttditiutrs that th~y 

WUtty ate fiul<ea tu tlie sliipyata, iucluaiug luug Ca!JL:et, bluud aisurdets aHa aault-uuset 

astlittta. lt ca11 be aitlkult, if nut impossible, tu li11R a particular etwitunmental expusute 

tU a {jattkulat Oisease, oet:ause Sytrt{jtutHS ltliglit HUt 3VJiear UHtil Cfet:aaes later. 

"1'111 Hut luul<iug fur a big cash vayuut," saia LiueliaH, tlie retirea sergeaut 'Tw ju~t 

lool<ing fot medical co~erage if something were to come uv later in life that coura be a 

result uf that expusure.." 

Tfie lawsuit alleges that two aeeeasea S.FPlJ t.rersotmel, Jolin Pottot1i ana Joseph 

Zamagui St., "wete expus a at HPNs tu liazatauus suostauces a11CI taCI.iatiun, wliidi wete 

a substautiaJ faetur iu eausiugeacli uf tliem tu sutter frum fatal Cliseases." Purtuui Oiea ut 

brain cancer in 2013. 
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J-\Vt::IIUt:: C1llllt:: IUIIIIt::l nUIIlt::l::. t'UIIIli~C1VC11 .:>111f.JYC11U . 

Madset1, tlie retired Taetil:a! Uivisiut1 utlieet, said he hul.ieS the lawsuit will btittg sume 

aceuutttab'ility fur mistal<es at tlie sliipyara, ur at least sume dusure tur uttit:ers wlio 

wuay abuut tlieir uw11 expusure. 

"The guys that at e stili ali \fe, we stiH ta!I< ab'uut it," .Maasen said. "We stiH wuHdeL" 

Jasun l<~gum~ cmd Cy11tlilCJ1J1z1R~s CJW SCJll Hwn:l'st:u chw11ld'e swlt' w.ril~ts. Hnmih 

jasun.lagum::@'SlLJ1ivtli'Cl'e.t:um, cdizikes@sfchronicle.com Twitter: @jfagone @cdizikes 
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SF's Treasure Island, poised for building boon1, 
escaped listing as Superfund site 

Jason Fagone and Cynthia Dizikes 
Sep. 19, 2019 I Updated: Sep. 19, 2019 4 a.m. 

• •••• 
Construction on Treasure Island in San Francisco, Calif., on Wednesday, September 18, 2019. 

Photo: Scott Strazzante 1 The Chronicle 

San Francisco's Treasure Island, the former naval base being transformed into a $6 

billion development of condos and shops, was once considered hazardous enough to be a 

federal Superfund waste site but was never officially named one, newly disclosed 

hllps:/lwww.sfchronicle .com/bayarealarlicle/SF-s-Treasure-Island-poised-for -building-boom-14451339 .php 118 
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prompted calls Wednesday from some environmentalists for more federal examination. 

However, the island's developers, who have plans to put more than 8,000 homes on the 

site by 2035, said the cleanup has been heavily scrutinized and handled effectively by 

multiple government agencies, dismissing any suggestion that the area is not safe for 

habitation. 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency gives special attention to contaminated sites 

on the National Priorities List, commonly known as Superfund sites. Cleanups require 

extensive tests of soil and water and public documentation of those efforts. The owners 

of the sites usually pay for the bulk of the cleanup while the EPA looks over their 

shoulder. 

The process of listing a Superfund site begins with the EPA's Hazard Ranking System, 

which measures the threat to human health and the environment on a 100-point scale. A 

score above 28.5 qualifies that place for a Superfund designation, which would make 

cleanup a federal priority. 

In 1991, the EPA calculated a hazard score for Naval Station Treasure Island, the base that 

included all of Treasure Island - the flat, artificial island stretching for 400 acres at the 

midspan of the Bay Bridge - and portions of neighboring Yerba Buena Island. 

The base's score was 51.78, the new documents show, almost double the threshold for 

Superfund consideration and slightly higher than the score for the Hunters Point Naval 

Shipyard in the southeast corner of San Francisco, which was named a Superfund site in 

1989. 

But Superfund listing is not mandatory if the score exceeds 28.5, and Treasure Island was 

never stamped with the classification. Instead of leading the cleanup, the EPA took a 

back seat, allowing the California Department of Toxic Substances Control to monitor 

the project. 
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**** PR.ED.BCIS NAL DOClJIH.KNl' ~~~ 

City OOUN'l'Y : 

S'l'ATB SUPERFUND STATU. : 

IY~ { (In te) I I ) 

X No ta re Sup ·t nd s 

1 12..!).1 

21 May, I 

In 1991, the EPA assessed Naval Station Treasure Island for potential health and environmental hazards from its soil 
and waste areas, giving it a hazard score of 51.78, almost double the threshold for Superfund consideration. 

Photo: The Chronicle 

Environmental advocacy groups said the decision led to a dysfunctional and delayed 

cleanup, making the process less transparent and leaving thousands of Treasure Island 

residents in the dark for years about contamination near their homes. In 2007, when 

Navy contractors started to discover radioactive objects across the island that weren't 

supposed to be there, the EPA officially remained on the sidelines without ever fully 

explaining why. 
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Responsibility (PEER), under separate Freedom of Information Act requests. The 

Chronicle obtained related EPA emails and documents through a different request. 

Related Stories 

BY JASON FAGON E AND CYNTH I A D I Z I KES 

Navy altered Hunters Point 
cleanup to cove toxic soil 

BY JASON FAGONE AND CYNT HIA DI Z IK ES 

Limited testing at SF shipyard 
housing area leaves safety in ... 

"Treasure Island is what we call a 'Shadow Superfund site' - a toxic stain that has 

remained in the shadows," PEER's Pacific director, Jeff Ruch, said in a statement 

Wednesday. 

Bradley Angel, executive director of the San Francisco nonprofit group Greenaction for 

Health and Environmental Justice, called on the EPA to reevaluate the risk of the site 

and investigate the work that has been done so far. "No body's minding the store," Angel 

said. "It is just another example of public agencies looking the other way." 

The site's private developer, Treasure Island Community Development, said in a 

statement Wednesday that it was "flat wrong" to suggest that the cleanup has been 

flawed, calling those claims "bogus." 

"Over the past three decades, hundreds of millions of dollars have been spent to identify 

and remove contaminants per State of California standards in order to ensure the island 

is safe for development," the statement said. "The work has been closely supervised by 
- - • .. 1 .. ! - - 1 - ---. 1. 1 ~ - - -- •• -! - - - -- ..:1 -·-- . ! ----- ..J 1.-- ! . • ..l - -· - .. J - .. ...._ - . . .o.. ~ ..._! - - '' m . . - - -· . . . - T - 1 - .• ..1 
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The records obtained by The Chronicle and PEER do not make clear why Treasure Island 

never made the Superfund list. But in a 1998 document, the EPA listed opposition from 

the state as a "moderate factor" for the island not being added to the list. A federal review 

of the Superfund program later found that some state governors cited "the perceived 

stigma of (National Priorities List) listing and potential adverse economic effect" as 

reasons for not supporting listings of eligible sites. 

Then-California Gov. Pete Wilson did not immediately respond to a request for 

comment. The EPA did not answer specific questions about why Treasure Island never 

made the list, and the Navy did not respond to a request for comment. 

An official with the state Department of Toxic Substances Control said a hazard score is 

just the start of the listing process. 

"Recognizing that the EPA implements the Superfund program, the final number in the 

hazard ranking score system doesn't mean that one site is more hazardous than another," 

said Grant Cope, the department's deputy director for site mitigation and restoration. 

"That requires a more in-depth investigation." 

Robert Beck, director of the city's Treasure Island Development Authority, defended the 

island's cleanup and oversight, which he called extensive. 

"The Treasure Island Development Authority remains confident in the measures taken 

by the Navy to identify and appropriately remediate environmental concerns on Yerba 

Buena Island and Treasure Island and the oversight of those measures provided by the 

State of California," Beck said in a statement. 

A state official said in a 2017 email obtained by The Chronicle that although Treasure 

Island isn't on the Superfund list, "It is still treated like a Superfund site in that it is going 

through the same stringent cleanup requirements." 

The real estate project could bring thousands of new homes and residents to the area. 

More than half of the island, now home to about 1,800 people, has been declared free of 
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World War II and throughout the Cold War, the Navy transformed the island into a 

bustling base, where thousands of sailors and civilians lived, worked, trained and 

repaired ships. 

Those activities polluted the land with unknown quantities of metals, industrial 

chemicals and radioactive substances, some used in training exercises to prepare for 

possible nuclear bomb attacks. 

In September 1991, an EPA employee filled out an 18-page worksheet to determine 

Treasure Island's hazard score of 51.78. Noting that the "types of wastes and 

contaminants deposited on site are mostly unknown," the staffer assumed that mercury 

and PCBs, industrial chemicals banned in 1979, tainted some soil. The EPA reviewer 

called this a "worst case situation," but didn't account for the possibility of radioactive 

waste. 

As Navy contractors began investigating the island, according to Navy reports, they 

found "a broad distribution of chemicals in soil and groundwater" at potentially harmful 

levels, including PCBs, dioxin, lead and volatile organic compounds. The Navy started to 

identify and remove tainted soil and sediment. 

Later, after the Navy closed the base and the city began reusing some buildings for 

housing, Navy contractors made a series of troubling discoveries, finding and removing 

more than 600 individual radioactive objects, some in housing areas. 

Still, the EPA kept Treasure Island off the Superfund list. In a one-page 2008 document, 

an EPA staffer wrote that the cleanup was "making good progress ... under state 

oversight" and that future evaluations of Treasure Island's status were a "lower" priority. 

There are no records of EPA evaluations in the past 11 years. 

An EPA spokeswoman said in a statement Wednesday that the agency "regularly checks 

in with its state and other federal agency partners on the status of cleanup work at this 

site." 

In May 2014, Saul Bloom, the leader of San Francisco environmental nonprofit group Arc 
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"The simple fact is we have learned more about TI (Treasure Island) in the past three 

years than we have in all the preceding ones since the (cleanup) began and the story is 

troubling," Bloom wrote. "Right now residents ofTI do not know where in government 

they can go for an unbiased point of view on their health and exposure." 

Bloom, who died in 2016, also submitted a Freedom of Information Act request for 

documents about the site, asking the EPA for details about its decision to leave Treasure 

Island off the Superfund list. His questions initially stumped some EPA officials. 

"No one is sure if it was ever scored and ranked," a regional project manager emailed to a 

colleague in 2014. After doing some research, he added in another email, "The site 

exceeded the score for listing. I don't know the history as to why it was never listed." 

Jason Fagone and Cynthia Dizikes are San Francisco Chmnicle staff writers. Email: 

jfagone@sfchmnicle.com, cdizikes@sfcln·onicle.com 
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Nuru with fraud 
Evan Sernoffsky and Dominic Fracassa 
Jan. 29,2020 I VJ.itlaLea. Ja11. ::fU, :LU:.iU9::.<1Ja. ttt. 

• 
an Frarrdseu Pul5!ic Wurks Uir ectur Muhan Ill rea 1\luru has oeer r arrestea oy the r Bl U11 susph;itm uf putilie -et>nuptiun. 

fifiutu: Car rrerurr Rul5ert 7 I lie Clirur rh.:l'e 

.Feaerai authutities charge a Sa11 .Ftaw..:iscu J.-iuolic Wut1<s Uitectut Muliauuuea .l\1 uw aud 

higli-pnrlHe restaurateur Nid< Bovis witli fraua 'htesaay fuUowing a puBlic corruption 

pruoe. The sch!:!tues iuttulvea aul:!tNeluve ufl.:ash, frauauh:mt l:ity t:u11ttacts, itHpwpet 

gifts fwHJ a Chiiiese aeveiuve1 aua a $2,UOU buttie uf wiue, au.:utd.iug tu autliulities. 
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"Tlit! cUH11Jlaiut aliBges t.:urruvtiuu vuutiug iutu Sau .FtaJH . .:ist:u ttm11 awu11Cl the wmlCl," 

saiO. Ua\iiCf. A.uaersuu, U.S. attuwey fur the NurtlienilJisttit:t urcalit"tnHia, at 'a Hews 

conference Tuesday. 

AHae1sun ac:cusea N uw ut "c:uu uptiDH, 15libei y !Ud<bad<s a11a side Cleats by unt of'Sa11 

Fram:iscu's liigliest-ranl<ing pul5lic employees." 

David .Aifoetsulf, t1.s. attuttrey tut Hie l\luttli"ettr Disttit;t uf calitunria, aist:usses tlie diarges against S.K PuDlk Wurl<s · 
t: niet Muh·a111111ed NUl u ar ra restaUI ;:~ tew Nit:!< l:luvis. 

P"liutu: Lea sutvl<i 7 I li-e t liw1 ride 

Hutli w eH tace uv tu 2U yeats iu IJrisuu uJJ the haua chatge. They were aaaigueCl Tuesday 

itt feaeralt.:uurt i11 San Frarrt.:ist.:u. 
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Local Super Bowl Sporting Green Election 2.02.0 Biz+ Tech Food Culture Desk Datebook us & We 

Huv-is·' attumey CliO uut rt:turuvliuue calls, 

Fifth & Mission 

01nbshell An est of "Mr ... 
San Francisco Public Works Director 
Mohammed Nuru and Lefty O'Doul's 
owner Nick Bovis are charged with 
fraud after a months-long federal 
corrupt ion probe. Audrey Cooper, 
Heather Knight and Evan Sernoffsky 
explain. 

SHARE SUBSCRIBE COOKIE POLICY 

The charges sturm eo Sau Francisco, with city utfit.:ials expressing shucR uver the alleged 

seheHJesthat tuule place betwee112U18 aua 2019, Mayur tuuaun Breea \)UWea to 

"t;UUJ.Jerate fully witli auy itwestigatim1" at1Ci plaeea N utu un paiO leave while the eity 

finas an interim replacement. 

Nutu is a visible cl.'epartnrent lieaa whu's 15eet1at the post fur uearly twu aecaaes ana is 

aeeply iutertwiuea iu Sau Fraucist::u's su-callea city family> which includes former 

Mayurs'WiHie BWWH, GaviH Newsom aua Eo tee aua ctureHt M.ayut Hreea. AS heaa uf 

tlie lJPW, NuruT RnDwn i11 City Hall as Mr. C1eanJ was cDntinua.Ily sttug-gling witli the 

city's quality-of-life cfiallenges liRe sprawling 11ume1ess encampments ana fi1tfiy streets. 

Buvis - wliu was euteueea tu five yeats in stat ptisun for ruboery iu the 1990 - is 

UWHer uf fatuea oar aua r~stauraut :Cefty O'Doul's auo was the pul5lit i'aee ut its annual 

Christmas toy drive. 

Hut while N uru ana Huvis pmjectea one imag-e to the pul5lic, the FHl alleges the two were 

lJ.Uietly iuvulvea iu a Humo·er uffraaa schemes iuvulviug city tesuurces. 

¥HI StJet:ial J.\geiit :.Iawes fulger uutlinea the aHegatiuus iua feaeral culllplaiut uusealeCl 

Tuesaay tulluwiHg tlie arraigmuents. 

Tu lilillt the OUL:UUH~l!t, dh.: l< the "Otigiual Ducumeut" liuR tu uveu tlie 
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Starting in January 2U1B, f\J utu ana Hu~is l5egan scheming tu win a nmtract fur a 

restauraHt lease at Sa11 Frauciscu luternatiunal Aifl..iUtt l5y l5J:ioillg au Ullll"'dlllt::a airpurt 

tuumtissiuuer, the PHI saiO, 

f\J uw and Hu~is plutted tu gi~e the t:umrnissiuner $5,UUU cash, alung witli a Itee trip, in 

exchange tur vutiug fur the lease, autliutities saiG. 'The aitpurt cuunuissiuner, tliuugli, 

aedinea tu tal<e the t:ash, autliutities saiQ, ana tlie sclierue feU a]..Jatt after Buvis ana 

tithers gm sus viti !jus that th~ unaettljVet agent was wml<ing tbt tht! FHl: 
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f\Jicl< Buvis, uwrret uf tefty's Ball pari< Buftet ana Cafe; u11 f\JovetnoEr l6, ~018 in san "Fratrcis-cu. 
Ph"utu: Lea SuzuRi 7 I h·-e t lirut ride 

Nutu was separately usi11g his _pusititm itt tity governmEnt to wurl< with a11 unnamed 

l5il1ionaire Cle-veloper in Cliina whuwas putting together a multimilliun-CI.ollar project in 

San Francisco, authorities saia. In exchange for travel, looging, high -enCl. oooze

im.Juctiug a $2,U7U outtlE uf Ft1::11ch WiHE = ana uthet gifts, N UtU }.ilECI.geu tu manipulatE 

the buiioiug aHCI iHs-pectiun prut:es-s tur the Clevelupe r, authurities saiCl. 

N wu and Bu~;is' relationship iuvol veti schemes acto s multiple guvemment agencies, 

authurities saiO .. Nuru aHegeaJy trieu tu get Buvis a lease rur retail spate at the Tnmsbay 

wwsit c..:eutet, by t:il cwu veutiug the tt aoitiuuai vweess, attthUl ities sam. Nut u t.::liairs the 

Buata uf Diretturs fur the Tmrrsbay :Juint Powers Authurity, which otJemtes the -c-er1ter. 

N U!ll alsu 1j1UviC1eo Hovis iusieie iiitbnuatiou Ull specifkatiuns tur publit: tuilets aua 

howe1ess shelters su lie wouia lial;ie the j uwp when the t.:outrdcts weut to biil, att.:oraiug 

tu the F1:H.1H2U17, .Huvis' c:umvany Tiny Putties vwviCiea aesigu anti mauufactwiug 

wutl< fut a DPW portable toilet vruject that lool<ed liRe the Paintea 1.:.-aCI.ies vh:turbm 

homes near Alamo Square. 
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BY RACHEL SWAN 

Humeless !Jimple pt-utest SF 
cullecting tlieir 15elungings 

BY HEATHE R KN IGHT 

SFPu'l51ic wurUs scramtiling in 
911 muile tu clean city.,s streets 

Fut years, N utu has presiCieCI. uver DPW, whit:h is tespuasible fur t:urtsttUl.:tiun 

management, maintaining pu.l51it: 15ui1Ciings a11a t:arit1g furstre~t trees. With a $SUO 

million 5uCiget, DJJW lias a muglily 1,500-person worl<furce. He Cirew a $273,400 alaty 

fast year, nut induaing \5enetits. 

Nnra was maCie tfie permanent fieaa uf JJJ.Jw By tfien-Mayur Eo .Lee in 2012. J.Jriur tu fiis 

appuit1ttt1et1t, N UtU wutl<eo for 11 years as the oevartment's aeputy Ciitet:tur fur 

uveratiuns ana was lung t:unsiderea a prutege uf futmer M.ayur willie Hruwrt. 

Feaeral utfit:ials iutunnea Breea al5uut tlie arrest at abuut :3~3U p.m. Muulh:~.y~ "Sliurtly 

oefute FBI ageuts exet.:uteo a seart:li w&naHt fur Nuru'"S uffice. 

"Nuthiug w atters wure thau the public ttust, aua eadi aHa evety uue uf us wfiu wur.Ks fur 

the city must huiO. uutseh,es w tfie highest stanaara/' Breea saia iu a statetnellt. "1 aceept 

nut!iing less for myself ur fur thuse whu serve in this achninistratiun." 

Bleea asl<ea City AttutHey Ue1111is Hen eta aua Cuutwllet H-eu RuseufielO Ull Muuaay tu 

begiu revi'ewiug auy city cuHtU:lt..:t that might be cululet..:tea witli N utu's allege a sdteme tu 
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Cit y Purchaset Alatie 1Je~tafimieC:l as aetiug C:lit!:!ctUt uttlie aevattmeut. 

This is 11ut the first ti111e 1.\1 um lias fuuna liimseifat the heart ufa city ~'t;anaal. lii tlie 

early 2000s, lJPW w1iistle-f51owers aHegea Nuru misappropriated pal5lic funas and 

reylacedt;ity wud<ets with employees frum a uuupruht he previously lea, aumngutlter 

allegations. 

DepUty airet:tur uf San 1-t ant:iscu's Department of Pul5lie WorRs JVIuliarrnned 1\Juru 011 l\luvetllben8, 20TI. 

1-'"lioto: Liz Hatalia 7 lli-e t limnlcle 

l'ui1uwi11g l\1 utu's apvuiat111et1t, Herrera, whu was running tur mayur agait1st La~. 

slammed the decision as nothing more than "cronyism, politics ana baa juagment." 

Herrera 1 a a 2UU4 iu~;~estigatiu11 iutu repurts that .1\Jutu, while wurRiug tur lJPW, 

iw.(.nupedy CiiteLtea emyluyees ut the nun profit he liaa founelly lea tu l.:<.uupaigll fur 

Newsum, wliu was maRiu~ liis titst ruu fur lllayur .. 
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Hluuay Marys, was a Uniun Square Janamarl< since 19S8, 15ttt was furceCi tu muve tu a lesl::i

JiH::!Stigiuus fucatiun at .Fislieuuau's Wli::U t iu 2U18. 

Huvis ~ wliu alsu uwus the uuce-puyalar au a 11uw duseo GulO Dust tuunge in San 

Fram:i1:.-cu ana Hruaoway Grill in Burlingame - welcumeo patrons intu Letty U'lJuul's 

during au emutiunal farewell iu .February 2U17 atteuaea by lucal news aua city 

tiignitaries, incluaing the mayor. 

Tlie liigli-prutile 15ttsiness owner, tfiutlgli, fiaa a criminal past tfiat never came tu ligfit 

Outing the JitU!Jerty aiSI.iUte, The Clirunide has learnect. 

Hovis was anestea in1993 iu Santa Clara County ana cliargea. witli secona.-aegree 

ruooery ana use uta tirear111 iu cuHimissiun ot a teluuy. He ulthuately was tuuua guilty ut 

a siugle ctmut uf seculla-aegree w515ery iu1995 au a seutem:eCi tu fi~ years iu state 

prison, records show. 

Buvis liaa enougli u eaits rot ti111e servea in "Luunty jail au a was rel asea witnuut -sc:tving 

time iu state vrisun, aecurai11g tu SaHta Cfata Cuuuty Supetiur Cuutt recuras. 

News uf Nuru's attest jult~a muth un.:ity Hall TuesClay. 

"it's a sliueR.l tliinR that aepartment lias beeu run liRe a uue-pet un tietaum for a lung 

time," S'diG Supervisur Matt Haney, wfiu sparrea uflerr witfi D.PW uver a number ufissues. 

"Tliere's au unaerstau<:iiug tliat, 'evetytliing gues tliwugli Muliauuuea ,' aua if yuu piss 

lii111 ufL there's retfibuti"uu. 1 thin!< there 11eBCls tu 15e an uverhaul uf that Cl.epattmeut." 

Evan SetnullsJ<y ana JJumlnh: Prar;assa are San .Fnmdsvu t:J1rvnlCJesl'alfwriters, Em-a1J: 

1:38enJuflsl<y@siL'JihJJ1i'cl<e:cumJ dflacassa@slL1ilwJidi::.t..:um Twitter: @evansernoffsky, 

@dominicfracassa 

Sign up for BreaRing News alerts 

G'et ttitital updates UM tlie oiggest stuties iH tlie Eay Atea. 
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